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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

A. BUYERS

1. The Auctioneers as agent
 Unless otherwise stated,the Auctioneers act only
 as agent for the Vendor.

2. Buyer
 (a) The Buyer shall be the highest bidder 

acceptable to the Auctioneer and 
theAuctioneers shall have

   absolute discretion to settle any dispute.
 (b) The Auctioneer reserves the right to refuse to
  accept bids from any person or to refuse
  admission to the premises of sale without 

giving any reason thereof.

3. Buyers Premium
 The Buyer shall pay the Auctioneer a premium of
 18% of the Hammer Price (together with VAT at
  the standard rate thereon).

4. Payment
 Payment on purchased Lots can be made by 
 the following methods:-
 (a) Cash
 (b) Cheque supported by a bank or other 
  suitable reference
 (c) Mastercard or Visa

5. Collection of Purchases
 (a) All purchased Lots are to be paid for in full and
   removed from the saleroom on the day of sale
   after which the Auctioneers reserve the right to
  remove any Lot(s) to store at the sole expense
	 	 of	the	buyer	and	without	notification,	unless
  otherwise arranged with the Auctioneer prior to
  the sale.
 (b) Wherever possible goods will be made available
  for collection during the sale.

6. Responsibility for purchase Lots
 (a) Upon the fall of the Hammer all risk in the Lot
  sold will pass to the buyer and neither the
  Auctioneer nor Vendor shall be responsible for
  any loss or damage howsoever caused, but
  ownership of such Lot shall not pass until 

payment in respect thereof has been made in 
accordance

   with Condition A. 5(a).
 (b) In the event of a Buyer either failing to pay for or
   collect a Lot the Auctioneers reserve the right
  to exercise one or more of the following rights:-
 (i) to issue proceedings against the Buyer fo
  breach of contractor
 (ii) to recind the sale of that and any other Lots(s)
  sold to the buyer
 (iii) to resell the Lot(s) either by public or private sale.

	 Any	deficiency	in	the	Purchase	Price	resulting	from
 the resale, together with full costs incurred shall be 
 paid to the Auctioneers by the Buyer and any surplus 
 over  the Proceeds of Sale shall belong to the Vendor.

7. Catalogue Description
	 (a)	 All	Lots	are	offered	for	sale	as	shown	and	neither
  the Auctioneer nor Vendor accept any
  responsibility for imperfections, faults or errors
  of description, buyers should satisfy themselves
  as to the condition of any Lots prior to bidding.
 (b) Descriptions contained in the catalogue are the 
  opinion of the Auctioneers and should not be 
  taken as a representation of statement or fact.
  Some descriptions in the catalogue make
  reference to damage and/or restoration. Such
  information is given for guidance only and the
  absence of such a reference does not imply that
  a Lot is free from defects nor does any reference
  to particular defects imply the absence of others.

8.  Value Added Tax
 In the case of a lot marked with an asterix (*) in the 
 catalogue. VAT is payable on the Hammer Price. 
 VAT is payable at the rates prevailing on the date of 
 the auction.

9. Commission Bids
 Absentee (Commission) bids will be executed as 
 cheaply as any other bids or Vendors reserve allows 
 and the Auctioneers accept no responsibility for the 
	 execution	of	Commission	bids	by	any	member	of	staff	
 whatsoever.

B. VENDORS

1. Commission, Expenses & Reservers
 (a) Vendors commission is charged at the rate of 

10% on all Lots selling for £10,000.00 or over 
and at the rate of 12.5% for Lots selling for 
under £10,000.00. The minimum charge for 
offering	a	Lot	for	sale	is	£10.00.

 (b) A handling fee of £1.00 per Lot will be charged
   on all Lots sold.
 (c) In respect of any unsold Lot the Auctioneer will
   charge 3% of the Vendors reserve or a minimum
   charge of £10.00 per Lot.
 (d) In the event an item is withdrawn from the
   auction at the instruction of the Vendor, for
   whatsoever, reason a charge of £10.00 will be
   levied per item.
	 (e)	 Lots	may	be	offered	subject	to	a	reserve	as
   agreed between the Auctioneer and vendor in
   writing and once agreed may only be changed 

with the consent of the Auctioneers.
 (f) The Vendor shall not bid on his own property 
  nor employ any person to bid for him. The
   Auctioneer shall have the right to bid on 
  behalf on the Vendor only up to the agreed
   reserve price.
 (g) Items failing to sell or withdrawn from sale at 
  the instruction of the Vendor must be collected
   within three working days of the sale after which
   the Auctioneers reserve the right to send to
   storage any remaining goods at the sole
		 	 expense	of	the	Vendor	and	without	notification.
 (h) V.A.T. Is chargeable at the standard rate on all 
  of the Auctioneers charges.

(Continued on inside back cover)
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RIVER TEST
FISHING ON THE WORLD FAMOUS

BROADLANDS
ESTATE

Trout, Salmon & Sea-Trout fishing in the
beautiful Test Valley

Day, Season Rods & Corporate/Group
bookings available

We are presently taking season rod
bookings for the 2019 season

Further details contact:

neil@broadlandsfishing.com

Tel. 01794 518076/m.07785 281349
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RODS, REELS & ACCESSORIES

1
A good Hardy St George Junior trout fly 
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot, white 
agate line guide (no cracks), three screw 
spring drum latch, milled nickel silver rim 
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism, 
only	 very	 light	 wear	 to	 lead	 finish	 and	 in	
original metal edged card box, 1930’s (see 
illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2
A Hardy Uniqua 3B\,” trout fly reel, ivorine 
handle, alloy foot, nickel silver horseshoe 
drum	 latch	and	fixed	calliper	spring	check	
mechanism, faceplate stamped make and 
model	details,	light	wear	to	finish	only,	circa	
1910 and a Hardy Uniqua 3B\,” trout for 
reel,	ebonite	handle,	brass	foot,	fixed	Mk.II	
check mechanism, 1920’s (2)
£150-250

3
A Farlow & Co. brass 2½” trout fly reel 
and block leather case, ivorine handle, 
pierced	 block	 foot	 stamped	 fish	 logo,	
triple	cage	pillars,	fixed	check	mechanism,	
backplate script engraved makers details 
and scroll engraved previous owners 
initials, light wear from normal use, circa 
1890
£120-180 

4
A Hardy Super Silex 4” alloy bait casting 
reel and block leather case, shallow 
cored drum with twin ebonite handles, 
jewelled	spindle	bearing	and	spring	release	
latch, ribbed brass foot, rim mounted 
ivorine casting trigger and milled tension 
screw with rear ivorine quadrant weight 
indicator and spring drum latch, light wear 
from normal use, circa 1929
£200-300

5
A Tibor Gulfstream 4½” #11/12 saltwater 
big game fly reel, black	 anodised	 finish,	
ventilated drum with counter-balanced 
handle, rear spindle mounted milled tension 
adjuster,	 light	 use	 only	 and	 in	 neoprene	
pouch and a Sage “Xi 2” 4 piece big game 
fly	 rod,	 9’,	 #12,	 anodised	 screw	 grip	 reel	
fitting,	light	use,	in	bag	and	alloy	tube	(2)
£250-350

6
A Tibor Signature Series 9/10 saltwater fly 
reel, gold	anodised	finish,	skeletal	drum	with	
counter-balanced handle, milled spindle cap 
and rear spindle mounted tension nut, light 
use only and a Sage “Xi 3” 4 piece carbon 
big	 game	 fly	 rod,	 9’,	 #10,	 anodised	 screw	
grip	 reel	 fitting,	 light	 use	 only,	 in	 bag	 and	
alloy tube (2) (see illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7
An Abel Super 5 trout fly reel, black 
anodised	 finish,	 counter-balanced	
rosewood handle, rear spindle mounted 
tension	 adjuster,	 light	 use,	 in	 pouch	 and	
a Thomas & Thomas “VE 905-3” 3 piece 
carbon	 trout	 fly	 rod,	 wooden	 reel	 seat,	
anodised	fitting,	in	bag	and	alloy	tube	(2)
£200-300
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8
An Orvis Odyssey III light salmon/trout 
fly reel, black	 anodised	 finish,	 counter-
balanced handle, rear milled tension 
regulator, in cloth pouch and a Sage 
“Z-Axis”	 4	 piece	 carbon	 light	 salmon	 fly	
rod,	11’,	#8,	light	use	only,	in	bag	and	alloy	
tube (2)
£180-260

9
A Hardy Zane No.1 saltwater fly reel, 
skeletal drum with counter-balanced handle, 
bridge foot, rear milled spindle tension 
adjuster,	in	neoprene	pouch	and	a	Sage	“SLT”	
4	 piece	 carbon	 fly	 rod,	 9’6”,	 #8,	 anodised	
screw	grip	reel	fitting,	in	bag	and	alloy	tube	(2)
£180-260

10
A Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4” salmon 
fly reel, domed ivorine handle, pierced 
alloy foot, strapped rim tension screw with 
Turk’s head locking nut and early calliper 
spring check mechanism (spring a.f.), 
slightly dished drum with four rim cusps and 
milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate 
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark, straight 
line and open oval logs and block engraved 
previous owners initials, wear from normal 
use, circa 1904 (see illustration)
£400-600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11
A scarce Hardy Triumph 3¾” bait 
casting reel, shallow cored drum with twin 
ebonite	 handles,	 jewelled	 spindle	 bearing	
and spring release latch, brass foot, rim 
mounted nickel silver casting trigger and 
milled tension screw with rear ivorine 
quadrant weight indicator and sliding drum 
brake button, rarely seen model made 
1923-28 only
£400-600

12
A scarce Hardy Perfect 3B\,” trout fly 
reel, ivorine handle, red agate line guide 
(no cracks, brass foot, strapped rim tension 
screw and 1906 calliper spring check 
mechanism, contracted drum with four 
rim cusps and milled nickel silver locking 
screw, faceplate stamped central circular 
logo,	 light	 wear	 to	 lead	 finish	 only,	 drum	
binding slightly, circa 1906 (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13
A Hardy St George 3” trout fly reel, 
ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw spring 
latch, white agate line guide (no cracks), 
milled rim tension screw and Mk.II check 
mechanism,	 wear	 to	 enamel	 finish	 and	 a	
Hardy “Deluxe” 3 piece (2 tips) cane trout 
fly	 rod,	 8’6”,	 #5,	 crimson	 inter-whipped,	
screw	grip	reel	fitting,	spare	tip	short,	1966,	
in bag (2)
£180-260

14
A Greys GTX No.4 salmon reel and four 
spare spools, counter-balanced handle, 
cassette drum, spring release latch and 
rear	spindle	mounted	tension	adjuster,	only	
very light use, in zip cases and a Greys 
“Greyflex”	 3	 piece	 carbon	 salmon	 fly	 rod,	
15’,	 #10/11,	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	 in	 bag	
and cloth covered tube (2)
£100-150
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15
An Abel Super 14 big game fly reel, left 
hand wind model with black anodised 
finish,	rosewood	counter-balanced	handle,	
skeletal drum and rear spindle mounted 
milled	 tension	 adjuster,	 light	 wear	 only,	 in	
neoprene pouch (see illustration)
£200-300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

16
An Abu Ambassadeur Morrum SX3600C 
bait casting reel, 50th anniversary model 
1952-2002, twin handles, thumb release 
bar, an Abu Ambassadeur Morrum 6600CL 
bait casting reel, twin handles, thumb 
release bar, both with only very light us and 
an Abu-Matic 290 closed face reel (3)
£140-240

17
A good Hardy “Palakona” 2 piece cane 
brook trout rod, 7’2”,	 #5,	 scarlet/green	
tipped	 silk	wraps,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fitting,	
suction	joint,	1975,	light	use	only,	in	bag
£200-300

18
A good Orvis “125” 3 piece cane brook 
trout fly rod, 7’6”,	#5,	clear/tan	tipped	silk	
wraps, sycamore reel seat with screw grip 
fitting,	suction	joints,	good	overall	condition	
in bag and brass capped alloy tube
£200-300

19
A Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece cane trout fly 
rod, 8’6”,	 #6,	 black/scarlet	 tipped	 wraps,	
sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	suction	joint,	1969,	
in bag
£150-250

20
An Abel Super 12 big game fly reel, right 
hand wind model with black anodised 
finish,	rosewood	counter-balanced	handle,	
skeletal drum and rear spindle mounted 
milled	 tension	 adjuster,	 light	 wear	 only,	 in	
neoprene pouch (see illustration)
£180-260 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

21
A pair of Hardy Ultralite Disc Salmon fly 
reels, each with black	 anodised	 finish,	
ebonite handle, two screw drum latch, 
nickel silver line guide and rear spindle 
mounted	tension	adjuster,	light	use	only,	in	
neoprene pouches (2)
£140-180

22
A Hardy LRH Lightweight trout fly reel, 
brown/gold	 anodised	 finish,	 two	 screw	
drum latch, brass foot, nickel silver line 
guide and milled rim tension screw, in zip 
case	and	a	Hardy	Ultralite	Disc	#6	trout	fly	
reel, two screw latch, rear spindle mounted 
tension	 adjuster,	 in	 neoprene	 case,	 both	
with light use only (2)
£130-180

23
An Orvis CFO III Disc trout fly reel and 
spare spool, green	finish,	two	screw	drum	
latch,	 alloy	 foot,	 rear	 tension	 adjuster,	 an	
Orvis	CFO	III	trout	fly	reel	and	three	Hardy	
Marquis	 fly	 reels;	 a	 Salmon	 No.2	 with	 2	
spare	 spools,	 a	 Salmon	 No.1	 and	 spare	
spool	and	a	#7	trout	fly	reel	(5)
£120-180
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24
An Abel Super 6 trout fly reel, silver 
anodised	 finish,	 counter-balanced	 handle,	
ventilated drum and backplate, rear spindle 
mounted	 tension	 adjuster,	 wear	 from	
normal use, in pouch
£130-180

25
A Uniqua style mahogany drop front 
cabinet, interior	 fitted	 seven	 drawers	 (fly	
clips removed) and holding a small selection 
of	various	fly	tying	equipment,	a	further	nine	
drawer pine cabinet holding materials, a 
beechwood	fly	tyer’s	cabinet,	a	quantity	of	
various materials and other items (Q)
£140-240

26
An interesting Edwardian parlour 
game entitled “The Expert Angler”, 
the rectangular beech case with applied 
paper name plaque and brass hook and 
latch fastener, interior with printed rules 
and	 holding	 36	 painted	 lead	 fish	 models,	
6	 two	section	wooden	fishing	poles	and	a	
2 section wooden “match” measure/score 
pole, circa 1910
£100-150

27
A Hardy HJS reel case and accessories, 
the rectangular teak case with leather 
locking	strap,	fitted	interior	holding	a	nickel	
silvered oil cannister, and brass four armed 
clamp	fitting	line	winder,	lacking	reel,	1930’s
£100-150

28
An Edwardian leather rod hold-all of 
elliptical form, brass locking cap strap, 
swing carry handle and applied name 
plaque for Sir Clive Coates Bart., Helperby, 
54” long, a leather trout rod tube, strap 
locking cap, carry handle and shoulder 
strap, 39½” and a Hardy bamboo and 
leather cap single rod tube in cloth bag, 
60” (3)
£100-150

29
A Malloch black japanned salmon fly 
box, cream	painted	interior	fitted	swing	leaf	
and nickel silver spring clips and holding 
a	small	selection	of	hair	wing	flies,	various	
other	salmon	and	trout	fly	and	cast	boxes,	
with	 flies,	 a	 Hardy	 Album	 cast	 case,	 a	
Ronalds 6th ed. Fly Fisher’s Entomology 
canvas	wallet	and	 two	 further	cast	and	fly	
wallets (Q)
£90-130

30
A Hardy Perfect 4¼” salmon fly reel, 
ebonite handle ribbed alloy foot, milled 
nickel silver rim tension screw and Mk.II 
check mechanism, drum with nickel silver 
locking	 screw,	 light	 wear	 to	 finish	 from	
normal use and in original cream card box, 
circa 1950 (see illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

31
A good Hardy St George 3C\,” trout fly 
reel and spare spool, ebonite handle, alloy 
foot, white agate line guide (no cracks), two 
screw spring drum latch, milled rim tension 
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, only 
very light signs of use, 1950’s
£200-300

32
A Hardy Perfect 3M\,” trout/light salmon 
fly reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, 
milled nickel silver rim tension screw and 
Mk.II	check	mechanism,	light	wear	to	finish	
from normal use only, 1930’s
£180-260
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33
A scarce Fin-Nor No.3 “Wedding Cake” 
saltwater fly reel, gold anodised left 
hand wind model with reverse tapered 
ebonite handle, chromed bridge foot and 
rear	 spindle	 mounted	 tension	 adjuster	 on	
stepped rear plate, stamped make and 
model details and “3-258”, very good 
overall condition (see illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

34
A scarce Vom Hofe Regal No.2 bonefish 
multiplier reel, ebonite and German silver 
construction	with	off-set	counter-balanced	
crank wind arm, pierced bridge foot 
stamped model details, triple cage pillars, 
rear mounted sliding optional milled check 
disc and spindle cover stamped May ’02 
patent details, excellent condition, 1920’s
£200-300

35
A very rare Heddon Black Sucker Minnow 
#1300 bait, the	 5¾”	 wooden	 bodied	 fish	
shaped lure with painted graduated black/
pink/gold decoration, twin glass amber/
black spot eyes, head mounted twin 
spinning vanes, one stamped makers 
name, two cup mounted side and one rear 
treble	hooks,	one	tooth	mark	to	right	flank,	
a rarely seen lure circa 1915, see White Karl 
T.: Fishing Tackle & Antique Collectables, 
Vol. I Plugs, pg. 83 (see illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 

36
A fine Hardy Silex 4” bait casting reel, 
shallow cored drum with twin ebonite 
handles and two screw spring release latch, 
ribbed brass foot, rim mounted ebonite 
casting trigger, backplate stamped make 
and model details, reel is in as new/unused 
condition, 1960’s
£130-180

37
A Hardy Birmingham 2¼” brass trout fly 
reel, horn handle, bridge foot, triple cage 
pillars,	 fixed	 check	 mechanism,	 faceplate	
with two screw spindle boss and stamped 
Rod in hand and enclosed oval logo, light 
wear only, circa 1896
£140-180

38
An Illingworth No.3 threadline casting 
reel, bronze exposed gearing, stepped 
ebonite	 handle,	 finger	 pick-up	 line	 guide,	
nickel silver rimmed spool with graduated 
tension	 adjuster,	 stamped	 maker	 and	
patent details, circa 1915
£160-240

39
A Hardy Princess trout fly reel, ebonite 
handle, alloy foot, two screw drum latch, 
nickel silver two screw “U” shaped line 
guide, rim tension screw and compensating 
check mechanism and a Hardy LRH 
Lightweight	trout	fly	reel,	scarce	four	pillar	
model of similar design, in zip cases (2)
£130-180
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40
A good Vom Hofe Tobique 2/0 multiplying 
salmon fly reel, ebonite and nickel silver 
construction with counter-balanced 
serpentine crank handle set within an 
anti-foul rim, pierced alloy block foot, 
stamped model details, triple cage pillars 
(two double roller), rear spindle mounted 
seven	 point	 graduated	 tension	 adjuster	
and sliding optional check button, hinged 
spindle [port cover stamped May ’02 patent 
details, circa 1920 and in Hardy Selvyt reel 
bag (see illustration)
£1300-1800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

41
A scarce Hardy “Sussex Brook” 2 piece 
cane trout fly rod, 8’, crimson silk wraps, 
sliding	alloy	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	suction	
joint,	1946,	in	bag
£140-240

42
A Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod, 9’, crimson inter-whipped, 
sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	suction	joint,	1965,	
in bag
£150-250

43
A Hardy “Koh-i-Noor” 2 piece trout fly 
rod, 9’, crimson silk wraps, sliding alloy 
reel	 fitting,	 suction	 joint,	 1954,	 whippings	
and a Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane trout 
fly	 rod,	8’,	 crimson	 inter-whipped,	1957,	 in	
bags (2)
£120-180

44
A Sharpe’s “Featherweight” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod, 8’,	#5/6,	crimson	whippings,	
sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	in	bag	and	a	Farlow	
“Jubilee” 2 piece cane trout rod, 8’6”, green 
silk wraps, in bag (2)
£100-150

45
A Hardy “No.2 A.H.E. Wood” 3 piece 
cane salmon fly rod, 12’, crimson inter-
whipped,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fitting,	 suction	
joints,	1946,	in	bag
£100-150

46
A G. Little brass and ebonite 4½” salmon 
fly reel, horn	 handle,	 bridge	 foot	 (filed),	
fixed	 check	 mechanism,	 four	 various	
Nottingham	 reels,	 a	Hardy	Silex	No.2	4½”	
extra	wide	bait	casting	reel,	a.f.,	five	various	
other	reels,	a	brass	sea	trout	gaff/priest	and	
an Orvis travel case (Q)
£120-160

47
An oak rod box, brass swing handle with 
shaped escutcheon, twin latch locks, 73” 
long a green painted pine rod box with 
leather wrap-around straps, formerly the 
property of Lord Rugby, 63” long, a small 
collection	of	various	gaffs,	landing	nets	and	
other items (Q)
£100-150

48
A fine Abel Super 12 AR salmon fly reel, 
gold	 anodised	 finish,	 left	 hand	 wind	 anti-
reverse model with rosewood handle on 
pierced cross-bar arm mounted above a 
spindle tension regulator, ventilated drum 
and cage, black anodised foot, new/unused 
condition, in pouch and card box
£250-450
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49
A fine Saracione Mk. V 3¾” multiplier 
salmon fly reel, black/gold anodised 
finish,	 left	 hand	 wind	 model,	 2:1	 ration	
gearing, serpentine counter-balance34d 
crank winding arm set within an anti-foul 
rim, polished alloy foot stamped “297”, rear 
spindle	 mounted	 milled	 tension	 adjuster,	
reel is new/unused condition and sold 
with original neoprene pouch, card box 
and purchase invoice, dated 15.4.16 for 
$1685.00 (see illustration)
£700-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

50
A fine and rare Saracione Deluxe II SD 
4½” salmon fly reel with custom ordered 
“marbled” ebonite rubber end plates, left 
hand wind direct drive model, “S” scroll 
counter-balanced handle set within an anti-
foul rim, nickel silver rims, pierced alloy 
foot, stamped “024” and makers name, 
triple drum pillars (one double), rear spindle 
mounted	 sealed	 drag	 tension	 adjuster,	 in	
new/unused condition and with Arne Mason 
handmade block leather “D” case, neoprene 
pouch, card box and purchase invoice, 
dated 15.4.16 for $3800.00 (see illustration)
£1500-2500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

51
A fine Abel #4.5 AR salmon fly reel, gold 
anodised	 finish,	 left	 hand	wind	 anti-reverse	
model with wooden handle on black anodised 
pierced cross-bar arm mounted above a 
spindle tension regulator, multi-perforated 
drum plate, black anodised foot, new/unused 
condition, in pouch and card box
£200-300

52
A David Norwich “Stowaway” 4 piece 
carbon salmon fly rod, 15’,	 #10/11,	 alloy	
screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	 in	 bag	 and	 a	 David	
Norwich	 5	 piece	 triangular	 carbon	 custom	
built	salmon	fly	rod,	14’,	#14,	anodised	screw	
grip	reel	fitting,	in	bag	(2)
£120-180

53
A Milward’s “Carpversa” 2 piece cane 
carp rod, 11’4”, red/black marbled wraps, 
sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	 stand-off	 rings,	
suction	joint,	in	bag
£90-130

54
A good Hardy “Perfection Roach” 2 
piece cane float rod, 11’, crimson silk inter-
whipped,	sliding	alloy	 reel	fittings,	stand-off	
rings,	suction	joint,	1961,	light	use	only,	in	bag
£150-250

55
A fine Richard Masters “Pegasus 
Aerial” 4½” centre pin reel, caged and 
six spoked polished alloy drum with twin 
treen handles and release/regulator forks, 
brass stancheon foot, rear sliding brass 
optional check button and bar spring check 
mechanism, as new condition and in block 
leather “D” shaped case (see illustration)
£250-450 
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56
A fine Farlow 4” brass salmon fly reel, 
domed ivory handle, block foot stamped 
fish	 logo,	 quadruple	 cage	 pillars,	 fixed	
check mechanism, raised spindle boss with 
domed steel locking screw, seems unused, 
circa 1890
£90-130

57
A Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 3C\,” trout 
fly reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped 
rim tension screw and early calliper spring 
check mechanism, contracted drum with 
four rim cusps and milled nickel silver 
locking screw, faceplate stamped Rod in 
Hand trade mark, enclosed and straight line 
logos, factory replaced drum frame, circa 
1905 (see illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

58
A Hardy Hercules 2¾” brass trout fly 
reel, ivory handle on raised check housing, 
pierced and waisted bridge foot, triple cage 
pillars,	 fixed	 check	 mechanism,	 faceplate	
with raised spindle boss and stamped 
enclosed	oval	logo,	light	wear	to	finish	from	
normal use circa 1895
£200-300

59
A Hardy brass and ebonite 4½” salmon 
fly reel, domed ivorine handle, bridge 
foot,	 quadruple	 cage	 pillars,	 fixed	 check	
mechanism, faceplate with raised two 
screw spindle boss and stamped enclosed 
oval logo, light overall wear from normal 
use, circa 1896
£300-400

60
A rare Allcock Aerial 5138-T1 3” centre 
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with 
solid	ebonite	flanges,	twin	xylonite	handles	
and release tension fork regulator, B.P. line 
guide,	brass	stancheon	foot,	neatly	files	at	
both ends, alloy backplate with sliding brass 
optional check button and calliper spring 
check mechanism, backplate stamped 
circular trade mark, light wear only, circa 
1915, this is the actual reel illustrated 
in Singleton R.: The Allcock Aerial – A 
Collector’s Guide, pg., 51 (see illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

61
A rare Coxon Aerial 4108A-T1 3” wide 
drummed centre pin reel, caged and six 
spoke drum with twin xylonite handles, 
ebonite	 flanges	and	 twin	 release/regulator	
forks, brass starback foot, walnut backplate 
with sliding optional brass check button 
and calliper spring check mechanism, 
front	 drum	flange	 stamped	with	 the	 rarely	
seen model details “The Coxon Aerial”, 
very good overall condition, circa 1915 (see 
illustration)
£700-1000 
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62
A Greys Beswick 4” centre pin trotting 
reel, brushed alloy shallow cored drum 
with twin composition handles and three 
screw release latch, stancheon foot and 
rear sliding optional check button with bar 
spring check mechanism, as new condition
£80-120

63
A W.A. Adams 3” bench made trout 
fly reel, left hand wind model with black 
anodised end plates, “S” scroll counter-
balanced crank handle, two screw release 
latch, block foot, triple cage pillars, rear 
milled tension regulator and applied name 
plaque, lightly used condition and in original 
zip leather pouch (see illustration)
£160-240 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

64
A B. James “Avocet” 3 piece cane float 
rod, 11’3”, crimson inter-whippings, sliding 
alloy	 reel	 fittings,	 “onion”	 cork	 handle,	
stand-off	 rings,	 suction	 joints,	 London	
transfer label, in bag
£200-300

65
A collection of six various cane salmon 
fly/spinning rods, various makes and 
models including Hardy, Alex Martin and 
Allcock, two greenheart salmon rods 
by Enright and Forrest and four various long 
handled	salmon	gaffs	(Q)
£130-180

66
An Alex Martin (Dingley built) Caledonia 
4” alloy salmon fly reel, domed ivorine 
handle, brass bridge foot, telephone drum 
latch	and	fixed	Mk.I	style	check	mechanism,	
interior stamped “D.2”, only light wear to 
lead	finish,	1920’s
£120-180

67
A Hardy Silex Major 4¼” wide drummed 
bait casting reel, twin ebonite handles, 
spring drum latch, brass foot, auxiliary 
brass rim brake, rim mounted ivorine 
casting trigger and rear knurled nickel silver 
tension regulator, light wear from normal 
use, circa 1925, in Hardy Selvyt reel bag
£140-240

68
A Farlow block leather reel case to take 
a 3½” wide drummed salmon reel, a Forrest 
block leather reel case also for a 3½” wide 
drummed reel and a good quality un-named 
block leather case for a 4½” salmon reel, all 
with previous owners initials to lids (3)
£130-180

69
A Malloch black japanned salmon fly 
box, cream	 painted	 interior	 fitted	 forty	
nickel silver spring clips and holding a 
selection of 34 fully dressed gut eyed 
salmon	 flies,	 including	 some	 doubles,	 lid	
with applied oval nickel silver trade plaque 
and	a	Wheatley	alloy	salmon	fly	box,	fitted	
spring clips and holding 42 fully dressed 
gut-eyed	salmon	flies,	some	doubles	(2)
£200-300
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70
A fine J. Bernard & Son black japanned 
salmon fly reservoir, the rectangular cabinet 
with hinged cover and leather wrap-around 
strap,	cream	painted	interior	fitted	six	lift-out	
trays each with nickel silver spring clips and 
holding	a	fine	collection	of	242	fully	dressed	
gut	eyed	salmon	flies	including	large	examples	
up to 9/0, some doubles and a further small 
number	 of	 eyed	 irons,	 the	 majority	 of	 flies	
purchased from Forrest of Kelso and smaller 
doubles from Herbert Hatton’s of Hereford, 
lid white painted previous owners initials, 
circa 1910 (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

71
A good Hardy Silex 4” bait casting reel, 
caged drum with twin ivorine handles, 
jewelled	spindle	bearing	and	spring	release	
latch, cut-away rim section, brass foot 
and three rim mounted casting controls, 
backplate stamped make and model 
details, reel retains much of the dark lead 
finish,	circa	1905
£150-250

72
A good Allcock Aerial Popular 3” centre 
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with 
twin xylonite handles and release/regulator 
forks, brass foot, rear sliding optional check 
button and bar spring check mechanism, reel 
retains	most	of	the	original	lead	finish,	1940’s
£150-250

73
An Allcock Water-Witch 3” white metal 
bait, six spherical sectioned body, twin 
head vanes and three treble hooks, a Tit-Bit 
3 1.4” hollow metal bait, painted decoration 
and	 two	 boxed	 Hardy	 devon	 baits;	 a	 3”	
Wetherall Spratt and a 2½” Pennel (4)
£80-120

74
A Farlow black japanned lure case, lift out 
section tray, sliding pin lock three various 
other lure boxes and a good selection of 
various	 lures	 and	 baits	 including	 reflex	
devons, Wye devons, Wadham loaches, 
Phantoms, Feathero minnows et al, two 
Wheatley	fly	wallets	and	a	small	quantity	of	
other items (Q)
£120-180

75
A good C. Farlow & Co. Ltd leather salmon 
Hold-All, the rectangular hide case with 
green baize lined interior, lift out tackle tray 
and compartmentalised base, twin wrap-
around locking straps, carry handle and 
brass hasp lock, stamped makers details 
and lid with previous owners initials, 19½” x 
13” x 9½”, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£350-550 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

76
A Hardy “Viscount Grey” 2 piece cane 
sea-trout fly rod, 10’6”, crimson silk inter-
whippings,	 alloy	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	
lockfast	joint,	1959,	light	use	only,	in	bag
£130-180

77
A scarce Hardy “Reservoir” 2 piece cane 
trout	fly	rod,	9’6”,	#7,	green/crimson	tipped	
silk	 wraps,	 alloy	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	
suction	joint,	1968,	light	use	only	and	a	rarely	
seen model made 1967-69 only, in bag
£180-260
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78
A Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane trout 
fly rod, 8’6”,	#4,	crimson	silk	inter-whipped,	
alloy	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	 lockfast	 joint,	
1961, in bag
£140-240

79
A fine and rare Captain Croydon (Bob 
Southwell built) “Richard Walker Mk.IV” 2 
piece cane carp rod, 10’, crimson silk inter-
whippings,	sliding	alloy	reel	fittings,	suction	
joint,	excellent	overall	condition,	in	bag
£500-800

80
A good Allcock Aerial 7950-T3 3½” 
narrow drummed centre pin reel, caged 
and six spoked drum with twin xylonite 
handles, release/regulator forks, ventilated 
alloy	 front	 flange	 stamped	 “patent”,	 B.P.	
line guide, brass stancheon foot, rear 
sliding optional check button and calliper 
spring check mechanism, backplate block 
engraved	previous	owners	initials	“A.N.H.”,	
light wear from normal use, circa 1920  
(see illustration)
£350-550 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

81
A rare Oliver’s of Knebworth “Special – 
Owen Reid’s Mk.IV Avon” 2 piece cane 
float rod, 10’, crimson/scarlet tipped 
wraps, scarlet silk inter-whippings, sliding 
alloy	 reel	 fittings,	 trumpet	 cork	 handle,	
suction	 joint,	 very	 good	 overall	 condition	
and a rare model, in bag
£300-400

82
A rare Captain Croydon (Bob Southwell 
built) “The Baker Special Ledger” 2 piece 
cane bottom rod, 9’6”, dark crimson silk 
inter-whippings,	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	stand-
off	rings,	suction	joint,	light	use	only	in	bag
£300-500

83
A scarce Allcock Caledonia 4” bait, the 
horn	 tailed	 fish	 shaped	 lure	 with	 painted	
decoration, twin amber/black spot glass 
eyes, twin nickel silver spinning head 
vanes,	hollow	spindle	with	rear	flying	treble	
hook and twin head trebles on original gimp 
trace, circa 1880 (see illustration)
£300-500 
 
 
 
 
 

84
An 19th Century early Devon Minnow style 
2½” metal bait, hollow torpedo shaped 
body with painted decoration, twin head 
spinning vanes, central revolving spindle 
with box head swivel and rear treble, two 
further side mounted treble hooks (one 
hook lacking), hook, circa 1860
£300-400

85
A rare Gregory (retailed by A. Young & 
Son) Jointed Cleopatra 1¾” nickel silver 
bait, the	four	section	fish	shaped	body	with	
two side and one rear mounted treble hook, 
raised stud eyes, twin head spinning vanes, 
one stamped retailers name, box head swivel 
with gimp trace, circa 1875 (see illustration)
£1200-1500 
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86
A Hardy Hercules 4¼” salmon fly reel, 
domed ivory handle on raised faceplate, 
pierced and waisted bridge foot, quadruple 
cage	 pillars,	 fixed	 check	 mechanism,	
faceplate with two screw spindle boss 
and stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and 
enclosed oval logo, wear from normal use, 
circa 1895
£200-300

87
A scarce Hardy Coquet 5” sea centre pin 
reel, walnut drum with twin horn handles 
and milled nickel silver spindle tension 
adjuster	with	 domed	 locking	 screw,	 brass	
stancheon foot, stamped enclosed oval 
logo, very good condition, circa 1911
£250-350

88
A rare Hardy South African Surf 6” alloy 
sea centre pin reel, solid duralumin drum 
with twin reverse tapered ebonite handles 
and milled bronze drum tension nut with 
domed nickel silver locking screw, heavy 
bronze ribbed stancheon foot with frog 
back support, rarely seen rim mounted 
nickel silver optional check lever (see 
Drewett J: Hardy Bros… pg. 452), backplate 
stamped make and model details, reel is 
in overall good condition, factory records 
show only 56 reels having been produced 
in this size between 1930-1939, circa 1931 
(see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

89
A Hardy Eureka 3½” centre pin trotting 
reel, multi-perforated narrow drum with 
twin xylonite handles and nickel silver 
telephone release latch, ribbed brass foot, 
half cut-away rim section, rim mounted 
optional check lever and bar spring check 
mechanism, backplate stamped make and 
model details, circa 1920
£200-300

90
A scarce Hardy Super Silex Multiplier 
3½” bait casting reel, ebonite handle on 
off-set	 circular	 drive	 plate,	 polished	 alloy	
drum	 with	 jewelled	 spindle	 bearing	 and	
spring release latch, ribbed brass foot, rim 
mounted ivorine casting trigger and milled 
tension screw with rear ivorine quadrant 
weight indicator, light wear from normal 
use, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

91
A Hardy “No.2 LRH Spinning” 2 piece 
cane salmon spinning rod, 9’6”, green/
crimson tipped wraps, green silk inter-
whipped,	 alloy	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	
studlock	joint,	1961,	in	bag
£100-150

92
A Hardy “Keith Rollo” 3 piece cane trout 
fly rod, 9’, scarlet re-whipped, sliding alloy 
reel	fitting,	suction	joints,	1959,	in	bag
£120-180

93
A Hardy “C.C. de France” 3 piece (2 tips) 
cane trout fly rod, 9’, green inter-whipped, 
sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	suction	joints,	1954,	
in bag
£130-180
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94
An H.L. Leonard “Tournament” 3 piece 
(2 tips) cane trout fly rod, light tan/black 
tipped silk wraps, tan silk inter-whippings, 
wooden reel seat with sliding nickel silver 
fittings,	slightly	swollen	butt,	suction	ferrules,	
agate lined butt and tip rings, bronze snake 
intermediates, in bag and alloy tube
£200-300

95
A good Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4½” 
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, 
brass foot, strapped rim tensions crew with 
Turk’s head locking nut and early calliper 
spring check mechanism, slightly dished 
drum	with	five	rim	cusps	and	milled	nickel	
silver locking screw, faceplate stamped 
Rod in Hand trade mark, enclosed oval 
and straight line logos, very good overall 
condition and in Hardy Selvyt reel bag, 
circa 1903 (see illustration)
£700-1000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

96
A Hardy Perfect Houghton Dry Fly 2B\,” 
wide drummed trout fly reel, reproduction 
model	with	“artificially”	aged	finish,	ivorine	
handle, brass foot, strapped rim tension 
screw and early style calliper check 
mechanism, drum with four rim cusps and 
milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate 
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark, enclosed 
oval	and	straight	line	logos,	aged	finish
£400-600

97
A Hardy “Sintrix Zenith” 4 piece carbon 
salmon fly rod, 12’6”,	#7,	black	silk	wraps,	
anodised	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	 only	 very	
light use, in bag and alloy tube
£200-300

98
A Loomis “Roaring River Stinger GLX” 3 
piece carbon salmon fly rod, 15’,	 #10/11,	
green silk wraps, anodised screw grip reel 
fitting	with	fly	decorated	faux	ivory	seat,	very	
light use only in bag and cloth covered tube
£200-300

98a
A Sharpe’s “Eighty Three” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod, 8’3”,	#5/6,	crimson	silk	wraps,	
wooden	reel	seat	and	alloy	screw	grip	fitting,	
staggered	ferrule,	suction	joint,	light	use	only,	
in bag and Hugh Grieve leather travel rod tube
£150-250

99
A fine and rare Wyatt Dietrich hand built 
Sweetwater “Pike Bum” 3 piece (2 tips) 
cane pike fly rod, 8’,	 #9/10,	 mid	 tan	 silk	
wraps, olivewood reel seat and anodised 
screw	 grip	 fitting,	 agate	 line	 butt	 ring	 and	
snake	 eyes,	 suction	 joints,	 short	 butt	
extension handle, only very light signs of use 
and in bag and original leather travel tube
£500-800

100
A Hardy 1896 Brass Perfect 4¼” salmon fly 
reel, domed ivorine handle, block foot pierced 
five	holes,	strapped	rim	tension	with	Turks	head	
locking nut and early calliper spring check 
mechanism, open ball race with phosphor 
bronze bearings, slightly dished drum with 
twin bands of large and small perforations and 
milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate 
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark, enclosed 
oval logo and straight line logos, light overall 
wear from normal use only and in un-named 
block leather case, lid stamped “Charles 
Hambro”, circa 1896 (see illustration)
£3000-4000 
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101
Two tool/parts cabinets from the Hardy 
factory; a red painted pine four drawer cabinet 
with drop metal handles, 46” wide and an oak 
nine drawer chest holding a number of various 
tools and other items, 33” wide (2)
£80-120

102
A good Hardy Longstone 3½” sea centre 
pin reel, solid polished alloy drum with twin 
ebonite handles and nickel silver milled 
spindle tension nut, Bickerdyke line guide, 
ribbed alloy foot and rear alloy optional 
check button, as new condition, 1950’s
£140-180

103
A Hardy Perfect 3Z\,” trout fly reel, 
xylonite handle, brass foot, rim mounted 
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism, 
light	 wear	 to	 finish	 from	 normal	 use	 and	
faceplate neatly block engraved previous 
owners initials, 1920’s
£150-250

104
A Fin-Nor 6/0 big game multiplier trolling 
reel, gold	 anodised	 finish,	 off-set	 “T”	 bar	
handle,	 rim	 mounted	 drag	 adjuster,	 twin	
harness	 lugs,	 rod	 clamp	 fitting,	 light	 use	
only, circa 1970
£140-240

105
A rare Hardy 1897 model line drier, heavy 
green painted iron “U” shaped support with 
turned brass spindle supporting four screw-
in arms and a straight waited crank winding 
arm with turned horn handle, mounted onto 
a	heavy	brass	“G”	clamp	 table	fitting	with	
thumb locking screw, winding arm stamped 
makers details, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£180-260 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

106
A Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece cane trout fly 
rod, 8’,	#5,	black/red	tipped	wraps,	sliding	
alloy	reel	fitting,	suction	joint,	1970,	in	bag
£140-240

107
A Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod, 8’, green silk inter-whipped, 
sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fitting,	 suction	 joint,	 re-
whipped at some time, 1954, in bag
£130-180

108
A Hardy “Deluxe” 3 piece (2 tips) cane 
trout fly rod, 8’6”, fully restored with 
crimson wraps, tan inter-whippings, alloy 
screw	grip	reel	fitting,	suction	joints,	spare	
tip 1” short, 1924, in bag and leather capped 
bamboo tube
£100-150

109
An Allcock “Little Gem” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod, 7’, scarlet inter-whipped , in 
bag	and	three	further	rods;	a	Malleson	can	
trout	rod,	raffia	handle,	nickel	silver	fittings,	
tip/middle sections short and two others (4)
£80-120

110
A scarce Hardy Super Silex 3¾” wide 
drummed Duralumin bait casting reel and 
block leather case, shallow cored drum 
with	 twin	ebonite	handles,	 jewelled	spindle	
bearing and spring release latch, ribbed 
brass foot, rim mounted ivorine casting 
trigger, knurled nickel silver tension screw 
and rear ivorine quadrant weight indicator, 
interior stamped “D” and makers initials 
“P.W.” (Percy Walsh), backplate stamped 
make and model details, light wear from 
normal use only, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£400-600 
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111
An Allcock Match Aerial 4½” narrow 
drummed trotting reel, black	finish,	caged	
and six spoked drum, rear optional check 
lever, wire line guide, chrome foot and an 
Allcock Aerial C.815 3½” centre pin reel of 
similar design, both with light general wear 
from normal use (2)
£140-240

112
A Hardy Marksman “Specialist Avon” 
2 piece carbon float rod, 11’, green silk 
wraps,	 anodised	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	
stand-off	 rings,	 new/unused	 condition,	 in	
bag and cloth covered tube
£160-240

113
A Hardy Marksman “Extreme Feeder” 2 
piece carbon bottom rod, 13’, green silk 
wraps, three various tips, anodised screw 
grip	reel	fitting,	new/unused	condition	with	
plastic wrapper to handle, in bag and cloth 
covered tube
£160-240

114
A Diawa “Tournament Pro Feeder/
Quiver” carbon bottom rod, 12-13’, screw 
grip	 reel	 fitting,	 two	 tip	 section,	 as	 new	
condition and a similar Diawa “Tournament 
Feeder” carbon bottom rod, 13’5”, two tip 
sections, as new with plastic to handle, 
both in neoprene zip cases (2)
£150-250

115
A Young’s Purist 2030 4” centre pin reel, 
bronze	 anodised	 finish,	 caged	 drum	 with	
twin composition handles and release/
regulator forks, stancheon foot, Bickerdyke 
line guide, rear optional check lever and bar 
spring check mechanism, interior stamped 
S/R 0230, new/unused condition, in teak 
case (see illustration)
£180-260  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

116
An Okuma Kennet K-1002 4½” centre pin 
trotting reel and spare spool, polished 
alloy construction with ventilated drum 
and cage, twin composition handles, half 
line guide, stancheon foot and rear milled 
optional;	check	button	and	a	matching	reel	
in	 black	 anodised	 finish,	 both	 in	 as	 new	
condition and in neoprene pouches (2)
£130-180

117
An Okuma Martin Bowler MT-1002 4½” 
magnesium centre pin reel, green/gold 
anodised	finish,	multi-perforated	drum	and	
cage, twin composition handles, stancheon 
foot, rear milled optional check button and 
bar spring check mechanism, new/unused 
condition in neoprene case and card box 
(see illustration)
£160-240 
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118
A Young’s Trudex II 2550 4½” centre 
pin reel, black	 finish,	 twin	 composition	
handles, shallow drum, B.P. line guide, rear 
optional check lever, as new condition and 
a Grice & Young Match Maker 5” centre pin 
reel,	twin	handles,	black	finish	(2)
£120-160

119
A Young’s Purist II 2031 CL 4¼” centre 
pin reel, bronze	 anodised	 finfish,	 caged	
drum with twin composition handles and 
release/regulator forks, stancheon foot, 
rear optional check lever and bar spring 
check mechanism, interior stamped S/R 
0019, as new condition
£150-200

120
A scarce Hardy Super Silex Multiplier 
3¼” bait casting reel, reverse tapered 
ebonite	 handle	 on	 off-set	 circular	 drive	
plate, ribbed brass foot, polished alloy 
drum	 with	 jewelled	 spindle	 bearing	 and	
spring release latch, rim mounted ivorine 
casting trigger, knurled nickel silver tension 
adjuster	 and	 rear	 ivorine	 quadrant	 weight	
indicator, winding plate stamped make and 
model details, light wear from normal use 
only, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

121
A Hardy Perfect 3¾” salmon fly reel, 
ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot, milled rim 
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism, 
nickel silver drum locking screw, light wear 
to	enamel	finish	from	normal	use,	1950’s
£200-300

122
A Hardy Sportsman tripod seat, spring 
locking	 legs,	 adjustable	 shaft	 and	 folding	
canvas seat with leather carry handles, 
circa 1940
£120-160

123
A Hardy “Itchen” 3 piece (2 tips) cane 
trout fly rod, 9’6”, tan silk inter-whipped, 
screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	 suction	 joint,	 1955,	
in bag and with alloy tip tube and Hardy 
“Gold	Medal”	3	piece	2	 tips	cane	 trout	fly	
rod, 9’, crimson inter-whipped, screw grip 
reel	fitting,	lockfast	joints,	1956,	in	bag	(2)
£140-240

124
A Hardy “Murdoch” 3 piece (2 tips) cane 
salmon rod, 11’6”, crimson inter-whipped, 
sliding	alloy	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	lockfast	
joints,	 1939,	 in	 bag	 and	 another	 similar	
Hardy “Murdoch” steel centered salmon 
rod, 11’6”, 1937, in bag (2)
£130-180

125
A Hardy Perfect 4¼” salmon fly reel, 
ebonite handle, brass foot, milled rim tension 
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, milled 
nickel silver drum locking screw, bright 
polished	finish,	1920’s	(see	illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

126
A Hardy Perfect 3Z\,” trout fly reel, ebonite 
handle, ribbed brass foot, rim tension 
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, wear to 
enamel	finish	from	normal	use,	1960’s
£130-180
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127
A Hardy Silex Major 3¾” bait casting 
reel, shallow cored drum with twin ebonite 
handles,	jewelled	spindle	bearing	and	spring	
latch, auxiliary brass rim brake, brass foot, 
rim mounted ivorine casting trigger and rear 
milled nickel silver weight regulating button, 
light	wear	to	finish,	circa	1925
£150-250

128
A Hardy Altex No.2 Mk. IIII fixed spool 
reel, turned ebonite left hand wind handle, 
full	bail	arm,	ebonite	spool,	polished	finish,	
in rexine case and a Hardy Elarex bait 
casting reel, replacement twin handles, 
level liner mechanism, ribbed foot, in rexine 
case (2)
£100-150

129
A Bowness & Bowness 5” brass salmon 
fly reel, horn handle, block foot, quadruple 
cage	 pillars,	 fixed	 check	 mechanism,	
faceplate script engraved makers details, 
a Bowness and Bowness 4½” brass and 
ebonite	 salmon	 fly	 reel,	 in	 Farlow	 block	
leather case (strap a.f.) and a Malloch brass 
4¼”	salmon	fly	reel,	all	circa	1895	(3)
£140-240

130
A scarce Hardy St George Multiplier 3C\,” 
trout fly reel, ebonite	 handle	 on	 off-set	
circular drive plate, ribbed brass foot, three 
screw spring drum latch, white agate line 
guide (2 hairline cracks), nickel silver milled 
tension screw, light wear from normal use 
only, 1930’s (see illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

131
A Hardy St George 3¾” trout fly reel, 
ebonite handle, alloy foot, white agate 
line guide (no cracks), two screw drum 
latch, milled rim screw and Mk.II check 
mechanism, 1950’s and a Hardy Uniqua 
3Z\,”	 trout	 fly	 reel,	 ebonite	 handle,	 brass	
foot, nickel silver horseshoe drum latch and 
fixed	Mk.II	check	mechanism,	1920’s	(2)
£140-180

132
A Hardy Perfect 3Z\,” trout fly reel, xylonite 
handle, ribbed brass foot, white agate line 
guide (cracked), milled nickel silver rim 
tensions crew and Mk.II check mechanism, 
small chips to plate rim, 1920’s
£130-180

133
A Hardy “Itchen” 3 piece (2 tips) cane 
trout fly rod, 9’6”, green silk inter-whipped, 
alloy	 screw	grip	 reel	 fitting,	 suction	 joints,	
reversible butt spear, 1934, in bag
£130-180

134
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV” 2 
piece cane carp rod, 10’, crimson silk 
inter-whippings,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	
“donut”	cork	handle,	suction	joint,	England	
transfer label, in bag
£140-240

135
An Allcock Aerial 7950-T6 3½” centre 
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with 
twin xylonite handles, brass stancheon 
foot, rear sliding brass optional check 
button and bar spring check mechanism, 
backplate stamped circular logo, circa 1930 
(see illustration)
£300-400 
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136
Twelve various Wheatley alloy fly 
boxes, holding a good selection of various 
trout and smaller salmon patterns, three 
japanned	 salmon	 and	 trout	 fly	 boxes	 and	
three other boxes (Q)
£130-180

137
A good Hardy Neroda bakelite trout 
dry fly box, oxblood	finish,	cream	painted	
interior fourteen compartments beneath 
five	 sliding	 celluloid	 lids,	 holding	 a	 small	
selection	 of	 various	 dry	 flies,	 some	 with	
Hardy paper tags, 1940’s
£150-200

138
A rare 19th Century brass spike fitting 
winch, turned ivory handle on curved crank 
winding	arm,	triple	cage	pillars,	fixed	check,	
block	foot	with	tapered	square	spike	fitting	
and	 butterfly	 locking	 nut,	 1¾”	 diameter,	
circa 1840 (see illustration)
£280-360 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

139
A Hardy J.W. Dunne Sunshine Oil dry fly 
bottle, a Hardy nickel silvered thermometer 
and ten white agate line guides (12)
£130-180

140
A rare Hardy Fortuna 5” big game 
sea centre pin reel, reverse tapered 
twin ebonite handles on shaped bronze 
crossbar mounted below a milled tension 
wheel	adjuster,	dome	brass	 locking	screw,	
bridge foot, Andreas patent anti-reverse 
mechanism,	 fixed	 check,	 backplate	
stamped make and model details, light wear 
from normal use, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£1300-1800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

141
A Hardy Darting and Diving 6” wooden 
sea bait, torpedo shaped body with red/
silver painted decoration, stamped makers 
name, lacking hooks, new/unused condition 
and a Hardy Big Game Fish and Sea Fishing 
Tackle catalogue for 1937 (2)
£130-180

142
A scarce Hardy Silver Herring 9” tunny 
bait, the	 flat	 metal	 fish	 shaped	 lure	 with	
painted blue/silver decoration, twin head 
spinning vanes, one stamped makers 
details, large side mounted hook, ring 
head link and cable laid steel trace, 1930’s 
(see illustration)
£500-800 
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143
A scarce Hardy Silver Herring 5½” tunny 
bait, the	 fish	 shaped	 wooden	 body	 with	
green/silver painted decoration, twin nickel 
silver head spinning vanes, both stamped 
makers details, prismatic hair tail, one rear 
and	 one	 side	mounted	 flying	 treble	 hook,	
head swivel, white/black spot glass eyes, in 
card box, 1930’s (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 

144
A good Hardy Perfect 2M\,” trout fly reel 
and block leather case, ebonite handle, 
ribbed brass foot, white agate line guide (no 
cracks) milled nickel silver rim tension screw 
and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear from 
normal use only, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

145
A scarce Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4¼” 
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, 
brass foot, strapped rim tension screw and 
1906 calliper spring check mechanism, 
drum with four rim cusps and milled nickel 
silver locking screw, faceplate stamped Rod 
in Hand trade mark and straight line logo, 
light wear from normal use and in Hardy 
Selvyt reel bag, circa 1908 (see illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

146
A scarce Heddon Heritage 35 bait 
casting reel, bronze	anodised	finish,	 twin	
handles, level line mechanism with free 
spool rim lever, in zip case and an Abu 
Ambassadeur 5000c bait casting reel and 
spare	 spool,	 black	 finish,	 grooved	 rims,	
single handle and in rexine case (2)
£100-150

147
A scarce Hardy Perfect 3B\,” trout fly reel, 
ivorine handle, alloy foot, white agate line 
guide (no cracks), milled rim tension screw 
and Mk.I check mechanism, faceplate 
stamped early Duplicated Mk.II details and 
central circular logo, light wear from normal 
use only, circa 1920
£250-450

148
A Hardy Conquest 4C\,” centre pin 
trotting reel, shallow cored drum with twin 
tapered ebonite handles, milled tension 
adjuster	and	two	screw	spring	release	latch,	
brass stancheon foot, Bickerdyke line guide 
and rear alloy optional check button, used 
condition	and	a	Shukra	reticulated	alloy	gaff	
in pouch (2)
£90-130

149
A scarce Hardy Perfect 3B\,” trout fly 
reel, domed ivorine handle, alloy foot 
(replacement), brass strapped rim tension 
screw and 1906 calliper spring check 
mechanism, contracted drum with four rim 
cusps and milled nickel silver locking screw, 
faceplate stamped central circular logo, light 
wear	to	finish	from	normal	use,	circa	1908
£250-450
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150
A rare Ustonson & Peters 2½” brass 
multiplying winch, tuned ivory handle 
on	 gently	 curved	 off-set	 winding	 arm	
with domed iron locking screw, riveted 
block	 foot,	 triple	 cage	 pillars,	 fixed	 check	
mechanism, rear plate script engraved 
“Ustonson & Peters, Makers to the Queen, 
48 Bell Yard, Temple Bar, London”, one 
hairline crack to handle and signs of use 
as you would expect for a reel of such age 
and a rarely seen example from the last 
Ustonson company which operated from 
the Bell Street address between 1848-55 
only, circa 1840 (see illustration)
£2500-4500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

151
A Thomas & Thomas “DH1510-5” 5 piece 
carbon salmon fly rod, 15’,	#10,	blue	sild	
wraps,	anodised	screw	grip	 reel	fitting,	as	
new with plastic wrapper to handler, in bag 
and alloy tube and a System “ 1213 salmon 
fly	 reel,	 black	 finish,	 counter-balanced	
handle, rear tension regulator, used 
condition (2)
£160-240

152
A Reddington AL 9/10 salmon fly reel and 
spare spool, gold	anodised	finish,	counter-
balanced rosewood handle, rear spindle 
mounted	 tension	 adjuster,	 light	 use,	 ion	
pouches and a Mastery “Reference” 5 piece 
carbon	 salmon	 fly	 rod,	 13’,	 #9,	 screw	 grip	
reel	fitting.	Light	use	only,	in	bag	and	tube	(2)
£120-180

153
A Stenzel Mogul #5 salmon/saltwater 
anti-reverse fly reel, black anodised 
finish,	 counter-balanced	 handle	 on	 brass	
“S” scroll crank winding arm mounted 
above a milled tension wheel, bridge foot, 
stainless steel pillars, light use only and in 
cloth pouch and a Sage “10151-5” 4 piece 
carbon	salmon	fly	rod,	15’1,	#10,	screw	grip	
reel	fitting,	in	bag	and	alloy	tube	(2)
£200-300

154
A Rösler Byron #5/6 trout fly reel, black 
anodised	finish,	counter-balanced	wooden	
handle, rear spindle mounted tension 
adjuster	 and	 a	 Sage	 “Z-Axis”	 4	 piece	
carbon	trout	fly	rod,	9’,	#5,	wooden	reel	seat	
with	screw	grip	fitting,	light	use	only,	in	bag	
and alloy tube (2)
£160-240

155
A fine Loop Opti Megaloop salmon fly 
reel, black anodised left hand wind model 
with large arbour drum, counter-balanced 
handle, skeletal cage and rear spindle 
mounted	tension	adjuster,	as	new	condition	
and in original cloth pouch (see illustration)
£200-300 
 
 
 
 
 
 

156
A fine Loop Opti Speedrunner saltwater/
light salmon fly reel, blue anodised left hand 
wind model with counter-balanced crank 
handle, large arbour drum, skeletal cage and 
rear	 spindle	 mounted	 tension	 adjuster,	 as	
new condition, in pouch (see illustration)
£200-300 
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157
A Switch “Four 2 Nine” trout fly reel and 
six spare spools, black	 anodised	 finish	
left hand wind model with ventilated large 
arbour drum with counter-balanced handle, 
triform skeletal back plate and spindle 
mounted	 tension	 adjuster,	 light	 use	 only,	
neoprene cases and a Sage “6100-3 RPL” 3 
piece	carbon	trout	fly	rod,	10’,	#6, screw grip 
anodised	reel	fitting,	in	bag	and	alloy	tube	(2)
£140-180

158
A Lamson Ultra Force IV salmon/
saltwater fly reel and spare spool, left 
hand wind model with brushed alloy large 
arbour drum and rear spindle mounted 
tension	 adjuster,	 black	 anodised	 frame,	
light use only, in neoprene pouches
£200-300

159
A Hardy Marquis No.1 salmon fly reel, 
ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw drum 
latch, nickel silver “U” shaped line guide 
and	 rear	 tension	 adjuster,	 in	 zip	 case	 and	
a	Sage	“9140-4”	4	piece	carbon	salmon	fly	
rod,	14’,	#9,	anodised	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	
in bag and alloy tube (2)
£130-180

160
A Loop Model 3W salmon fly reel and 
spare spool, black anodised left hand wind 
model, large arbour drum with counter-
balanced handle, triform suspension 
rollers, milled spindle cap, light use only, in 
original pouches 
£180-260

161
An Islander AR 2 saltwater/salmon anti-
reverse fly reel, black anodised left hand 
wind model with crank winding arm mounted 
below a milled spindle tension wheel, as new 
condition and a Sage “8100-3 RPL+” 3 piece 
fly	 rod,	 10’,	 #8,	 black	 anodised	 screw	 grip	
reel	fitting,	in	bag	and	alloy	tube	(2)
£160-240

162
An Islander AR 1 saltwater/light salmon 
anti-reverse fly reel, black anodised left 
hand wind model with crank winding arm 
mounted below a milled spindle tension 
wheel, as new condition and in original 
neoprene pouch and a Sage “Z-Axis” 
4	 piece	 carbon	 salmon	 fly	 rod,	 11’,	 #6,	
anodised	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	 light	 use	
only, in bag and alloy tube (2)
£200-300

163
A Hardy Perfect 3B\,” trout fly reel, 
composition handle, alloy foot, white 
agate line guide (no cracks), milled rim 
tension screw and compensating check 
mechanism, faceplate with raised spindle 
boss,	light	wear	to	enamel	finish,	in	zip	case
£130-180

164
A good Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) 
cane salmon fly rod, 12’6”, crimson 
inter-whipped,	alloy	screw	grip	 reel	 fitting,	
lockfast	joints,	1958,	in	bag
£140-240

165
A Pezon et Michel “Parabolic Speciale 
Competition” 2 piece cane trout fly rod, 
9’,	#7,	crimson	silk	wraps,	alloy	screw	grip	
reel	fitting,	suction	joint,	in	bag
£130-180

166
A scarce Hardy Super Silex Multiplier 
3¼” bait casting reel, ebonite handle on 
off-set	 circular	 drive	 plate,	 polished	 alloy	
drum	 with	 jewelled	 spindle	 bearing	 and	
spring release latch, ribbed brass foot, rim 
mounted ivorine casting trigger and milled 
tension screw with rear ivorine quadrant 
weight indicator, light wear from normal 
use, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£500-800 
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167
A Hardy Silex Major 2M\,” bait casting reel, 
slotted core drum with twin ivorine handles, 
jewelled	spindle	bearing	and	spring	release	
latch, brass foot, rim mounted ivorine 
casting bar and rear milled nickel silver 
weight regulator, backplate stamped make 
and model details, light wear from normal 
use, circa 1925
£160-240

168
A Hardy Fortuna 8” big game centre pin 
reel, twin reverse tapered ebonite handles 
on shaped brass cross-bar handle mounted 
above a six point capstan star drag, brass 
block	 foot,	 later	 Hardy	 factory	 fitted	
auxiliary rim brake, Andreas patent anti-
reverse mechanism, rear brass optional 
check lever, back plate stamped make and 
model details, 1930’s (see illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

169
A scarce Hardy Longstone Ebona 5¼” 
sea centre pin reel, solid drum with 
twin horn handles and milled nickel silver 
tension nut, Bickerdyke line guide, nickel 
silver cruciform foot, stamped oval logo, 
backplate stamped model details, faceplate 
slightly faded otherwise good overall 
condition, circa 1915 (see illustration)
£400-600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

170
L. Mitchell Henry’s personal big game/
tunny reel and accessories; the 9” 
diameter reel with tufnol side plates, ebonite 
drum, ebonite handled direct drive alloy 
crank winding arm and chrome armed 
optional multiplying actioned ebonite “T” 
winding handle to opposing plate, mounted 
on raised gear housing and with sliding 
bar engaging plate with milled screw lock, 
block alloy foot, triple alloy drum pillars and 
two further casting/tension controls to side 
plates, rear plate stamped “The Mitchell-
Henry” Patent Applied For”, the reel is sold 
with the following additional personal items 
of Mitchell Henry’s personal big game tunny 
fishing	 tackle;	 five	 rod	 butt	 handles	 and	
nine various tops sections in greenheart, 
cane	 and	 bamboo,	 all	 a.f.,	 a	 gaff	 handle,	
a collection of miscellaneous reel, parts, 
clamps, brass rod gimbal, rod butt ferrules, 
a	 flying	 gaff	 rope	 and	 various	 other	 items	
(see illustration)
£2000-3000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

** The present owner acquired the above 
items approximately thirty years ago from 
Lady Fielden, widow of the late Air Vice 
Marshall Sir Edward Fielden (1903-1976), a 
regular	tunny	fishing	companion	and	friend	of	
Mitchell Henry’s. It is understood from Lady 
Fielden that on Mitchell Henry’s death the 
tackle was left to her husband. It is generally 
accepted that Mitchell Henry was the founder 
of	modern	big	game	fishing	in	the	UK	when,	in	
1930,	he	landed	the	first	ever	tunny	from	the	
British coast – a 560lbs specimen
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170a
A rare silver gilt and blue enamel 
Scarboro Tunny Club lapel badge relief 
decorated with central tunny and engraved 
to	 cartouche	 below;	 1938,	 556lbs,	 E.H.	
Fielden, hallmarked for Birmingham 1938
£200-300

171
A collection of Megan Boyd tied salmon 
flies, comprising	 fifty	 three	 low	 water	
examples and eight fully dressed irons, 
various patterns and sizes from 2/0-9 
contained within a swing leaf Wheatley alloy 
fly	box	and	with	 ivorine	 salmon	fly	gauge,	
applied Megan Boyd name sticker
£400-600

172
A collection of Megan Boyd tied salmon 
flies comprising twenty three small hair 
wing doubles, various patterns and in 
Wheatley	 alloy	 waistcoat	 fly	 box	 with	
applied hand-written label “Tied for Lord 
Brassey by Miss Megan Boyd MBE”
£250-450

173
Six Megan Boyd tied fully dressed 
and hair wing salmon flies	 comprising;	
Thunder & Lightning (1/0), Red Abbey (2/0), 
Beauly Snow Fly (2/0), Garry (3/0), Silver 
Doctor (1/0) and Hairy Mary (1/0) with ivorine 
fly	gauge	applied	Megan	Boyd	name	sticker	
£300-400

174
A scarce Hardy “Commemorative 
Salmon Fly Dozen” limited edition 19/50 
set	 of	 twelve	 fully	 dressed	 salmon	 flies	
tied by Ken Middlemist, the various classic 
patterns tied to 2/0 irons and comprising 
examples of the Black Doctor, Dusty Miller, 
Silver Doctor, Thunder & Lightning, Durham 
Ranger, Jock Scott, Kate, Silver Wilkinson, 
Black Prince, Green Highlander, Silver Grey 
and Wilkinson, in commemorative Wheatley 
alloy	 fly	box,	 original	 card	box	 and	with	 a	
copy of J.J. Hardy: Salmon Fishing, 2011, 
Medlar Press ed.
£500-800

175
A good C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. black 
japanned rectangular salmon fly 
reservoir, cream painted interior with 
six	 lift-out	 trays	 each	 fitted	 bars	 of	 nickel	
silver	 spring	 fly	 clips	 and	 holding	 a	 good	
collection of 214 gut eyed and 67 steel eyed 
fully	 dressed	 salmon	 flies	 including	 some	
double and low water examples, case with 
applied retailers plaque to lid interior, drop 
hasp lock and leather wrap-around strap, 
circa 1910 (see illustration)
£400-600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

176
A good Hardy “Wye” 3 piece cane salmon 
fly rod, 12’6”,	 #9,	 crimson	 inter-whipped, 
alloy	sliding	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	suction	
joints,	1963,	light	use	only,	in	bag
£140-240

177
A Hardy “Wye” 2 piece cane light salmon 
fly rod, 11’,	 #7,	 gold/crimson	 tipped	 silk	
wraps,	 sliding	 alloy	 screw	grip	 reel	 fitting,	
lockfast	joint,	1971,	in	bag
£150-250

178
A scarce B. James “Chew” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod, 9’6”, crimson silk wraps, 
sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fitting,	 suction	 joint,	 light	
use only, in bag
£120-160

179
A 19th Century steamed mahogany creel 
of demi-lune form, cream painted interior 
with black painted initials “R.B.”, hinged 
cover with push button brass spring latch, 
twin brass belt loops, 14½” wide
£130-180
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180
A rare Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 
Houghton Dry Fly 2B\,” wide drummed 
trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass 
foot, waisted drum pillars, strapped rim 
tension screw and early calliper spring 
check mechanism, slightly contracted 
drum with seven rim cusps and milled nickel 
silver locking screw, faceplate stamped 
Rod in Hand trade mark, enclosed oval and 
straight line logos, light overall wear from 
normal use only and in original brown card 
box (box worn), circa 1900 (see illustration)
£800-1200 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

181
A Hardy Super Silex 4½” wide drummed 
bait casting reel, twin ebonite handles, 
spring drum latch, brass foot, ivorine 
casting trigger, milled rim tension screw 
and rear ivorine quadrant weight indicator 
and backplate stamped make and model 
details, wear from normal use, circa 1930
£200-300

182
A Hardy Perfect 3¾” salmon fly reel, 
ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot, milled rim 
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism, 
drum with nickel silver locking screw, only 
very	light	signs	of	use	to	enamel	finish	and	
in cream card box, 1950’s
£250-450

183
A Hardy Allinone pig skin trout fly 
compendium, interior with compartments for 
two	fly	boxes,	cast	case	and	spring	balance,	
holding	 two	Wheatley	 alloy	 fly	 boxes	 and	 a	
quantity	 of	 various	 trout	 flies,	 wrap-around	
strap, gilt stamped makers details, a Hardy 
pigskin Houghton Cast case and another 
pigskin cast case with celluloid sleeves (3)
£100-150

184
A Hardy Perfect 2M\,” trout fly reel, ebonite 
handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel silver 
milled rim tensions crew and Mk.II check 
mechanism,	wear	to	lead	finish	from	normal	
use, 1930’s
£250-350

185
A Hardy Bouglé Agate 1 2½” trout fly 
reel, green anodised cage, ventilated drum 
and faceplate with ivorine handle, white 
agate line guide, polished alloy foot, triple 
raised	 pillars,	 fixed	 compensating	 check	
mechanism, as new condition, in neoprene 
pouch and card box (see illustration)
£200-300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

186
A Hardy Gem Mk.II trout fly reel, blue 
anodised	 finish,	 counter-balanced	 handle,	
twin stancheon foot, rear spindle mounted 
tension	adjuster,	as	new,	in	neoprene	pouch	
and a Hardy “Gem Mk.II” 3 piece carbon 
trout	fly	rod,	wooden	reel	seat,	alloy	screw	
grip	reel	fitting,	near	new,	in	bag
£200-300
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187
A Hardy Marquis No.2 salmon fly reel, 
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, two 
screw	 drum	 latch,	 rear	 tension	 adjuster,	
only very light use, in zip case and a Hardy 
“Sovereign”	3	piece	carbon	salmon	fly	rod,	
15’6”,	 #10,	 crimson/scarlet	 tipped	 wraps,	
wooden	 reel	 seat	 with	 screw	 grip	 fitting,	
light use only, in bag (2)
£140-180

188
A Hardy Marquis No.1 salmon fly reel, 
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, two 
screw drum latch, nickel silver “U” shaped 
line	guide,	 rear	 tension	adjuster,	only	 very	
light use, in zip case and a Hardy “Deluxe 
Spey”	 3	 piece	 carbon	 salmon	 fly	 rod,	 13’,	
#9,	crimson/scarlet	tipped	wraps,	anodised	
screw	grip	reel	fitting,	in	bag	(2)
£130-180

189
A Hardy Bouglé Lightweight Centenary 
Mk.V 3½” trout fly reel, treen handle, 
green anodised cage, ventilated drum and 
faceplate, pierced alloy foot, triple raised 
pillars, milled nickel silver drum locking 
screw, rim tension screw and compensating 
check mechanism, as new condition, in 
neoprene pouch (see illustration)
£200-300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

190
A fine and rare Allcock Thomas Patent 
4¾” brass salmon fly reel, raised faceplate 
with domed ivorine handle and raised two 
screw spindle boss, bridge foot mounted 
with	 patent	 adjustable	 spring	 rim	 pressure	
brake mechanism, quadruple nickel silver 
drum pillars, rear raised check housing and 
fixed	check	mechanism,	faceplate	stamped	
oval logo, reel is in superb condition retaining 
most of the original bronze patina, a rarely 
seen model circa 1895 (see illustration)
£700-1000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

191
An Abu Cardinal 77 fixed spool reel, two 
tone	 green	 finish,	 folding	 handle,	 boxed,	
another similar Cardinal 77, boxed and a 
boxed ABU 508 closed faced reel (3)
£80-120

192
A scarce Holtzapffel fly tying vice, adjustable	
steel	shaft	with	screw	locking	jaws,	brass	collar	
and line loop, brass “G” clamp rectangular 
table	fitting	with	circular	milled	brass	 locking	
disc, circa 1890 (see illustration)
£180-260 
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193
A good Hardy St George 3C\,” trout fly 
reel, ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw 
spring drum latch, white agate line guide 
(no cracks), milled rim tension screw and 
Mk.II check mechanism, reel is in near new 
condition and in original cream card box, 
1950’s
£150-200

194
A rare and unusual Lee’s Lixall 4Z\,” side 
casting reel, turned mahogany drum with 
twin ebonite handles and milled brass 
spindle tension nut, brass backplate with 
sliding optional check button and swivelling 
foot with integral line guide, foot stancheon 
stamped model details, this reel was 
first	 offered	 for	 sale	 in	 1926	 in	 Brisbane,	
Australia, light wear from normal use only
£250-350

195
A rare Holroyd 2 serrated nickel silver 
bait, the	 fish	 shaped	 lure	 with	 serrated	
edges, rear treble hook, single head hook 
mount with box swivel attachment, body 
stamped retailers details, circa 1885 (see 
illustration)
£700-1000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

196
An unusual copper 1½” frog bait, 
naturalistically moulded body with cream 
painted underside, central spindle with 
rear treble hook and gimp loop eye, maker 
unknown but possibly a Milward Bartleet 
experimental weighted frog bait, circa 1885
£300-400

197
An early white metal 2¼” Minnow bait, 
the	 Gregory	 style	 fish	 shaped	 lure	 with	
incised eye and scale decoration, twin head 
spinning vanes, rear single and twin head 
mounted	 flying	 treble	 hooks,	 head	 box	
swivel and original plaited gut cast, circa 
1860 (see illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

198
A Hardy Uniqua 2M\,” trout fly reel, 
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel 
silver	telephone	drum	latch	and	fixed	Mk.II	
check mechanism, in Selvyt bag, a Hardy 
Silex	No.2	3½”	bait	casting	reel,	twin	ivorine	
handles,	 alloy	 foot,	modified	 casting	 lever	
and a brass 4½” narrow drummed salmon 
fly	 reel,	 ebonite	 handle,	 block	 foot,	 fixed	
check, in Selvyt style cloth bag (3)
£140-180

199
A Hardy Birmingham 4” brass salmon fly 
reel, horn handle, bridge foot, quadruple 
cage	 pillars,	 fixed	 check	 mechanism,	
faceplate with raised two screw spindle 
boss and stamped enclosed oval logo, only 
light wear to bronze patina, circa 1896
£200-300
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200
A very rare Hardy Cascapedia 4/0 
multiplying salmon fly reel, black 
anodised duralumin construction, 1.75:1 
ration gearing, reverse taped ebonite handle 
on serpentine crank winding arm set within 
an anti-foul rim, ribbed alloy foot, triple cage 
pillars, one with nickel silver roller for “rings 
up”	 style	 of	 fishing,	 rear	 plate	 with	milled	
nickel	silver	sliding	optional	check	adjuster	
and spindle mounted knurled nickel silver 
seven	 point	 adjuster	 with	 red	 heightened	
indicator points and hinged spindle cap 
stamped “Oil”, faceplate inset three circular 
nickel	 silver	 medallions;	 two	 with	 royal	
coats of arms and one with model details 
“The Cascapedia 4/0, Made by Hardy 
Bros. Ltd., Alnwick, England”, the reel has 
light	overall	wear	to	the	finish	from	normal	
use, mainly to the outer edges of the cage 
rims and some marks to backplate, a rare 
example of the last of the highly regarded 
Cascapedia range, of which factory records 
show only 19 examples having been 
produced between 1937-39, circa 1938 (see 
illustration)
£5000-7000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

201
A good Hardy Perfect 4¼” salmon fly 
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, 
revolving nickel silver line guide, milled rim 
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism, 
drum with nickel silver locking nut, faceplate 
stamped make and model details, light 
wear from normal use, circa 1930
£300-400

202
A Hardy brass extending salmon gaff, 
two drawer brass and Firth steel shaft, 
hinged point cover, stamped makers 
details, spring belt clip and unusually large 
turned fruitwood handle with stepped knop 
finial,	circa	1900
£100-150

203
A 19th century brass extending salmon 
gaff, hinged point cover with lanyard ring, 
Firth steel head, turned wooden handle and 
milled butt cap, shaft engraved previous 
owners details “R. Rudyard, Scarboro” and 
a Hardy heavy duty alloy extending salmon 
gaff,	brass	collar,	spring	belt	clip	and	milled	
butt cap, circa 1930 (2)
£80-120

204
An early Hardy LRH Lightweight trout 
fly reel, “spitfire”	alloy	model	with ebonite 
handle, three screw drum latch, ribbed alloy 
foot, nickel silver “L” shaped line guide, rim 
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism, 
interior stamped “J.S.” (Jimmy Smith), wear 
from normal use, 1940’s
£150-250

205
A rare Hardy Perfect 3C\,” alloy trout fly 
reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped 
rim tension screw and early calliper spring 
check mechanism, contracted drum with 
four rim cusps and milled nickel silver 
locking screw, faceplate stamped Rod in 
Hand trade mark and straight line logo, 
light	 wear	 to	 finish	 only,	 circa	 1900	 (see	
illustration)
£600-900 
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206
A Hardy Eureka 3½” centre pin trotting reel, 
shallow drum with slotted core, twin ebonite 
handles and nickel silver telephone release 
latch, ribbed brass foot, rim mounted optional 
check lever and bar spring check mechanism, 
backplate stamped make and model details, 
light wear from normal use, 1930’s
£180-240

207
A fine and rare Hardy “Richard Walker 
Carp” 2 piece cane carp rod, 10’, 1½lbs 
t/c, green/scarlet tipped silk wraps, sliding 
alloy	 reel	fitting,	suction	 joint,	a	 rarely	seen	
example made 1969 only, in bag
£200-300

208
A good Hardy “Perfection Roach” 2 piece 
cane float rod, 11’, crimson silk inter-
whipped,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	 suction	
joint,	stand-off	rings,	circa	1955,	in	bag
£180-260

209
A good Hardy “No.2 LRH Spinning” 2 
piece cane salmon spinning rod, 9’6”, 
green/crimson tipped wraps, green silk 
inter-whippings,	alloy	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	
studlock	joint,	1961,	in	bag
£100-150

210
A Hardy 4/0 Cascapedia limited edition 
multiplying salmon fly reel No. 424/500, right 
hand wind model of ebonite and nickel silver 
construction, serpentine crank wind handle 
set	 within	 an	 anti-foul	 rim,	 bridge	 foot,	 five	
cage pillars (two roller), rear graduated tension 
adjuster	 and	 sliding	 optional	 check	 button,	
new/unused condition and in original block 
leather case and card box (see illustration)
£1000-1500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

211
A Hardy 1/0 Brunswick limited edition 
direct drive trout fly reel No. 424/500, 
right hand wind model of ebonite and 
nickel silver construction, serpentine crank 
wind handle set within an anti-foul rim, 
bridge	 foot,	 five	 cage	 pillars	 (two	 roller),	
rear graduated eleven point milled central 
tension	adjuster,	new/unused	condition	and	
in original block leather case and card case 
(see illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

212
A Hardy St George Junior trout fly reel, 
limited edition repro right hand wind model 
with ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot, three 
screw drum latch, white metal line guide, 
milled rim tension screw and Mk.II check 
mechanism, new/unused condition, in 
block leather case and card box
£180-260

213
A Hardy “Smuggler Deluxe” 7 piece 
carbon trout fly rod and leather case, 
9’5”,	#7,	crimson/scarlet	tipped	silk	wraps,	
anodised	sliding	reel	fitting,	spigot	joints,	in	
bag and travel case
£160-240

214
A Hardy Golden Prince 11/12 salmon 
fly reel, brown/gold	 anodised	 finish,	
composition handle, spring drum latch, 
ribbed brass foot, nickel silver line guide, 
rear	 spindle	 mounted	 tension	 adjuster	
and a Hardy “Salmon Fly Deluxe” 3 piece 
carbon	salmon	fly	rod,	15’4”,	#10,	crimson/
scarlet silk wraps, anodised screw grip reel 
fitting,	in	bag,	both	with	light	use	(2)
£140-240
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215
A cased set of five Hardy Bouglé Mk.IV 
salmon and trout reels in rosewood 
presentation case, each limited edition reel 
(no. 301) with rosewood handle, polished 
alloy foot, triple raised drum pillars (one roller), 
milled rim tension screw and compensating 
check mechanism, drum with ventilated 
face and milled nickel silver locking screw, 
comprising 4”, 3¾”, 3½”, 3¼” and 3” models, 
contained within a blue silk lined rectangular 
rosewood case with drop carrying handle and 
twin combination locks, reels are in as new/
unused condition and supplied with original 
zip cases and card boxes, case dimensions 
18” x 14” x 3½” (see illustration)
£700-1000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

** The present vendor had this bespoke 
presentation case made by the same 
company	who	produced	the	fitted	cases	for	
Hardy’s Pall Mall Centenary set

216
A Hardy Golden Prince 7/8 trout fly 
reel and two spare spools, brown/gold 
anodised	 finish,	 composition	 handle,	
spring drum latch, ribbed brass foot, nickel 
silver “U” shaped line guide, rear spindle 
mounted	 tension	 adjuster	 and	 a	 Hardy 
“Stillwater”	 2	 piece	 carbon	 trout	 fly	 rod,	
10’,	 #7/8,	 crimson/scarlet	 tipped	 wraps,	
anodised	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	in	bag	(2)
£140-180

217
An Orvis CFO IV trout fly reel and eight 
spare spools, ebonite handle, alloy foot, 
two screw spring drum latch, rear tension 
regulator, in various pouches and cases 
and a pair of Orvis “Hampshire” 2 piece 
carbon	trout	fly	rods,	9’,	#6,	alloy	screw	grip	
reel	fittings,	in	bags	and	alloy	tubes	(3)
£140-240

218
A set of six Hardy Sovereign salmon and 
trout reels in rosewood presentation case, 
each limited edition (no.054) reel with gold 
anodised	finish,	counter-balanced	rosewood	
handle, two screw drum latch, ribbed brass 
foot, dual nickel silver “U” shaped line 
guides, rear sliding optional check button 
and	spindle	mounted	milled	tension	adjuster,	
comprising;	#11/12,	#9/10,	#8/9,	#7/8,	#5/6/7	
and	#3/4/5	models,	contained	within	a	blue	
silk lined rectangular rosewood case with 
drop carrying handle and twin combination 
locks, reels are in as new/unused condition 
and supplied with original leather zip cases 
and card boxes, case dimensions 18” x 14” x 
3½” (see illustration)
£800-1200 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

** The present vendor had this bespoke 
presentation case made by the same 
company	who	produced	the	fitted	cases	for	
Hardy’s Pall Mall Centenary set
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219
A Hardy Princess trout fly reel and 
spare spool, brown/gold	 anodised	 finish, 
composition handle, brass foot, nickel 
silver “U” shaped line guide, milled rim 
tension screw and compensating check 
mechanism, as new condition and in zip 
cases and a Hardy “Favourite” 2 piece 
carbon	trout	fly	rod,	9’,	#6/7,	screw	grip	reel	
fitting,	in	bag	(2)
£130-180

220
A fine and rare Otto Zwarg 2/0 model 
400 Laurentian multiplying salmon fly 
reel, ebonite and nickel silver construction 
with 2:1 ratio gearing, serpentine crank 
handle set within an anti-foul rim, pierced 
block alloy foot stamped model and size 
details, and manufacture code C427 for 
1948, triple cage pillars (two double roller, 
rear sliding optional check button and 
spindle mounted seven point graduated 
tension	adjuster,	spindle	port	cover	with	St.	
Petersburg FLA details, the reel is in superb 
overall condition and is sold with a modern 
“D” block leather case stamped previous 
owners initials, circa 1948 (see illustration)
£1500-2500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

221
A fine Edward Vom Hofe Restigouche 
6/0 direct drive salmon fly reel, ebonite 
and nickel silver construction with counter-
balanced “S” scroll crank handle set within 
an anti-foul rim, pierced alloy foot stamped 
model and size details, quadruple cage pillars 
(two double roller), rear milled sliding optional 
check button and seven point spindle 
mounted	tension	adjuster,	spindle	cover	with	
May ’02 patent details and faceplate script 
engraved previous owners initials “G.W.F.”, 
excellent overall condition and in modern “D” 
block leather case, stamped owners initials, 
circa 1930 (see illustration)
£1400-2400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

222
A fine Hardy “Palakona” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod,	 8’,	 #6,	 scarlet/green	 tipped	
wraps,	alloy	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	suction	
joint,	1975,	very	light	use	only,	in	bag
£180-260

223
A good Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod, 8’,	 #6,	 crimson	 silk	 inter-
whippings,	 alloy	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	
lockfast	joint,	1958,	light	use	only,	in	bag
£140-180

224
A scarce J. Gillett 3½” walnut 
Nottingham centre pin reel, solid drum 
with twin tapered horn handles and brass 
four screw spring release latch, script 
engraved retailers details, brass starback 
foot with sliding optional check button, 
good overall condition, circa 1885
£160-240
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225
A rare Allcock Aerial 7950-T7 3½” 
double ventilated centre pin reel, narrow 
drummed model with caged and six spoked 
drum, twin xylonite handles, release/
regulator	forks	and	flanges	each	with	twelve	
holes, brass stancheon foot, stamped “31”, 
rear sliding brass optional check button and 
bar spring check mechanism, backplate 
stamped circular trade mark, light wear 
from normal use, circa 1925 (see illustration)
£800-1200 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

226
A Hardy Longstone 4½” sea centre pin 
reel, solid drum with twin reverse tapered 
ebonite handles and milled spindle tension 
nut, ribbed brass foot, Bickerdyke line guide, 
rim mounted nickel silver optional check 
lever, backplate stamped make and model 
details, wear from normal use only, 1930’s
£130-180

227
A scarce Hardy Filey 4½” sea centre 
pin reel, solid drum with reverse tapered 
ebonite handles and milled brass spindle 
tension nut with dome locking screw, brass 
stancheon foot stamped makers name, 
faceplate with model details, very good 
overall condition, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

228
An unusual A. Allan, Glasgow nickel 
silvered 4” salmon fly reel, treen handle, 
waisted brass bridge foot and quadruple 
cage pillars, rear sliding brass optional 
check button, brass drum, faceplate with 
raised spindle boss, domed locking screw 
and stamped makers details, possibly 
made for exhibition purposes, circa 1925
£200-300

229
 A Hardy Super Silex 4” bait casting reel, 
polished alloy shallow cored drum with twin 
ebonite	 handles	 (faded),	 jewelled	 spindle	
bearing and spring release latch, ribbed 
brass foot, rim mounted ivorine casting 
trigger and milled tension screw with rear 
ivorine quadrant weight indicator, backplate 
stamped make and model details, light 
wear from normal use, circa 1930
£180-260

230
A very rare Hardy 1891 Brass Perfect 2¾” 
wide drummed trout fly reel, domed ivory 
handle, pierced stancheon foot, stamped 
“147” and “16706”, half nickel silver wire 
line guide mounted on three raised rim 
lugs, strapped rim tension screw and early 
calliper spring check mechanism, open ball 
race with phosphor bronze bearings, dished 
drum with central recess and twin bands 
of large and small perforations, faceplate 
stamped central 612 patent details and 
Rod in Hand trade mark, very good overall 
condition, circa 1891 (see illustration)
£5000-8000 
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231
A good Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4½” 
salmon fly reel and block leather case, 
domed ivorine handle, brass foot, nickel 
silver line guide, brass strapped rim tension 
screw with Turk’s head locking nut and 
1906 calliper spring check mechanism, 
drum with four rim cusps and milled nickel 
silver locking screw, faceplate stamped 
Rod in Hand trade mark and straight line 
logo, only light wear from normal use, circa 
1908 (see illustration)
£800-1200 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

232
A good C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. black 
japanned rectangular salmon fly 
reservoir, cream painted interior with six 
lift-out trays, each with bars of nickel silver 
spring	 fly	 clips	 and	 holding	 a	 very	 good	
collection of 227 Farlow fully dressed gut 
eyed	salmon	flies	including	large	examples	
and doubles, case with applied trade plaque 
to lid interior, drop hasp lock, lacking loop, 
10” x 7” x 3½”, circa 1910 (see illustration) 
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

233
A Hardy Nottingham 3½” Silex action 
centre pin reel, walnut drum with twin 
horn handles, brass telephone drum latch 
and recessed spindle well, Bickerdyke line 
guide, rim mounted casting trigger with 
Silex mechanism, starback foot, stamped 
makers name, very good overall condition, 
circa 1900
£150-250

234
A Hardy Uniqua 2M\,” trout fly reel, ebonite 
handle, brass foot, nickel silver horseshoe 
drum latch, rim tension screw and Mk.II 
check mechanism, light wear, in original 
brown card trade box, circa 1920 and a 
similar Uniqua 2M\,”	model	with	 fixed	Mk.II	
check and telephone drum latch, 1920’s (2)
£150-250

235
A Hardy Perfect 3B\,” trout fly reel, ivorine 
handle, ribbed brass foot, strapped rim 
tensions crew and 1906 calliper spring 
check mechanism, contracted drum with 
four rim cusps and milled nickel silver 
locking screw, faceplate stamped central 
circular	logo,	light	wear	to	finish	from	normal	
use,	foot	is	slightly	off-set	and	likely	to	have	
been a special order factory replacement, 
circa 1908 (see illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

236
A Hardy Perfect 4” salmon fly reel, ivorine 
handle, alloy foot, milled rim tension screw 
and Mk.I check mechanism, drum with 
milled nickel silver locking screw (sheared), 
faceplate stamped central circular logo, 
light wear from normal use only, circa 1918
£250-450
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237
A fine Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane 
salmon fly rod, 12’6”,	 #9,	 scarlet/green	
tipped silk wraps, sliding alloy screw grip 
reel	 fitting,	 lockfast	 joints,	 1976,	 only	 very	
light use, in bag
£200-300

238
A Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane light 
salmon/grilse fly rod, 11’,	#7,	crimson	silk	
inter-whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel 
fitting,	 lockfast	 joints,	 spare	 tip	 4”	 short,	
1964, in bag
£140-240

239
A good Fosters “Perfect” 3 piece (2 tips) 
cane salmon fly rod, 12’6”,	#8/9,	crimson	
silk inter-whipped, alloy screw grip reel 
fitting,	lockfast	joints,	light	use	only,	in	bag
£120-180

240
A very rare Coxon Aerial Roller Back 
model 4108A-T3 4½” wide drummed 
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked 
drum with twin xylonite handles, ebonite 
flanges	 and	 twin	 regulator/release	 forks,	
brass starback stancheon foot, mahogany 
backplate	 fitted	 four	 bronze	 roller	 bearing	
plates, sliding optional check button and 
calliper spring check mechanism, the reel is 
in overall good condition with no cracks to 
flanges	or	rear	plate	and	only	light	general	
wear as you would expect for a piece of this 
age, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£3000-4000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

241
A good B. James “Ricard Walker Mk. 
IV” 2 piece cane carp rod, 10’, crimson 
silk	 inter-whipped,	 sliding	alloy	 reel	 fitting,	
“onion”	cork	handle,	suction	 joint,	London	
transfer label, in later bag
£180-260

242
A fine framed display of fifty one Victorian 
and Edwardian bug baits, various makers 
including Milward Bartleet, Allcock, Davis & 
Co, Kennedy et al, many various patterns 
including bumble bees, ladybird, coch-y-
bondhu beetles, various worm and grub 
baits,	cock-chaffers,	blow	flies	et	al,	set	 in	
gilt lined mount within a walnut and glazed 
frame, 17½” x 21¾” overall
£300-400

243
A fine display of twenty two hanks of C. 
Kewell Victorian trout flies to gut casts, 
displayed within a gilt lined mount and with 
ink inscribed pattern details to each hank 
of	one	dozen	flies,	central	makers/retailers	
envelope to centre of display, oak and 
glazed frame, 20” x 34½” overall
£250-350

244
A Victorian 7/0 double hook pike fly, twin 
amber glass bead eyes, ostrich herl and 
mallard wing, seals fur and green parrot 
hackled body, original plaited gut cast, circa 
1830/40 and another 10/0 double hook pike 
fly	of	indiscriminate	age,	peacock	eye	wing,	
pig wool and seals fur body, red bead eyes, 
gimp trace (2) 
£150-250
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245
A fine and rare Asprey’s of London 
circular silver mayfly box, hinged cover 
with eight ventilation holes, silver gilt interior 
fitted	 five	 central	 fly	 compartments	 and	
outer cast ring, lid interior stamped makers 
details hallmark for London 1930-31, 
superb overall condition and a rarely seen 
quality item from one of the world’s leading 
jeweller’s,	4¼”	diameter	(see	illustration)
£1000-1500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

246
A framed display of Frank Sawyer 
Nymphs, set within a gilt lined recessed 
mount and displaying three cards of Grey 
Goose (11), Killer Bug (12) and Pheasant 
Tails (9) mounted above a printed card 
listing available patterns and sizes, oak and 
glazed frame, 13¼” x 11¼” overall
£120-180

247
A rare Hardy Club Fly Reservoir trout 
fly box, the double sided rectangular 
satin mahogany case with brass hasp 
locks and interior holding twenty nine 
removable	parchment	covered	wooden	fly	
bars	 which	 fit	 into	 slotted	 recesses	 along	
the box sides, one lid interior stamped 
with white heightened makers details and 
top stamped “Reservoir Fly Box and C.C. 
Branch”, holding a selection of various trout 
flies,	 excellent	 condition,	 9½”	 x	 3½”	 x	 2”,	
circa 1905
£600-900

248
A size 7/0 Baron fully dressed gut eyed 
salmon fly by Charles Chute, the Wm. 
Blacker	 (1855)	 patterned	 fly	 set	 within	 a	
shadow mount, brass name plate and glazed, 
gilt frame, pencil signed and dated ‘05 to 
border and verso applied trade card and two 
framed	book	plates	of	Blacker	pattern	flies	(3)
£120-180

249
Seven Allcock & Co. Ltd tradesman’s fly 
cards, displaying various trout, sea-trout and 
American patterns, each card with red printed 
makers details and hand-written/printed ink 
pattern details and an un-named display card 
of	fourteen	wet	flies	to	gut	casts,	ink	details	(8)
£200-300

250
An exceptionally rare Hardy Hercules 
solid nickel silver 4” salmon fly reel, raised 
faceplate with domed ivory handle and two 
screw spindle boss, bridge foot, quadruple 
cage	 pillars,	 fixed	 check	 mechanism,	
faceplate stamped enclosed oval logo, reel 
has light overall wear from normal use as you 
would expect for a piece if this age, it remains 
in un-cleaned/un-polished condition, circa 
1890 (see illustration)
£7000-10000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

** This reel is one of only two examples of the 
ultra-scarce nickel silver Hercules model ever 
known	 to	 have	 been	 offered	 for	 sale.	 John	
Drewett gives mention in Hardy Brother’s, 
The Masters… pg. 101 of the company 
offering	 a	 custom	 order	 silver	 version	 for	
those customers requiring a “special” reel. 
The inhibitive costs of both solid silver and 
nickel silver models would likely have limited 
the numbers made to only a very few 
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251
A fine Walter Dingley built 4¼” alloy 
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, 
nickel silver bridge foot, strapped rim 
tension screw and Mk.I style check 
mechanism, interior stamped “D.1”, only 
very light signs of use with reel retaining 
much of the original dark leading, in metal 
edged brown card box, circa 1920
£300-400

252
A Hardy Wallis No.2 3½” centre pin 
trotting reel, shallow cored drum with twin 
tapered ebonite handles and nickel silver 
telephone release latch, ribbed brass foot, 
nickel silver rim mounted optional check 
lever and bar spring check mechanism, 
backplate stamped make and model 
details, circa 1935
£200-300

253
A scarce Hardy Eureka 3½” centre 
pin trotting reel, shallow drum with 
slotted core, unusual twin ivorine handles 
(usually ebonite on 2nd model), nickel silver 
telephone release latch and ventilated 
faceplate, brass foot, rim mounted nickel 
silver optional check lever and bar spring 
check mechanism, backplate stamped 
make and model details, very good overall 
condition, 1920’s (see illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

254
A Hardy Coulin fly tying table vice, brass 
bell	shaped	jaw	locking	nut,	steel	shaft	and	
“G”	clamp	table	fitting	and	a	Hardy	Hotspur	
line drier, black painted metal arms, brass 
locking	nut	 and	 “G”	clamp	 table	 fitting,	 in	
original metal edged card box (2)
£120-160

255
A scarce Hardy 1911 line winder, four 
folding rectangular oak arms with hook and 
eye latches and ebonite winding handle, 
mounted on brass support, stamped 
makers name, and with thumb screw 
locking nut, rectangular base with patent 
“W”	reel	fitting,	circa	1911	(see	illustration)
£200-300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

256
A good Foster’s “Shrimping” 3 piece 
cane salmon shrimping rod, 10’, crimson 
silk	inter-whipped,	sliding	alloy	reel	fittings.	
Suction	joints,	light	use	only,	in	bag
£100-150

257
A fine Hardy “Palakona” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod, 8’9”,	#7,	scarlet/green	tipped	
silk	 wraps,	 alloy	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	
suction	joint,	1976,	as	new	condition	and	in	
original bag
£200-300

258
A Hardy “Houghton” 3 piece cane trout 
fly rod, 10’3”, green silk inter-whippings, 
alloy	screw	grip	 reel	fitting,	 reversible	butt	
spear,	 lockfast	 joints,	 restored	 to	 as	 new	
condition,, 1930, in bag
£130-180

259
A French reed trout fisher’s creel, flared	
form, sloping hinged lid with rectangular 
fish	 hole	 and	 brass	 hasp	 lock	 engraved	
previous owners name, canvas and leather 
shoulder strap and a similar smaller wicker 
trout creel with leather tab latch (2)
£120-180
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260
A Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4½” 
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, 
brass foot, strapped rim tension screw 
and 1906 calliper spring check mechanism 
(relocated), slightly dished drum with four 
rim cusps and milled nickel silver locking 
screw, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand 
trade mark, open oval and straight line 
logos, general wear from normal use, circa 
1906 (see illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

261
A Hardy Sovereign 7/8 trout fly reel, 
gold	 anodised	 finish,	 counter-balanced	
rosewood handle, two screw spring latch, 
rear optional check button and spindle 
mounted	 tension	 adjuster,	 in	 leather	 zip	
case and a Hardy “Fibalite Perfection” 
2	 piece	 glass	 fibre	 trout	 fly	 rod,	 8’6”,	 #6,	
green/scarlet tipped wraps, in bag (2)
£140-240

262
A Hardy Sovereign 5/6/7 trout fly reel, 
gold	 anodised	 finish,	 counter-balanced	
rosewood handle, two screw spring latch, 
rear optional check button and spindle 
mounted	 tension	 adjuster,	 in	 leather	 zip	
case and a Hardy “Fibalite Perfection” 
2	 piece	 glass	 fibre	 trout	 fly	 rod,	 7’8”,	 #5,	
green/scarlet tipped wraps, in bag (2)
£140-240

263
A Hardy Perfect 3C\,” trout fly reel, ebonite 
handle, ribbed brass foot, white agate line 
guide (no cracks), rim tension screw and 
Mk.II check mechanism, light wear from 
normal use, 1930’s
£140-240

264
A Silver Pearl of the Dee limited edition 
brooch, commissioned by The Salmon & 
Trout Association and the Princes Trust, to 
commemorate the Queen Mothers 100th 
Birthday, designed and made by Rachel 
Jeffrey	 in	 silver	 with	 gold	 elements	 and	
set with rubies, sapphires and emeralds, 
the design was based on the hand tied 
salmon	 fly	 created	by	David	 Fynsong	 that	
accompanies this brooch, in original card 
box	and	with	certificate	of	authenticity
£200-300

265
A good C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. black 
japanned salmon fly reservoir, rectangular 
case with cream painted interior and six lift 
out	 trays	 each	 fitted	 bars	 of	 nickel	 silver	
spring	metal	clips	and	holding	fine	selection	
of 136 mainly large sized fully dressed gut 
eyed	salmon	flies	including	many	7/0	and	6/0	
examples, applied rectangular trade plaque 
to lid interior, leather wrap around strap and 
hasp lock and with John Forrest ivorine 
salmon gauge, circa 1910 (see illustration) 
£600-900 
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266
A scarce Hardy Allinone pigskin trout 
fisher’s compendium wallet, wrap-around 
strap,	interior	holding	a	black	japanned	dry	
fly	 box	 fitted	 twelve	 compartments	 below	
four celluloid sliding lids, a brass 0-4lbs 
spring balance and a chamois leather cast 
slip	case,	flap	interior	gilt	stamped	makers	
details, circa 1925
£130-180

267
A Scarce Anderson’s of Edinburgh pigskin 
salmon fly wallet, the fold out rectangular 
wallet	with	eight	fly	panels	with	parchment	
fly	holders	and	elasticated	straps,	containing	
thirty	four	 large	and	five	small	fully	dressed	
salmon	 flies,	 flap	 interior	 stamped	 makers	
details,	 lacking	 wrap-around	 strap,	 flap	
black stamped previous owners initials 
“H.J.T.”, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

268
A 19th Century leather salmon fly wallet, 
interior	 fitted	 parchment	 leaves,	 felt	
dampers and pouch pockets and holding a 
selection of fully dressed salmon irons and 
flies	 to	 gut	 casts,	wrap	 around	 strap,	 flap	
stamped previous owners details “George 
Spiers,	 Glasgow	 and	 a	 leather	 trout	 fly	
wallet,	ink	dated	1852,	fitted	parchment	fly	
leaves and felt dampers holding selection 
of 19th	Century	trout	flies	to	gut	casts,	wallet	
in worn condition (2)
£140-240

269
A rare Francis Francis companion wallet 
to the book A Book on Angling (1867), the 
Bernard & Son (retailers) pigskin wallet with 
five	 double	 side	 fly	 and	 cast	 pages,	 each	
with facing text page printed with months 
March - September (with general patterns 
post-September) giving pattern details 
and	how	best	 to	fish	 them	 for	each	of	 the	
opposing	 fly	 pouches,	 holding	 a	 small	
selection	 of	 the	 original	 flies	 to	 gut	 casts,	
end pouch cast pockets, two felt damper 
pads, title page with a printed Introduction 
giving	 advice	 and	 detail	 on	 fishing	 of	 the	
accompanying	 flies,	 with	 a	 few	 words	
of advice for the young Angler, the last 
paragraph details “.. If the angler wants to 
know any more about the list of flies I have 
given, or to learn how I recommend them 
to be dressed, he must consult my “Book 
of Angling”, rear parchment page stamped 
retailers details, wrap-around strap a.f., 
circa 1885
£400-600

270
The fly dressing wallet of Sir Herbert 
Maxwell, 7th Baronet of Monreith 
(1845-1937), the cross hatched hide 
rectangular	 wallet	 fitted	 eight	 leather	
trimmed parchment leaves with various 
compartments for materials, hooks, etc., 
end pouch pockets and panel of tool loops 
holding hackle pliers, scissors et al, various 
materials including envelopes of Toucan, 
Ibis,	Macaw,	jungle	Cock	et	al,	various	other	
feathers,	 seals	 fur	 dubbing	 and	 silks,	 flap	
interior ink inscribed “Herbert Maxwell of 
Monreith, March XXIII 1868 and with (faded) 
Chas Farlow paper trade label, wrap-
around strap, wallet worn to extremities
£500-800

**	A	keen	field	sportsman,	Herbert	Maxwell	
is one of the best known authors and editors 
of many 19th/early 20th Century angling 
classic	titles	including;	Salmon & Sea-Trout 
(1898), British Freshwater Fishes (1904), 
Story of the Tweed (1905), Chronicles of the 
Houghton Fishing Club 1822-1908 (1908) 
and Fishing at Home and Abroad (1913)
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271
A 19th Century hide fly dressers wallet, 
interior	fitted	parchment	leaves	with	various	
pockets for materials etc. holding a good 
selection of early blind eyed salmon irons, 
various feathers, dubbings and silks, ink 
owners details on parchment plate “T.A. 
Sneyd,	 Kynnersley	 –	 R.N.	 1860”,	 later	
ribbon strap and wallet exterior with gilt 
motto	 “Non	 Angli	 Sed	 Angelis	 ~	 None	
Are Anglers (sic) But Angels” and verso 
“Hookers, Auxiliary Angels, Kynnersley”, 
contents loose, circa 1860
£150-250

272
A scarce Hardy Bethune salmon line 
winder, four	iron	flared	and	threaded	arms	
mounted onto spring loaded brass spindle 
with tapered horn handle on curved brass 
crank winding arm, stamped makers name, 
ogee shaped support and tapered wooden 
handle	 with	 brass	 “W”	 reel	 fitting,	 very	
good condition, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£200-300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

273
A 19th Century steel hand-held fly tyer’s 
vice, screw	locking	jaws	with	butterfly	nut,	
turned ebony handle, and another 19th 
Century hand held vice with brass sliding 
collar	 steel	 locking	 jaws	 and	 elm	 handle,	
both circa 1880 (2)
£120-180

274
A scarce L.A. Waldron Streamside fly tying 
vice, polished walnut case with green baize 
lined	 interior	 and	 fitted	 adjustable	 vice	with	
screw	 clamp	 fitting	 jaws,	 extension	 shaft	
with	screw	fitting,	in	unused	condition	and	in	
original green cloth zip case (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

275
A fine Ari’t Hart Deluxe table fly tying vice, 
rectangular	anodised	metal	base,	adjustable	
rotary	 clamp	 jaws,	 magnifier	 and	 torch	
light,	in	original	fitted	teak	case	with	sliding	
smoked perspex cover (see illustration)
£400-600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

276
An Orvis fly tyer’s hold all, rectangular blue 
cloth	case	fitted	various	compartments	and	
material holders, zip fastener, twin carry 
handles and shoulder strap, as new condition
£60-90
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277
A scarce Ari’t Hart LA V 4M\,” salmon 
fly reel and spare spool, left hand wind 
model	 with	 black	 anodised	 finish,	 large	
arbour drum with counter-balanced handle 
and milled spindle locking nut, bridge foot, 
triple stainless steel pillars, rear tension 
plate with	 three	 large	finger	ports	and	 red	
stamped	 fish	 logo,	 light	wear	 only,	mainly	
to lower rim, reel in original pouch (see 
illustration)
£350-450 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

278
A scarce Ari’t Hart LA II 3½” trout fly reel 
and spare spool, left hand wind model 
with	 black	 anodised	 finish,	 large	 arbour	
drum with counter-balanced handle and 
milled spindle locking nut, bridge foot, 
triple stainless steel pillars, rear tension 
plate with	 three	 large	finger	ports	and	 red	
stamped	fish	 logo,	 light	wear	 from	normal	
use, reel in original pouch 
£250-350

279
A good Van Staal VS 150 saltwater fixed 
spool reel, black	anodised	finish,	reversible	
left hand wind handle, counter-balanced 
finger	pick-up	line	guide	and	spool	mounted	
tension regulator, little used condition
£200-300

280
A fine and rare Hardy 1891 Brass Perfect 
4½” salmon fly reel, large domed ivory 
handle, stancheon foot pierced three holes 
and bracket stamped “111”, nickel silver 
half wire line guide mounted on three raised 
rim lugs, strapped nickel silver rim tension 
screw and early calliper spring check 
mechanism, open ball race with phosphor 
bronze bearings, slightly dished drum with 
ventilated core, recessed spindle well and 
two bands of large and small perforations, 
faceplate stamped central 612 patent 
details and Rod in Hand trade mark, light 
overall wear only to the bronze patina 
otherwise in very good overall condition, 
circa 1891 (see illustration)
£6000-9000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

281
A good Hardy Perfect 3C\,” trout fly reel, 
ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped rim 
tension screw and 1912 compensating 
check mechanism, contracted drum with 
milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate 
stamped central circular logo, reel retains 
virtually	all	the	lead	finish	and	is	in	excellent	
overall condition, circa 1915
£300-400
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282
A Hardy Brass Perfect 3” wide drummed 
reproduction trout fly reel, 1896 replica 
model with ivorine handle, pierced brass 
foot stamped “040”, strapped rim tension 
screw and early style calliper spring check 
mechanism, drum with perforated front 
flange	 and	 milled	 nickel	 silver	 locking	
screw, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand 
trade mark, enclosed oval and straight line 
logo, unused condition, in block leather 
case and card box (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

283
A scarce Hardy Perfect 3C\,” “Eunuch” 
model (no ball bearings) with ivorine handle, 
alloy foot, milled rim tension screw and 
Mk.I check mechanism, faceplate stamped  
early Duplicated Mk.I details and central 
circular logo, light wear from normal use 
only, circa 1918
£200-300

284
A pair of Mitchell 300 Century fixed spool 
reels, a	quantity	of	Mitchell	and	other	fixed	
spool reels including Ambidex , Omnia, 
Shimano et al and a quantity of other centre 
pin	and	fly	reels,	various	makers	(Q)
£130-180

285
A Richard Masters “The Orfe” 4” brass 
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum 
with tapered horn handles, twin release/
regulator forks, stancheon foot, rear sliding 
optional check button and calliper spring 
check mechanism, backplate stamped 
makers initials and model details, due to 
weight it is likely this is model is made for 
promotional	 purposes	 rather	 than	 fishing	
(see illustration)
£250-450 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

286
A scarce B. James “Avon Perfection” 3 
piece cane float rod, 11’3”, crimson silk 
inter-whippings,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	
donut	 cork	 handle,	 suction	 joints,	 London	
transfer label, very good condition in bag
£200-300

287
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV” 2 
piece cane carp rod, 10’, crimson silk 
inter-whipped,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	
donut	 cork	 handle,	 suction	 joint	 and	
England transfer label, in later bag
£140-240

288
A Hardy “Fred Taylor Trotter” 2 piece 
glass fibre float rod, 13’3”, green/scarlet 
tipped wraps, detachable cork handle with 
sliding	alloy	 fittings,	 bag	distressed	and	a	
Hardy “Richard Walker Avon” 2 piece glass 
fibre	float	 rod,	scarlet/black	 tipped	wraps,	
sliding	alloy	fittings,	in	bag	(2)
£120-180
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289
A good B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV 
Avon” 2 piece cane coarse rod, 10’, 
crimson silk inter-whippings, sliding alloy 
reel	 fittings,	 donut	 cork	 handle,	 suction	
joint,	no	address	transfer	details,	in	bag
£160-240

290
A rare Coxon Aerial 4108-A-T2 3½” four 
spoke centre pin reel, caged drum with 
twin ivorine handles, regulator/release forks, 
ebonite	flanges,	front	flange	stamped	“patent”,	
brass starback foot, walnut backplate with 
sliding brass optional check button and 
calliper spring check mechanism, very good 
overall condition, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£700-1000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

291
A Hardy Super Silex 4” bait casting reel, 
shallow cored drum with twin ebonite handles, 
jewelled	 spindle	 bearing	 and	 spring	 release	
latch, ribbed brass foot, rim mounted ivorine 
casting trigger and milled tension screw 
with rear ivorine quadrant weight indicator, 
backplate stamped make and model details 
and engraved previous owners initials “A.B.”, 
light wear from normal use, 1930’s
£200-250

292
A good Hardy brass and ebonite 4¼” 
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, 
German silver rims, bridge foot, quadruple 
cage	 pillars,	 fixed	 check	 mechanism,	
faceplate with two screw spindle boss 
and stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and 
enclosed oval logo, reel retains much of the 
original dark bronze patina and is in overall 
very good condition, circa 1895
£350-550

293
A Hardy Perfect 3¾” salmon fly reel, ebonite 
handle, ribbed brass foot, milled rim tension 
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, drum with 
milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate 
faintly scratched previous owners initials 
otherwise wear from light use only, 1930’s
£250-350

294
A rare Gregory Cleopatra 2” white metal 
bait retailed by Warner & Son, the	 fish	
shaped lure with stepped body, twin amber/
black spot glass eyes, twin head spinning 
vanes, one stamped retailer’s logo, one rear 
and	two	side	mounted	flying	treble	hooks,	
box head swivel and original plaited gut 
cast, circa 1880 (see illustration)
£800-1200 
 
 
 

295
A very rare Gregory Cleopatra 4” gilt 
metal bait retailed by Bernard & Son, the 
fish	shaped	lure	with	stepped	body,	incised	
scale decoration, twin amber/back spot 
glass eyes, twin spinning vanes, stamped 
retailers details, one rear treble hook and 
two	gimp	side	mounted	flying	treble	hooks,	
which unusually have the traces passing 
through the spinning vanes rather than loop 
mounting, box head swivel and original 
gimp trace, circa 1880 (see illustration)
£3000-4000 
 
 
 

296
A scarce Humphreys Lightning Spinner 
2” bait, two	 white	 metal	 revolving	 fish	
shaped panels mounted on central spindle 
and with green/red painted decoration, 
stamped model details, rear and head 
mounted treble hooks and head box swivel, 
circa	1890	and	a	fine	Hardy	Ideal	Phantom	
2¾”	bait,	red	painted	finish,	new/unused	on	
card and in original box (2)
£150-250
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297
A rare Hardy Pearl Devon Minnow 1½” 
bait, the hollow torpedo shaped minnow 
bait with brass collar mounted twin 
spinning vanes, stamped makers details, 
but mounted rear treble hook and box head 
swivel, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£400-600 
 
 
 
 

298
A C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. 2¾” brass and 
alloy trout fly reel, ex-Graham Turner 
collection and with domed ivorine handle, 
brass	plates,	alloy	bridge	foot,	fixed	check	
mechanism, rear plate script engraved 
makers details, circa 1910 (illustrated on 
pg. 156 of the Ultimate Collector’s Guide) 
and a Kelly of Dublin brass 3” brass trout 
fly	 reel,	 horn	 handle,	 pierced	 bridge	 foot,	
fixed	 check	 mechanism,	 faceplate	 script	
engraved retailers details, circa 1900 (2)
£130-180

299
A scarce Percy Wadham Test 4¼” alloy 
casting reel and block leather case, drum 
with domed ivorine handle and ventilated 
faceplate, brass foot, rim mounted ivorine 
handled optional check lever and rear 
spindle	 mounted	 brass	 tension	 adjusting	
screw, backplate stamped make and model 
details, light wear from normal use only, 
1920’s (see illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The following lot is formerly the property 
of William Hardy (1853-1917) founder 
of the famous Alnwick tackle maker’s 
Hardy Brothers. This 2nd model brass 
Perfect salmon fly reel was inherited by 
William Hardy’s eldest son, L.R. Hardy in 
1917 and then by his nephew J.L. Hardy 
in 1958, upon L.R. Hardy’s death. The 
reel is sold with a copy letter from J.L. 
Hardy identifying the reel number (273) 
and its historical provenance. The letter 
is dated 10th April 1985 when it was sold 
to a private collector, along with a trout 
version numbered 100 (the Gweedore 3” 
1891 model Perfect sold through Angling 
Auctions in March 2015) 

300
The extremely rare and historically 
important William Hardy 1892 model 
Brass Perfect 4¼” salmon fly reel, domed 
ivory	handle,	double	bridge	foot	pierced	five	
holes, numbered “273” between the foot 
supports, full nickel silver wire annular line 
guide with four pillars, strapped nickel silver 
rim tension screw with early calliper spring 
check mechanism, open ball race with 
phosphor bronze bearings, slightly dished 
drum with central spindle recess and twin 
bands of large and small perforations, 
faceplate with threaded spindle boss 
stamped central 612 patent details and 
Rod in Hand trade mark, reel retains much 
of the original dark bronze patina and is in 
overall excellent condition, circa 1892 (see 
illustration)
£7000-10000 
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CASED FISH, TROPHIES & ART

301
A J. Cooper & Sons Brown Trout mounted 
in naturalistic river bed setting within a gilt 
lined and bow fronted case, blue backboard 
with applied legend plate “Trout, Caught by 
H.	Newitt	 from	River	Avon,	July	15th 1898, 
Weight 7lbs 5ozs”, Radnor Street trade label 
to top left corner, 30” wide (see illustration)
£400-600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

302
A J. Cooper & Sons Roach, set amongst 
aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined and bow 
fronted case, blue backboard with applied 
legend	plaque	“Roach,	Caught	by	H.	Newitt	
from the River Severn near Holte Fleet, Sept. 
5th 1907, Weight 2lbs 1oz”, Radnor St. trade 
label to top left corner, 21” wide
£350-550

303
A fine Chub by J. Cooper & Sons, 
mounted in naturalistic riverbed setting 
within a gilt lined and bow front case, 
graduated green/grey backboard with 
applied typed paper legend plaque “Chub 
6lbs 12ozs., Caught by M. Millard at Royalty 
Fishery,	Christchurch,	Nov	1st 1952”, trade 
label to top right lid interior, 27½” wide (see 
illustration)
£700-1000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

304
A rare E. Spicer mounted Grayling set 
amongst aquatic vegetation within a gilt 
lined and bow fronted display case, shadow 
gilt	 inscribed	 “Grayling	 ~	 Weight	 1lb	 4oz	
Caught in the Severn by V.A. Ridley, 14th 
Feb. 1926”, paper trade label to lower left 
corner of groundwork, blue/green graduated 
backboard, 20¾” wide (see illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

305
A fine case of two Roach caught by Fred 
Buller and mounted by J. Cooper & Sons, 
mounted in a naturalistic river bed setting 
within a gilt lined and bow fronted display 
case, gilt inscribed “Roach 2lbs 3ozs & 
2lbs, Caught by F.H.R. Buller, Jan ’55, 
Suffolk	 Stour”,	 green	 painted	 backboard,	
28” wide (see illustration)
£1800-2600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

306
A J. Cooper Roach/Rudd hybrid mounted 
in a naturalistic setting of aquatic vegetation, 
blue	backboard	with	applied	legend	plaque;	
“Roach Caught on Sept. 21st 1882 in the 
River Severn, Shrewsbury by M.T. Squire, 
Member of the Izaak Walton Angling Society 
Crewe, Weight 4lbs 1oz.”, 23” wide
£300-400
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311
A fine W.F. Homer Common Carp 
mounted in naturalistic aquatic setting 
within a gilt lined and bow fronted case, 
gilt inscribed “Carp 8lbs 20zsCaught by 
G.I. Cobbett at ‘Wharf’ Hinekley, 25th	Nov.	
1939”, graduated green backboard painted 
reed decoration, 31” wide (see illustration)
£700-1000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

312
Phillips Derek: A Quiet Reach of the Taw, 
watercolour, signed and dated ’81, set in card 
mount, framed and glazed, image 12” x 18”
£100-150

313
Roger McPhail: colour print of an anger 
in rocky riverscape, pencil signed limited 
edition no. 173, a pair of limited edition 
prints of salmon by C. Sharp and Robin 
Armstrong: The Riverside Portfolio, ltd. ed. 
26/250 (4)
£120-160

314
J.S. Kell: Still life study of a brace of 
brown trout in grassy bankside setting, lain 
beside a brass reel and rod handle, signed, 
oil on panel, verso ink inscribed “To Helen 
Patterson from J.S. Kell, July 9th 1859, gilt 
framed, 10” x 15¼” (see illustration)
£1000-1500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

307
A fine Barbel by J. Cooper & Sons 
mounted in a naturalistic riverbed setting 
within a gilt lined bow front display case, 
gilt inscribed “Barbel 6lbs 6ozs, Caught by 
E.P. Phipps 11th	Nov.	1951	at	Woolhampton,	
River Kennet”, green/grey painted 
backboard with applied paper trade label to 
top right corner, 30” wide (see illustration)
£800-1200 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

308
Milton C. Weiler: Atlantic Salmon Fishing 
on the Matapedia, coloured un-numbered 
first	proof	edition	print	 from	the	 ltd.	ed.	of	
375 and used as the frontispiece to Joseph 
D. Bates Atlantic Salmon Flies & Fishing, 
limited edition publication, the print is sold 
with the accompanying information sheet, 
ink inscribed “This First Proof is for my 
good friend Jimmy Younger – with Best 
wishes from Joseph D. Bates” and a further 
folding advert for the print, 28½” x 35½” 
overall (see lot 360 in this sale)
£150-250

309
B.H.: Study of a salmon, watercolour, 
monogramed, gilt mount, framed and 
glazed, image 10½” x 19½”
£60-90

310
Dendy Sadler W.: Izaac Walton and 
his Pupil, coloured engraving, pub. L.H. 
Levévre, 1885, framed and glazed, 29” x 
36½” overall
£130-180
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315
A fine case of four Roach by J. Cooper 
& Sons mounted in naturalistic riverbed 
setting within a gilt lined and bow fronted 
display case, gilt inscribed “Roach,  
Caught	 by	 D.	 Morris,	 New	 River,	 Stoke	
Newington,	 June	 23rd 1928, Total Weight 
10lbs 7ozs”, blue backboard with applied 
paper trade label to top left corner, 31½” 
wide (see illustration)
£1000-1500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

316
A rare J. Cooper & Sons Thames Trout 
table top/floor display, the	 fish	 set	
amongst aquatic vegetation within a gilt 
lined, slope fronted display case, blue 
painted backboard with applied printed 
legend plaque “Taken by T. Walker in the 
Thames at Teddington, 5th August 1881, 
Weight 15lbs 9ozs”, paper trade label to top 
left corner, 40½” wide (see illustration)
£1800-2400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

317
An Irish Brown Trout mounted in a 
naturalistic aquatic setting within a gilt lined 
bow front display case, handwritten legend 
plaque to blue backboard “Trout 9lbs 
11ozs, Loch Mask, 30th May 1948, R.J.S.”, 
34” wide
£250-350

318
A Brown Trout by Williams of Dublin 
set amongst aquatic vegetation within a 
flat	 fronted	 showcase,	 rectangular	 legend	
plaque set within groundwork “Caught by 
Capt. R.E. Palmer, On the Clare Galway 
River, June 30th 1904, Weight 7lbs, Mounted 
by Williams of Dublin”, green backboard 
with	 fly	 of	 capture	 and	 painted	 reed	
decoration, 28¾” wide
£200-300

319
A Brown Trout mounted by W. Sparrow 
in naturalistic setting, case re-glazed with 
gilt lined chamfered glass plates (originally 
wrap-around), applied gilt stamped red 
leather legend plaque “ Trout Caught by 
G.A. McCormick at West Drayton, May 29th 
1892, Weight 2½lbs.”, paper trade label to 
bottom right corner, 22” wide
£150-250

320
A rare River Wye Pike mounted by Hardy 
Bros. within a naturalistic riverbed setting, 
gilt lined and bow fronted display case, 
gilt inscribed Caught at Horseshoe Bend, 
Litton Court, River Wye, Hereford, 12.20pm, 
Jan. 16th 1905, Weight 30lbs” blue/green 
backboard mounted with the slotted silver 
devon minnow used to capture the specimen, 
case	 52¾”	 wide.	 The	 capture	 of	 this	 fine	
specimen	 fish	 by	 the	 Rev.	 Tom	 Seccombe	
Gray is detailed and illustrated in Fred Buller’s 
Pike and the Pike Angler and is sold with a 
copy of the extract (see illustration)
£1800-2400 
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321
H.L. Rolfe: Study of a mixed bag of 
coarse fish on grassy river bank with 
figure	 fishing	 in	 a	 punt	 to	 background,	 oil	
on canvas, signed and dated 1870, gilt slip, 
framed, 142 x 23 (see illustration)
£2400-2800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

322
A rare pair of early Roach by J. Cooper 
mounted in matching gilt lined bow front 
cases each with naturalistic aquatic 
vegetation and hand-written legend plaque 
“Taken in the Headby Canal by Squire 
Wholstenholme of Bolton in Mr. Wreaks 
Great Angling Sweepstake, 7th Augt. 1865, 
Weight 1lb 7¾ozs” and “Taken in the Headby 
Canal by Squire Wholstenholme of Bolton in 
Mr. Wreaks Great Angling Sweepstake, 7th 
August 1865, Weight 1lb 13ozs.”, both with 
Radnor St. paper trade labels to blue painted 
backboards, 19” wide (see illustration)
£900-1300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

323
A scarce P.D. Malloch mounted Brown 
Trout set within a barrel fronted display 
case, red/blue graduated backboard with 
painted	 legend	 “Killed	on	Dry	Fly	by	N.W.	
King in Doctors Pool, Kinloch, Rannoch, 
Sept. 8th 1938”, paper trade label to top 
right corner, backboard re-painted at some 
time, mahogany frame, 27” wide
£500-800

324
A rare River Tay Bull Trout mounted by 
J. Cooper & Sons set amongst aquatic 
vegetation within a gilt lined and bow fronted 
display case, blue backboard with applied 
printed legend plaque “Caught by J.S. Moore, 
River Tay at Luncarty, 9th July 1904, Weight 
31lbs 8ozs”, Radnor St. paper trade label to 
top right corner, 46¾” wide (see illustration)
£1800-2400 
 
 
 
 
 

325
Thomas Whittle: Still life study of mixed 
bag of fish and lobster, oil on canvas, 
signed, dated 1836, in gilt frame 17½” x 
26¼” (see illustration)
£1300-1800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

326
A fine pair of Chub by J. Cooper & Sons 
mounted in naturalistic riverbed setting within 
a gilt lined and bow fronted showcase, gilt 
inscribed “Chub 3lbs 2ozs & 3lbs 3ozs, Caught 
by R. Conquest, Glasbury on Wye, 21st Sept. 
1929” and with further rectangular ivorine 
legend plate to groundwork detailing the 
same, blue backboard with paper trade label 
to top left corner, 33” wide (see illustration)
£900-1300 
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327
J.B. Russell: Still life study of three 
Salmon and creel, in river bank setting, oil 
on canvas, signed, in gilt frame, 10” x 14½” 
£300-500

328
J.B. Russell: Still life study of three 
Brown Trout beside a rod and reel, in 
river bank setting, oil on canvas, signed, 
in gilt frame, companion painting to the 
preceding lot, 10” x 14½” (see illustration)
£300-500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BOOKS & CATALOGUES

329
Hills J. Waller: River Keeper, 1st ed., 
1934, photo frontis of Wm. Lunn, blue 
clo.;	 Ronalds	 A.:	 Fly	 Fisher’s	 Entomology	
(ed.	 H.T.	 Sheringham)1921;	 Skues	 G.E.M.:	
Nymph	Fishing	for	Chalk	Stream	trout,	1939	
and a collection of various other mainly 
trout/chalk stream related vols (Q)
£90-130

330
A Hardy Angler’s Guide, 45th ed., 1923, 
pict. cover and another Hardy guide61st 
ed., 1954 92)
£60-90

331
Halford F.M.: The Making of a Fishery, 1st 
ed., 1895, frontis portrait of author, 4 full pg. 
b/w plts., blue clo. bdg.
£70-100

332
A collection of 100 angling related 
postcards, including humorous, scenic, 
still	 life	 subjects	 et	 al,	 various	 dates,	
contained in two albums 
£80-120

333
Jackson J.: The Practical Fly-Fisher, 
more particularly for Grayling or Umber, 
1st	 ed.,	 1854,	 10	 hand	 col.	 plts.	 of	 flies,	
natural	 and	 artificial,	 b/w	 text	 illust.,	 orig.	
embossed blue clo. bdg.
£300-400

334
Ronalds A.: The Fly-Fisher’s Entomology, 
1836 1st ed., 19 hand col. copper plts. 
depicting	 47	 artificial	 and	 47	 natural	 flies,	
modern green morr. bdg. ribbed spine with 
gilt	fish	and	fly	emblems
£300-400

335
Saunders J.: The Compleat Fisherman, 
Being a Large and Practical Account of all 
the Severall Ways of Fishing, 1724, London, 
printed for W. Mears and S. Tooke, eng. 
folding frontis plt., orig tan cf. bdg. ribbed 
spine with gilt dec.
£200-300

336
Carroll W.: The Angler’s Vade Mecum 
containing a Descriptive Account of the 
Water Flies, their Seasons and the Kind of 
Weather that Brings them most upon the 
Water, 1818, Edin. 1st ed., 12 hand col. plts. 
of	flies, hf. cf. bdg., marbled boards
£200-300

337
Halford F.M.: The Dry-Fly man’s handbook, 
1913 1st ed., 43 plts, orig. blue clo. bdg. and 
Halford F.M.: Making a Fishery, 1895 1st ed., 
frontis portrait of author, 4 full pg. b/w plts., 
orig. blue clo. bdg. (2)
£130-180

338
Zane Grey: Tales of the Angler’s Eldorado, 
New Zealand, 1926 1st ed., Hodder & Stoughton, 
100 b/w photo plts., b/w text illust. gilt dec. 
orig. blue clo. bdg. with gilt broadbill emblem
£100-150
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339
Halford F.M.: Dry Fly Entomology, 1897 
1st ed., London, 10	 hand.	 col.	 plts.	 of	 flies,	
18 b/w full pg. and text illust., folding table, 
modern hf. morr. blue bdg., ribbed spine with 
gilt	fly	emblems
£130-180

340
Halford F.M.: Floating Flies and How to 
Dress Them, 1886 1st ed., ltd. to 500 copies, 
9	hand	col.	plts.	of	flies	and	dye	charts,	b/w	
text illust., modern hf. morr. green bdg. ribbed 
spine	with	gilt	fly	emblems
£200-300

341
Malone E.J.: Tying Flies in the Irish Style, 
2003 deluxe ed., no.10/50, 2 vols., signed by 
the author, tyer and publisher, col. and b/w 
photo illust., b/w text illust., vol. 2 displaying 
35	 trout	 and	 sea-trout	 flies	 tied	by	Frankie	
McPhillips and set in seven sunken mounts, 
orig. brown goatskin bdg., in slip case (see 
illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

342
Venables Robert: The Experienced 
Angler or Angling Improved, London 1662 
1st ed., printed for Richard Marriott and sold 
in his shop in St. Dunstan’s Church Yard, 
Fleet Street, eng. frontis cartouche, b/w 
text	engs.	of	fish, 105pp, index to rear, g.e., 
marbled end pgs., one loose, full green 
morr. bdg. with gilt dec., a very rare volume 
£500-800

343
Cotton C.: The Compleat Angler, Being 
Instructions how to angle for a Trout or 
Grayling in a clear Stream, 1676 1st ed., 
printed for Richard Marriott and Henry Brome, 
License leaf for Roger L’Estrange, April 5th 
1676, 111pp, rebound in old style tan cf. bdg.
£300-400

344
Hutchinson H. (ed): Fishing, 1904-07 Country 
Life	Library	of	Sport,	2	vols,	6	col.	pts.	of	flies,	
b/w photo and text illust. modern hf. red. morr. 
bdg with ribbed spine, gilt emblems
£80-120

345
Skues G.E.M.: Minor Tactics of the Chalk 
Stream, 1910 1st	 ed.,	 col.	 frontis	 of	 flies,	
orig. brown clo. and Skues: The Way of a 
Trout with a Fly, 1928, 2nd ed., 3 plts, one in 
colour, orig. brown clo. (2)
£120-160

346
Halford F.M.: Dry Fly Fishing in Theory 
and Practice, 1889 1st ed., London, frontis, 
5 full pg. col. plts., 20 b/w plts. and text 
illust. orig. brown clo. bdg.
£150-250

347
Bainbridge Geo.: The Fly Fisher’s Guide, 
1816, 1st ed., Liverpool, hand col. frontis of 
trout,	7	hand	col.	plts.	of	flies	and	materials,	
four blank front pages with ink details of best 
flies	for	Driffield	and	Wharfe	and	when	best	
to use them, dated, 1820 and continued to 
rear, inner boards with two applied cuttings, 
orig. bdg. and in later green clo. slip case
£350-550

348
Hanna T.J.: Fly Fishing in Ireland, 2003 
ltd. ed. no. 10/50, inside cover with sample 
of red dubbing contained in .J. Hanna 
paper packet, b/w illust., qt. goatskin bdg., 
green boards, gilt dec. ribbed spine with 
accompanying portfolio facs. copy of The 
Reprieve and Facts about Flies, in slip case
£150-250
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349
Ephemera (Ed. Fitzgibbon): The Book 
of the Salmon in Two Parts, 1850 1st ed., 
London, 9 full pg. plts., eight being hand 
coloured	 plates	 of	 flies,	 gilt	 edges,	 fine	
full red cf. bdg. with ribbed spine and gilt 
leaping salmon emblems
£300-500

350
Goddard J.: Trout Fly Dressings (The 
Trout Fly Patterns of John Goddard), 
2003 limited edition no. 18/55, 2 vols, 
signed by the author, photo frontis of author 
to text vol., b/w text illust., vol. II displaying 
34	actual	specimen	flies	tied	by	the	author	
and displayed in six sunken mounts, full 
green goatskin bdg., gilt edged, ribbed 
spine, in slip case (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

351
Anon: Pisciceptologie ou L’Art de la 
Péche, 1816, Paris, eng. frontis, 28 eng. 
plts., 388pp, qt. tan cf. bdg., marbled 
boards. gilt ribbed spine
£150-250

352
Taylor S.: Angling In All its Branches, 
1800,	 London,	 in	 three	 parts;	 298pp,	 cf.	
bdg. and another copy of the same, ink 
additions to margins in part three, hf. cf. 
bdg. marbled boards (2)
£250-350

353
Wade H.: Halcyon or Rod Fishing with Fly, 
Minnow and Worm, 1861, London, 8 hand 
col. and 4 b/w plts., hf. cf. bdg. ribbed spine, 
Pulman G.: The Vade Mecum of Fly Fishing, 
1846,	London,	table	of	flies,	hf.	cf.	bdg.	and	
Ephemera (Ed. Fitzgibbon): Handbook of 
Angling, 1853 3rd ed., hf. cf. bdg. (3)
£250-350

354
West L.: The Natural Trout Fly and its 
Imitations, 1912, 1st ed., 13 col. plts. 
modern hf. blue morr. bdg., gilt dec. ribbed 
spine and Dewar G.: The Book of the Dry 
Fly, 1897 1st	ed.,	col.	and	b/w	plts.	of	flies,	
modern hf. green morr. bdg., gilt dec. 
ribbed spine (2)
£130-180

355
Ritz C.: A Fly Fisher’s Life, 1959, London, 
b/w photo plts., b/w text illust., modern 
hf. morr. bdg., ribbed spine, Hills J.W.: A 
History of Fishing for Trout, 1921, modern 
hf. morr. green bdg. and Mottram J.C.: Fly 
Fishing, 1913 1st ed., b/w text illust., modern 
hf. blue morr. bdg., ribbed spine (3)
£120-180

355a
Eighteen Fly Fisher’s Classic Library 
volumes relating	to	trout	and	trout	fishing,	
various classic titles and authors including, 
Skues G.E.M., Halford F.M., Waller Hills J., 
Sawyer F., Plunket Greene H. et al, in slip 
cases (18)
£200-300

355b
Twenty Fly Fisher’s Classic Library 
volumes relating	 to	 fly	 tying	 and	 salmon/
trout	fly	patterns,	various	classic	titles	and	
authors including, Kelson Geo., Blacker 
Wm., Ronalds A., Bainbridge Geo., Pritt 
T.E. et al, in slip cases and sold with four 
portfolio	binders	of	fly	plates	(24)
£200-300

356
Williamson Capt. T.: The Complete 
Angler’s Vade Mecum, 1808, London, 10 
eng. plts, modern hf. black morr. bdg., gilt 
dec. ribbed spine and Anon: Salmonia or 
Days	 of	 Fly	 fishing,	 1828,	 hf.	 tan	 cf.	 bdg,	
ribbed spine (2)
£120-180
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357
Hale Capt. J.H.: How to Tie Salmon Flies, 
1892 1st ed., b/w illust. throughout text, orig. 
clo. bdg. and Pryce-Tannatt T.E.: How to 
Dress Salmon Flies, 1914, 1st ed., 12 full pg. 
illust., b/w text illust., gilt dec. clo. bdg. (2)
£120-160

358
Mosely M.: The Dry Fly Fisherman’s 
Entomology, Being a Supplement to F.M. 
Halford’s the Dry-Fly Man’s Handbook, 
1921,	 16	 hand	 col.	 plts.	 of	 flies,	 b/w	 text	
illust., in orig. green clo. wallet style bdg. 
and Theakston M.: List of British Angling 
Flies, 1862, 8 b/w plts, green col. bdg. (2)
£100-150

359
Halford F.M.: The Dry-Fly Man’s 
Handbook, 1913 1st ed., 43 plts, modern 
hf. blue morr. bdg. with ribbed spine dec. 
gilt	 fly	 emblems	 and	 two	 matching	 re-
bound copies of Halford volumes: Modern 
Development of the Dry Fly, 1910, 1st ed., 43 
pts and An Angler’s Autobiography, 1903, 
1st ed. intro by Wm. Senior, 43 plts (3)
£300-500

360
Edmonds H. & Lee N.: Brook and River 
Trouting: a Manual of North Country 
Methods, 2003 limited edition no. 41/60, 
2 vols., text vol. with col. and b/w plts. 
and b/w illust. throughout text, vol.II with  
ten	panels	of	36	actual	 specimen	flies	and	
tying materials tied by Stuart Bowdin, set 
within sunken mounts, signed by the tyer, 
brown full goatskin bdg. with gilt dec. ribbed 
spines and in slip case and a companion 
copy of the standard text edition,  
1997, photo illust., brown clo., in slip case 
(see illustration)
£700-1000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

361
A set of seven G.E.M. Skues volumes all 
attractively re-bound in hf. green morr. 
bindings with gilt dec. ribbed spines 
compromising; Minor Tactics of the Chalk 
Stream, 1910 1st	ed.,	col.	frontis;	The	Way	of	
a Trout with a Fly, 1921 1st ed., 3 plts, 2 being 
in	col.;	Side-Lines,	Side-Lights	&	Reflections,	
1932 1st	ed.,	frontis,	8	illust.;	Nymph	Fishing,	
1939 1st	 ed.,	 col.	 frontis,	 2	 plts;	 Itchen	
Memoirs, 1951 1st	ed.,	illust.	by	Alex	Jardine;	
Silk, Fur and Feather: The Trout Fly Dresser’s 
Year, 1950 1st ed. and Angling Letters (ed. C.F. 
Walker) 1956 1st ed., photo plts. and frontis (7)
£500-800

362
A collection of mainly 20th century 
angling volumes, various	 subject	 matter	
including	 fly,	 coarse	 and	 sea	 fishing,	 fly	
tying, grayling, overseas et al, authors 
including Rolt, Walbran, Pritt, Ronalds, 
Turing, Righyni, Trent Otter et al (Q)
£100-150

362a
Seventeen Fly Fisher’s Classic Library 
volumes relating to salmon and sea-trout 
fishing	 and	 flies,	 various	 classic	 titles	 and	
authors including, Scrope Wm., Tolfrey F., 
Falkus H., Francis Francis, Hardy J. et al, in 
slip cases and three portfolios (20) 
£200-300

362b
Twenty Fly Fisher’s Classic Library 
volumes of general angling interest, 
various	classic	titles	and	authors	including;	
Sheringham H.T., Zane Grey, Ransome A.: 
Farson	N.	et	al,	in	slip	cases	(20)
£160-240

363
Hofland T.C.: The British Angler’s 
Manual or the Art of Angling in England, 
Scotland, Wales and Ireland, 1839 1st 
ed., 14 eng. plts., modern hf. green morr. 
bdg., gilt dec. ribbed spine and two further 
similarly re-bound vols.: Waddington R.: 
Salmon Fishing, 1959 1st ed., b/w photo and 
text illust. and Wheatley H.: The Rod and 
Line, 1848, col. plts. (3)
£120-160
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364
Stoddart T.: The Angler’s Companion to 
the Rivers and Lochs of Scotland, 1847 
1st ed., 4 plts., folding map, modern hf. 
green morr. bdg. and two further vols. of 
Scottish angling interest, similarly bound: 
Lamond H.: Days and Ways of a Scottish 
Angler, 1932 and MacDonald Robertson R.: 
In Scotland with a Fishing Rod, 1935 (3)
£100-150

365
Francis Francis: A Book on Angling, 1867, 
frontis and 15 plts., including 5 hand col. 
plts.	of	flies,	orig.	red	clo.	bdg,;	Ephemera	
(Ed. Fitzgibbon): handbook of Angling, 
1848 2nd ed., b/w text illust. full cf. bdg and 
another copy, 1847, green col. bdg (3)
£130-180

366
Little G.: The Angler’s Complete Guide 
and Companion, c.1882, 11 hand col. plts. 
of	flies,	b/w	text	 illust.,	orig.	pict.	clo.	bdg.	
and Stewart C.W.: The Practical Angler, 
1857, Edin., orig. clo bdg. (2)
£120-160

367
Brookes R.: The Art of Angling, Rock and 
Sea Fishing, 1740, London, title pg. with 
eng.	cartouche,	133	woodcut	engs.	of	fish,	
velum	bdg.;	Shipley	Wm.:	A	True	Treatise	on	
the Art of Fly-Fishing, Trolling etc., 1838, top 
edges un-cut, green clo. bdg and Walton I.: 
The Compleat Angler, 1824, sold by Thos. 
Tegg, 16vo, g.e., red leather bdg. (3)
£140-240

368
Westwood T, & Satchell W.: Biblioteca 
Piscatoria, 1883, London, orig. black clo. 
gilt lettered spine and two vols by Keane 
J.H.: Fishing Tackle, Its Materials and 
Manufacture, 1886, folding plts., b/w illust. 
orig. clo. bdg. and The Practical Fisherman, 
1881,	b/w	pts.	of	fish,	gilt	dec.	boards,	frank	
Buckland bookplate (3)
£140-240

368a
Nine Fly Fisher’s Classic Library volumes 
of general angling interest, various authors 
including Falkus & Buller, Hardy J.L., Walton 
&Cotton, Ransome A. et al, in slip cases 
and 7 volumes of Derrydale Press titles of 
trout	fishing	interest	(16)
£140-240

369
A Hardy Angler’s Guide, 53rd ed., 1931, A 
Hardy Big Game Fish and Sea Fishing Tackle 
guide, 1939, two further Hardy brochures 
and an Allcock catalogue, 1960’s (5)
£50-80

370
Drewett J.: Hardy Brothers, The Masters, 
The Men and their Reels, 1997, col. photo 
illust.	 h.b.,	 d.w.,	 in	 slip	 case;	 Turner	 G.:	
Fishing Tackle – A Collector’s Guide, 1989, 
photo illust., h.b., d.w., Buller F.: Domesday 
Book of Mammoth Pike, 1979, p.b. ed., 
signed	by	the	author	and	five	other	angling/
collecting related vols. (8)
£100-150

371
A good collection of mainly 20th Century 
angling volumes, mostly hardback and 
relating	 to	 game	 fishing,	 various	 authors	
including Malloch, Jock Scott, Walker C.F., 
Waller Hills et al (Q)
£120-180

372
A collection of trout related angling 
volumes, mainly modern hardback editions, 
various	 authors	 including;	 Bingham	 C.,	
Armstrong A., Ivens T.C., Bailey J. et al (Q)
£100-150

373
A collection of salmon and sea-trout 
related angling vols, mainly modern 
hardback editions, various authors 
including;	Hutton	J.A.,	Graesser	N,	Oglesby	
A., Greenhalgh M. et al (Q)
£120-160
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374
A collection of fly-tying related volumes, 
mainly modern editions, various authors 
including Sawada K,, Veniard J., Lapsley 
P., Kreh L., Courtney Williams A. et al and a 
quantity of other modern hardback general 
angling volumes (Q)
£120-160

RODS, REELS & ACCESSORIES CONT:- 

375
A rare Hardy Special Perfect 3¼” trout 
fly reel,  ebonite handle on raised faceplate, 
ribbed brass foot, milled rim tension screw 
and Mk.II check mechanism, faceplate 
stamped make and model details and block 
engraved previous owners initials, wear 
from normal use, circa 1935 (see illustration) 
£1400-1800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

376
A rare Hardy Bouglé 3” trout fly reel, domed 
ivorine handle, pierced brass foot, triple raised 
drum pillars (one nickel silver roller), milled rim 
tension screw and 1906 calliper spring check 
mechanism, slightly dished drum with multi-
perforated faceplate, four rim cusps and milled 
nickel silver locking screw, faceplate stamped 
central circular logo, light wear from normal 
use, circa 1908 (see illustration)
£1500-2500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

377
A very rare Hardy Ferris 3¾” alloy light 
salmon fly reel, ebonite handle, brass foot, 
three screw drum latch, revolving nickel 
silver line guide, milled rim tension screw and 
Mk.II check mechanism, backplate stamped 
maker’s details, no model name (see Drewett 
J: Hardy Brothers…. pg. 196), wear from 
normal use with some pitting to backplate rim 
and hairline crack to front rim, a very rarely 
seen model which has caused much debate 
amongst Hardy collectors, factory records 
show only 57 reels being produced between 
1925-32 only (see illustration)
£2000-3000 
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377a
A rare Hardy Bouglé 3¼” trout fly reel, 
ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot, raised 
triple drum pillars (one nickel silver roller), 
milled rim tension screw and Mk.II check 
mechanism, multi-perforated drum face 
and faceplate stamped make and model 
details, light wear from normal use only, 
circa 1930 (see illustration)
£1500-2500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

378
A very rare Hardy Barton 3¼” wide 
drummed trout fly reel, reverse tapered 
ebonite	 handle,	 off-set	 ribbed	 brass	 foot,	
three screw spring drum latch, milled nickel 
silver rim tension screw and Mk.II check 
mechanism, large rectangular nickel silver 
line guide, faceplate stamped make and 
model	details,	wear	to	finish	from	n	normal	
use, a rarely seen model made 1935-39 
only and which Hardy records show only 
109 having been produced (see illustration)
£1800-2600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

379
A very rare Hardy Cascapedia 3/0 
multiplying salmon fly reel, black 
anodised duralumin construction, 1.75:1 
ration gearing, reverse taped ebonite 
handle on serpentine crank winding arm 
set within an anti-foul rim, ribbed alloy 
foot, triple cage pillars, one with nickel 
silver	 roller	 for	 “rings	 up”	 style	 of	 fishing,	
rear plate with raised nickel silver sliding 
optional check button and spindle mounted 
knurled	 nickel	 silver	 seven	 point	 adjuster	
with red heightened indicator points and 
hinged spindle cap stamped “Oil”, and 
red heightened previous owner initials 
“N.K.”,	 faceplate	 inset	 three	circular	nickel	
silver	 medallions;	 two	 with	 royal	 coats	 of	
arms and one with model details “The 
Cascapedia 3/0, Made by Hardy Bros. Ltd., 
Alnwick, England” and two slotted screws 
stamped “Oil”, the reel has light overall 
wear	to	the	finish	from	normal	use,	mainly	
to the outer edges of the cage rims, a rare 
example of the last of the Cascapedia range 
produce in Duralumin rather than ebonite, 
factory records show only 19 examples 
having been produced between 1937-39, 
circa 1938 (see illustration)
£5000-7000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

380
A Hardy Perfect 3¾” salmon fly reel, fat 
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, revolving 
nickel silver line guide, milled rim tensions 
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, drum 
with nickel silver locking screw, faceplate 
block engraved previous owners initials 
otherwise wear from normal use only, circa 
1930
£250-350
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381
A pair of Orvis Vortex 9/10 anti-reverse 
salmon fly reels, each with gold anodised 
finish,	crank	handle,	large	arbour	drum	and	
rear lever drag tension regulator, light use 
only and in original neoprene pouches (2)
£200-300

382
A Hardy St George 3¾” trout fly reel and 
spare spool, ebonite handle, alloy foot, 
rim tension screw and dual compensating 
check	 lever,	 worn	 finish,	 a	 Hardy	 Marquis	
No.2	 salmon	 reel	 in	 used	 condition	 and	 a	
Cummins	4”	alloy	salmon	fly	reel,	brass	foot,	
copper line guide, two screw drum latch (3)
£140-240

383
A Hardy Perfect 3¾” salmon fly reel, 
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim 
mounted nickel silver tension screw and 
Mk.II check mechanism, drum screw 
sheared, used condition, 1930’s
£200-300

384
A Shakespeare Centenary Aerial 4½” centre 
pin trotting reel, bronze	 anodised	 finish,	
shallow cored drum with twin composition 
handles and spring release latch, stancheon 
foot,	rear	tension	adjusting	wheel	and	optional	
check lever with bar spring check mechanism, 
unused condition and in card box
£100-150

385
A Young’s Purist II 2031 4” wide drummed 
centre pin reel,	 bronze	 anodised	 finish, 
shallow cored, caged drum with twin 
composition handles and regulator/release 
forks, B.P. line guide, stancheon foot, rear 
optional check lever and bar spring check 
mechanism, interior stamped S/R 0590, 
new/unused	 condition	 and	 in	 fitted	 tear	
case (see illustration)
£180-260 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

386
An Allcock Match Aerial 4½” centre pin 
trotting reel, caged and six spoked drum, 
twin composition handles, chrome foot, 
rear optional check lever and bar spring 
check mechanism, light wear only, in card 
box and another similar Match Aerial, light 
use (2)
£140-240

387
A scarce Hardy “Hollow Built” 3 piece 
hollow cane coarse rod, 11’, green inter-
whipped,	sliding	brass	reel	fittings,	suction	
joints,	good	condition,	in	bag
£130-180 

388
A Hardy “No.1 LRH Spinning” 2 piece 
cane salmon spinning rod, 9’6”, crimson 
silk inter-whipped, sliding screw grip reel 
fittings,	studlock	joint,	1937,	in	bag
£90-130

389
A Hardy ”Murdoch” 3 piece (2 tips) cane 
salmon rod, 12’6”, crimson silk inter-
whipped, sliding brass and alloy screw grip 
reel	fitting,	 lockfast	 joints,	1917,	very	good	
condition, in later bag
£90-130
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390
A rare Coxon Aerial 7950-T2 3½” four 
spoke centre pin reel, caged and s[poked 
drum with twin tapered horn handles, 
release fork (no regulator) and ebonite 
flanges,	 front	 flange	 stamped	 “patent”,	
mahogany backplate with brass starback 
foot and sliding optional check button and 
calliper spring check mechanism, very 
good overall condition, circa 1900 (see 
illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

391
A scarce Allcock Aerial 5138-T1 3” centre 
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with 
twin	 ivorine	 handles,	 ebonite	 flanges	 and	
twin	 release/regulator	 forks,	 front	 flange	
stamped “patent”, brass stancheon 
foot, stamped “21210”, B.P. line guide, 
rear sliding brass optional check button 
and calliper spring check mechanism, 
backplate stamped circular trade mark, 
light wear from normal use only, circa 1915 
(see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

392
A Hardy Sunbeam 3¼” trout dry fly reel, 
exposed drum with ebonite handle and 
nickel silver telephone drum latch, brass 
Bickerdyke line guide, stancheon foot and 
fixed	 Mk.I	 check	 mechanism,	 light	 wear	
from normal use, circa 1930
£130-180

393
A scarce Hardy Super Silex 4½” extra 
wide drummed bait casting reel, shallow 
cored drum with twin ebonite handles, 
jewelled	spindle	bearing	and	spring	release	
latch, ribbed brass foot, rim mounted ivorine 
casting trigger and milled tension screw with 
rear ivorine quadrant weight indicator, only 
light	wear	to	finish	and	 in	original	card	box	
with booklet and tags indicating original 
purchaser was Sir Algar Howard KCB of 
Thornbury Castle, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£250-450 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

394
A Hardy Sunbeam 3” trout dry fly reel, 
exposed drum with ebonite handle and 
nickel silver horseshoe drum latch, brass 
Bickerdyke line guide, stancheon foot and 
fixed	Mk.I	check	mechanism	and	a	matching	
Sunbeam	 2¾”	 trout	 dry	 fly	 reel,	 both	 with	
wear from normal use only, 1920’s (2)
£160-240

395
A scarce Allcock Aerial 5101-T1 4” 
narrow drummed centre pin reel, caged 
and six spoked drum with twin tapered 
horn handles, release/regulator forks and 
ebonite	 flanges,	 front	 flange	 stamped	
“patent”, brass stancheon foot, stamped 
“23”, alloy backplate with sliding brass 
optional check button and calliper spring 
check mechanism, wear from normal use 
and in “D” leather case, ex-Graham Turner 
collection, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£400-600 
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396
Peter Stone’s Farlow “Esmond Drury” 
2 piece cane spinning rod, 7’3”, tan silk 
whippings,	sliding	alloy	reel	fittings,	suction	
joint,	no	bag,	sold	with	a	typed	and	signed	
note from Peter Stone stating the rod was 
obtained second hand in 1941 for 7/6d and 
accounted for countless pike
£200-300

397
A scarce Hardy Perfect 3Z\,” trout fly 
reel, ivorine handle, alloy foot, white agate 
line guide (2 hairline cracks), milled rim 
tension screw and Mk.I check mechanism, 
faceplate stamped early Duplicated Mk.II 
details and central circular logo, light wear 
to	lead	finish,	circa	1918
£160-240

398
A rare Hardy Field 4C\,” salmon fly reel, 
lipped faceplate with domed ivorine handle 
and brass two screw spindle boss, brass 
bridge foot and quadruple drum pillars, 
fixed	check	mechanism,	faceplate	stamped	
make and model details, wear from normal 
use, circa 1896 (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

399
A Hardy Birmingham 4½” salmon fly 
reel, tapered horn handle, pierced and 
waisted	bridge	foot,	quadruple	pillars,	fixed	
check mechanism, faceplate with raised 
two screw spindle boss and stamped Rod 
in Hand trade mark and enclosed oval logo, 
light wear to bronze patina only, circa 1896
£200-300

400
A very rare Hardy 1894 Brass Perfect 
2½” wide drummed trout fly reel, domed 
ivory handle, pierced and waisted bridge 
foot, nickel silver wire annular drum cage 
with triple pillars, brass strapped milled 
nickel silver rim tension screw and early 
calliper spring check mechanism, open 
ball race withy phosphor bronze bearings, 
slightly dished drum with pierced arbour, 
recessed spindle hole and two bands of 
large and small perforations, faceplate 
stamped central 612 patent details and 
shaded Rod in Hand trade mark, reel is in 
overall excellent condition with only light 
wear to bronze patina from normal use, 
circa 1894 (see illustration)
£5000-8000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

401
A Hardy Perfect 2M\,” trout fly reel, ebonite 
handle, alloy foot, milled rim tension screw 
and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear to 
enamel	finish	only,	1950’s
£250-350

402
A Hardy St George 3¾” trout fly reel, 
ebonite handle, alloy foot, white agate line 
guide (no cracks), two screw drum latch 
and	 adjustable	 dual	 compensating	 check	
mechanism, light use only and a Hardy 
Fibalite	“Smuggler”	4	piece	glass	fibre	trout	
rod,	 8’,	 #8,	 gold/black	 tipped	 silk	 wraps,	
sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	in	bag	(2)
£140-240
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403
A good Hardy “CC de France” 2 piece 
cane trout fly rod, 8’, tan silk inter-
whippings,	sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	suction	
joint,	1958,	light	use	only,	in	bag
£180-260

404
A good Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod, 8’,	 #5,	 black/scarlet	 tipped	
silk	wraps,	sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	suction	
joint,	1970,	light	use	only,	in	bag
£160-240

405
A Hardy Perfect 4” salmon fly reel, 
replacement waisted ebonite handle, 
ribbed brass foot, revolving nickel silver line 
guide, milled rim tension screw and Mk.II 
check mechanism, drum locking screw, 
faceplate lacking alloy spindle cover, light 
wear	to	enamel	finish,	1950’s
£200-300

406
A Hardy Flyweight trout fly reel, brown/
gold	 anodised	 finish,	 composition	 handle,	
lacquered brass foot, two screw drum 
latch,	 nickel	 silver	 line	 guide,	 fixed	 check	
mechanism, light use only and a Hardy 
Princess	trout	fly	reel, ebonite handle, two 
screw latch nickel silver 2 screw “U” shaped 
line	guide,	adjustable	compensating	check	
mechanism, in zip cases (2)
£130-180

407
A Hardy Perfect 3C\,” trout fly reel, ebonite 
handle, brass foot, white agate line guide 
(one	fine	hairline	crack),	milled	rim	tension	
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, light 
wear from normal use, circa 1930
£140-240

408
A Hardy Uniqua 3½” salmon fly reel, 
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel 
silver	telephone	drum	latch	and	fixed	Mk.II	
check mechanism, circa 1930 and a Hardy 
Uniqua	3¾”	salmon	fly	 reel,	enamel	finish,	
two screw drum latch, 1950’s, both with 
light wear from normal use (2)
£140-240

409
A Hardy Sunbeam 2¾” trout dry fly reel, 
exposed drum with ebonite handle and 
nickel silver horseshoe drum latch, brass 
stancheon foot, Bickerdyke line guide and 
fixed	 Mk.I	 check	 mechanism,	 light	 wear	
only, 1920’s
£100-150

410
A fine R. Wurm Gentle Craft Salmon No. 
1 multiplying salmon fly reel, gold/black 
anodised	finish,	 left	hand	wind	model	with	
ventilated side plates, counter-balanced 
serpentine crank handle, set within an anti-
foul rim, rear milled alloy optional check 
button and nine point graduated tension 
adjuster,	backplate	with	applied	rectangular	
alloy model plate, as new/unused condition 
and in leather pouch (see illustration)
£450-650 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

411
A fine R. Wurm Gentle Craft Salmon 
No. 1 multiplying salmon fly reel, black/
polished	alloy	finish,	 left	hand	wind	model	
with ventilated side plates, counter-
balanced serpentine crank handle, set 
within an anti-foul rim, rear milled alloy 
optional check button and nine point 
graduated	tension	adjuster,	backplate	with	
applied rectangular alloy model plate, as 
new/unused condition and in leather pouch 
(see illustration)
£450-650 
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412
A fine R. Wurm Salmon No.3 custom 
made multiplying salmon fly reel, left 
hand wind model the black anodised side 
plates with elaborately engraved bands of 
scrolling acanthus decoration, counter-
balanced “S” scroll crank handle, set within 
an anti-foul rim, rear milled alloy optional 
check button and nine point graduated 
tension	 adjuster,	 backplate	 with	 applied	
rectangular alloy model plate, the reel is 
displayed in its three component parts 
with a red baized lined oak display case 
with sliding glass lid and is in new/unused 
condition (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

413
A Kelly, Dublin 4¼” brass and ebonite 
salmon fly reel, ebonite handle, bridge 
foot,	 quadruple	 cage	 pillars,	 fixed	 check	
mechanism, brass winding plate with raised 
two screw spindle boss and script engraved 
makers details, circa 1900
£100-150

414
A scarce Farlow Universal Landing 
Net Carrier, the nickel silver net ring with 
brooch pin attachment, in original printed 
card box, 1930’s and a Farlow Sextile line 
winder, collapsible arms, xylonite winding 
handle	and	“G”	clamp	table	fitting	(2)
£120-160

415
An Alnwick Spinner 2” bait, curved body 
stamped patent details for Aug.. 1886, central 
revolving spindle with central ball mount and 
rear feathered hook and a Warner’s glass 
eyed 2½” Colorado spoon, twin amber/black 
spot glass eyes, weighted revolving spindle 
and rear treble hook (2) (see illustration)
£180-260 
 
 
 
 
 
 

416
A scarce Hardy Josephson Hollow Fin 
2½” quill minnow bait, green	painted	finish	
loop eye and rear hook, a brass wire framed 
3” minnow bait, spinning vanes stamped 
reg. details for 1930, a nickel silver 2” Tit-Bit 
bait, a Forward Rectangular 1½” white metal 
minnow bait, three further devon minnow 
baits	and	hollow	fined	bait	mounts	(10)
£140-240

417
An Indian rubber 4½” fish shaped bait, 
painted brown trout patterned decoration, 
twin white metal head spinning vanes, two 
side mounted treble hooks on gimp trace, 
circa 1910, a boxed Hardy Ideal Phantom 
3” bait, brown/yellow painted decoration 
and two Hardy Keel-Head phantom baits, 
in Hardy card box (4)
£120-160

417a
A double sided black japanned lure 
cabinet, cantilevered sections opening to 
reveal an cream painted interior of various 
open and lidded compartments and 
holding an extensive selection of various 
bait	 mounts,	 flights	 and	 other	 terminal	
tackle including carded mounts by Bartleet, 
Hardy et al, some large Archer, crocodile 
and other mounts and various others by 
Westley Richards, Allcock, Bartleet et al, 
cabinet with twin hasp locks and twin brass 
loop carrying handles, circa 1925
£250-450
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418
A Milward’s Governor printed paper 
hook wallet in the form of a wicker creel 
and holding hooks to nylon, a Wm. Brown 
copper printing block of a minnow bait and 
a P.D. Malloch printed paper wallet holding 
a	 selection	 of	 Gold	 Medal	 trout	 flies	 and	
various casts (3)
£90-130

419
A rare J. Cheek rosewood and bone 
spindled float and line winder, central 
shot and cap compartment with sliding 
lid, stamped makers name, some damage 
to two wooden sections, circa 1850, a 
mahogany	 double	 sided	 float	 and	 line	
winder each with spring locking cover and 
holding	 a	 small	 selection	 of	 floats	 and	 a	
black	 japanned	float	 tube,	 sleeved	 lid	and	
holding a selection of mainly quill and balsa 
bodied	artisan	floats	(3)
£140-240

420
A pair of Hardy Album bakelite cast 
cases, circular cases with screw lids, 
relief	 fly	 cast	 decoration	 and	 fitted	 ivorine	
cast holders and felt damper, a G. Little & 
Co.	 circular	 black	 japanned	 trout	 fly	 box,	
steeped	 cork	 fly	 holder,	 with	 selection	 of	
wet	flies	and	a	Hardy	copper	cast	case	(4)
£130-180

421
A Hardy Girodon Pralon black japanned 
trout dry fly box, lid with painted detail 
“Chalkstream	 flies	 tied	 by	 Alfred	 Lunn”,	
cream	 painted	 interior	 fitted	 fifteen	 lidded	
compartments, ivorine index plate and 
tweezer recess, holding a selection of 
forty	 six	 dry	 flies	 on	 card	 slips,	 another	
smaller	Hardy	Halford	japanned	dry	fly	box	
with same painted provenance, interior 
fitted	 nine	 compartments	 under	 three	
celluloid	lids	holding	28	flies	on	card	slips,	
a	 Hardy	 japanned	 trout	 fly	 box,	 interior	
flitted	 stepped	 cork	 fly	 bars	 and	 cast	
compartment, holding a good selection 
of	 trout	 dry	 flies	 and	 a	 Wheatley	 dry	 fly	
box	 fitted	 16	 lidded	 compartments	with	 a	
selection	of	Hardy	and	other	dry	flies	(4)
£250-450

422
Eight card boxes of E. Lock trout flies, 
each box with hand-written pattern details 
and dated including examples of French 
Partridge	 Mayflies,	 Orange	 Tag,	 Golden	
Bug et al, dated between 1932 and 1937, 
with extract from the Fishing Gazette 
concerning	 Lock’s	 flies	 and	 thirteen	 card	
boxes	 of	 Cummins	 trout	 flies,	 each	 with	
printed makers details, various patterns 
including Olive’s, Alder, red Ant et al, in 
metal edged card box (Q)
£140-240

423
A collection of interesting flies in trade 
boxes including Milward-Wanless daddy 
long	 legs,	 Cummins	 mayflies,	 Allcock	
salmon	 flies	 in	 original	 packets,	 Cummins	
fully	dressed	salmon	flies,	Allcock	Wickham	
dry	flies	et	al	(Q)
£140-240

424
A rare set of R.B. Marston GEM series 
salmon flies, the fully dressed gut eyed 
patterns tied with metallic celluloid 
bodies,	 patterns	 comprising;	 Emerald,	
Opal, Crysoberyl, Cornelian, Amethyst, 
Cat’s Eye, Pearl, garnet, Turquoise, Ruby, 
Sapphire	and	Yellow	Diamond,	the	flies	are	
of varying sizes 2-10, all in very good order 
and	 contained	 in	 a	 hardy	Neroda	 bakelite	
fly	box,	fitted	spring	metal	clips,	circa	1912	
£400-600

** R.B. Marston, editor of the Fishing Gazette 
from 1878-1927 and founder member of the 
London	 Fly	 Fisher’s	Club	 first	 suggested	 the	
idea	of	a	metallic	celluloid	bodied	salmon	fly	
in the 1890’s, the idea was patented in Dec. 
1900, originally sold through Allcock’s as the 
“Marston’s	 celluloid-bodied	 flies”	 however,	
R.B.M. was not happy with the quality of the 
flies	and	 in	1912	Marston	moved	production	
to the Dreadnought Casting Reel Co. (Percy 
Wadhams) where they were sold under the 
title “The R.B.M. Series”. The present owner 
acquired	this	very	scarce	complete	set	of	flies,	
along with another, from Sir George Drummond 
of Montreal, Senator and VP of the Bank of 
Montreal and a keen angler. The other set now 
resides with the Fly Fisher’s Club in London
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425
A fine set of three Hardy Perfect alloy 
salmon fly reels, the limited edition (no. 
019) replica 1912 model reels in sizes, 4¼, 
4” and 3¾” and each with ivorine handle, 
brass foot, strapped rim tension screw 
with Turk’s head locking nut and 1912 
heavy duty check mechanism, nickel silver 
milled drum, locking screw and lacquered 
alloy faceplate stamped central circular 
logo, reels are in unused condition and 
are contained in a burgundy baized lined, 
fitted	hide	case,	green	cloth	bag	and	card	
box and with spare (smaller) brass feet for 
modern	rod	fittings	(see	illustration)
£700-1000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

426
A Hardy Prince 7/8 trout fly reel and spare 
spool, composition handle, two screw spring 
latch, alloy foot, rear spindle mounted tension 
adjuster,	 light	 use	 only,	 in	 zip	 case	 and	 a	
Hardy	 “Stillwater”	 2	 piece	 carbon	 trout	 fly	
rod,	9’3”,	#7/8,	crimson/scarlet	tipped	wraps,	
anodised	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	in	bag	(2)
£130-180

427
A Hardy St Aiden trout/sea-trout fly reel 
and spare spool, composition handle, two 
screw spring drum latch, alloy foot, nickel 
silver rim tension screw and compensating 
check mechanism, light wear only, in zip 
cases and an Orvis “Western” 3 piece 
carbon	trout/sea-trout	fly	rod,	10’,	#7,	screw	
grip	reel	fitting,	in	bag	and	alloy	tube	(2)
£140-180

428
A Hardy St Aiden trout/sea-trout fly reel, 
composition handle, two screw spring 
drum latch, alloy foot, nickel silver rim 
tension screw and compensating check 
mechanism, light wear only, in zip cases 
and an Orvis “Hampshire” 3 piece carbon 
trout/sea-trout	 fly	 rod,	 10’,	 #7,	 screw	 grip	
reel	fitting,	in	bag	and	alloy	tube	(2)
£130-160

429
A Hardy LRH Lightweight trout fly reel, 
composition handle, two screw spring 
drum latch, alloy foot, nickel silver rim 
tension screw and compensating check 
mechanism, light wear only, in zip case and 
a	Hardy	 “Deluxe”	 2	 piece	 carbon	 trout	 fly	
rod,	9’,	#5/6,	crimson/scarlet	tipped	wraps,	
anodised	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	in	bag	(2)
£140-240

430
A set of three Hardy Sovereign 5/67 trout 
fly reels in rosewood presentation case, 
limited edition nos. 630-2 and each with gold 
anodised	finish,	counter-balanced	rosewood	
handle, two screw drum latch, ribbed brass 
foot, dual nickel silver “U” shaped line 
guides, rear sliding optional check button 
and	spindle	mounted	milled	tension	adjuster,	
contained within a blue silk lined rectangular 
rosewood case with drop carrying handle and 
twin combination locks, reels are in as new/
unused condition and supplied with original 
leather zip cases and card boxes, case 
dimensions 18” x 14” x 3½” (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

** The present vendor had this bespoke 
presentation case made by the same 
company	who	produced	the	fitted	cases	for	
Hardy’s Pall Mall Centenary set
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431
A Hardy Princess trout fly reel and 
spare spool, brown/gold	 anodised	 finish,	
composition handle, brass foot, two 
screw drum latch, rim tension screw and 
compensating check mechanism, light use 
in zip case and an Orvis “Advantage” 2 
piece	carbon	trout	fly	rod, 9’3”,	#7,	wooden	
reel	seat,	screw	grip	fitting,	in	bag	(2)
£130-180

432
A fine Hardy The Compleat Angler trout 
fishing outfit, comprising;	 Smuggler	 7	
piece	 carbon	 rod,	 8’	 2/12”,	 #6,	 anodised	
sliding	 reel	 fitting,	 crimson/scarlet	 tipped	
wraps, leather rod tube, Golden Prince 
5/6 reel and spare spool, with leather reel 
case	 and	 a	 sheepskin	 lined	 leather	 fly	
wallet,	 contained	 with	 a	 blue	 card	 fitted	
presentation case and in unused condition 
(see illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

433
A Hardy Ultralite Disc salmon fly reel, 
black	anodised	finish,	composition	handle,	
two screw drum latch, rear spindle mounted 
tension	adjuster,	new/unused	condition	and	
a	Hardy	Marquis	#7	Multiplier	trout	fly	reel,	
light use only (2)
£120-160

434
A Hardy “Sirrus Sintrix” 3 piece glass 
fibre trout fly rod, 8’,	 #5/6,	 crimson	 silk	
wraps, olivewood reel seat sliding anodised 
alloy	 reel	 fittings,	 spigot	 joints,	 only	 very	
light signs of use, with bag and original 
receipt and brochure
£140-240

435
A Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4” salmon 
fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass foot, 
strapped rim tension screw with Turk’s 
head locking nut and early calliper spring 
check	mechanism,	drum	with	five	rim	cusps	
and brass locking screw (replacement), 
faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade mark, 
enclosed oval and straight line logo, lightly 
scratched previous owner initials, circa 1903 
(see illustration)
£400-600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

436
A Hardy Uniqua 4½” salmon fly reel, 
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel 
silver	 telephone	 drum	 latch,	 fixed	 Mk.II	
check mechanism, and a Hardy Uniqua 
4”	 salmon	 fly	 reel,	 ventilated	 drum	 with	
ebonite	handle	and	horseshoe	 latch,	fixed	
Mk.II check mechanism, both withy wear 
from normal use (2)
£150-250

437
A Farlow Patent Lever 4½” brass salmon 
fly reel, waisted horn handle, pierced block 
foot, quadruple cage pillars, rear raised 
tension	adjuster,	fixed	check	and	two	Malloch	
made	4½”	brass	salmon	fly	reels	retailed	by	
Walbran	 and	 Nettleship	 of	 Alnwick,	 all	 with	
polished	finish,	circa	1890	(3)
£140-240

438
An Alex Martin Thistle 3¾” alloy salmon 
fly reel, ebonite handle, brass foot, copper 
line guide, rim tension screw and Mk.II style 
check mechanism and a Westley Richards 
(Dingley made) 4” alloy narrow drummed 
salmon	 fly	 reel,	 ebonite	 handle,	 brass	
foot, spring latch, white metal line guide, 
adjustable	Mk.II	check	mechanism,	interior	
stamped “D.4”, both circa 1925 (2)
£120-180
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439
A Hardy Silex No.2 4½” wide drummed 
bait casting reel, shallow cored drum with 
twin ivorine handles and mille brass spindle 
locking nut, brass foot, rim mounted ivorine 
casting trigger and strapped rim tension 
screw, backplate stamped make and model 
details, light wear from normal use, circa 1912
£150-250

440
A Malloch Sun and Planet 4½” brass 
and ebonite salmon fly reel, facetted 
wooden handle with patent sun and 
planet anti-reverse gearing, brass bridge 
foot,	 quadruple	 cage	 pillars,	 fixed	 check	
mechanism, faceplate with stepped spindle 
boss and stamped enclosed oval logo, wear 
from normal use, circa 1895 (see illustration)
£200-300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

441
Twenty various brass trout fly reels, 
various makes, models and designs 
including pressed brass, crank and raised 
pillar models by Allcock, Heaton et al, all 
with	polished	finish	(20)
£120-180

442
Fifteen various brass trout and light 
salmon fly reels, various makes and 
models including plate and crank wind 
examples by Allcock, Heaton et al (15)
£100-150

443
Twenty various Nottingham style centre 
pin wooden reels, various makes and 
styles including star and strap backs, 
makers including Heaton, Allcock et al (20)
£140-240

444
Ten Nottingham sea centre pin wooden 
starback reels, various sizes, makes and 
models including examples by Wilkes, 
Allcock and Milward (10)
£150-250

445
A Hardy Silex Major 4¼” bait casting 
reel, shallow cored drum with twin ebonite 
handles,	 jewelled	 spindle	 bearing	 and	
spring release latch, ribbed brass foot, rim 
mounted ivorine casting trigger and milled 
rim tension screw with rear ivorine quadrant 
weight indicator, light wear only and a 
similar	4”	Silex	Major,	rim	section	missing,	
1920’s (2)
£140-180

446
A Hardy St George 3¾” left hand wind 
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, two screw 
drum latch, white agate line guide (no 
cracks),	 alloy	 foot,	 adjustable	Mk.II	 check	
mechanism, spare pawl and sparing lacking 
and a Hardy St John 3M\,”	fly	reel,	of	similar	
design, both in used condition 92)
£150-250

447
Sixteen various brass salmon fly reels 
including brass and ebonite and brass and 
alloy examples, various makers including 
Heaton, Malloch et al, some with retailers 
details	including,	A&N,	Oakes,	Madras	and	
others,	all	with	polished	finish	(16)
£160-240

448
Fifteen alloy and brass and alloy trout fly 
reels, various makes and models including 
Malloch, Heaton et al, some with retailers 
details for Hamlin, Ogden et al, some 
damage (15)
£120-180
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449
A 19th Century leather cast wallet, 
wrap-around strap, parchment leaves, 
felt damper and end pouch pockets, a 
Malloch	 black	 japanned	 salmon	 fly	 box,	
fitted	 swing	 leaf,	 various	 Wheatley	 alloy	
fly	 boxes	 holding	 salmon	 and	 trout	 flies,	
a	 brass	 extending	 sea-trout	 gaff/priest,	 a	
Colonnade collapsible line drier and various 
other items (Q)
£130-180

450
A very rare Hardy Longstone Tournament 
alloy centre pin casting reel, measuring 
4M\,” across the backplate and 4B\,” 
across the exposed drum face, the multi-
perforated drum plates with single ebonite 
handle and milled nickel silver tension 
screw, alloy stancheon foot, backplate with 
four cut-away quadrant sections for weight 
reduction, no check mechanism, a very 
rarely seen example of Hardy’s tournament 
reel range and in a previously unseen size, 
1930’s (see illustration) 
£1300-1800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

451
A Hardy Perfect 3C\,” trout fly reel, ebonite 
handle, ribbed brass foot, white agate line 
guide (no cracks), milled rim tension screw 
and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear 
from normal use only, 1930’s
£150-200

452
A scarce Hardy Uniqua 3B\,” trout fly reel, 
domed ivorine handle, alloy foot, nickel 
silver	horseshoe	drum	latch	and	fixed	1906	
calliper spring check mechanism, faceplate 
stamped make and model details, reel 
retaining much of the original dark lead 
finish,	circa	1908
£140-180

453
A rare Hardy No. 2 Anglers Knife, fitted	
four	 Butler,	 Sheffield	 steel	 tools,	 hinged	
shackle and shaped nickel silver side plates 
engraved make and model details, 1930’s 
(see illustration)
£250-450 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

454
A good Hardy Silex Jewel 3¾” bait 
casting reel, shallow cored drum with 
twin ebonite handles and two screw spring 
drum latch, ribbed brass foot, rim mounted 
ivorine casting trigger and milled tension 
screw with rear ivorine quadrant weight 
indicator, only light signs of use, 1950’s
£200-300

455
A scarce Hardy St George 3” trout fly 
reel, ivorine handle, alloy foot, three screw 
spring drum latch, white agate line guide 
(no cracks), milled rim tension screw and 
Mk.I check mechanism, only light wear 
from normal use, 1920’s (see illustration)
£350-550 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

456
A Lamson ULA Force III trout fly reel, 
large arbour drum with composition handle, 
stancheon foot and back support with rear 
spindle mounted tension regulator, light 
use only, in neoprene pouch and an Orvis 2 
piece	carbon	trout	fly	rod,	9’,	#7/8,	in	bag	(2)
£120-160
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457
A Lamson ULA Force III trout fly reel, 
large arbour drum with composition handle, 
stancheon foot and back support with rear 
spindle mounted tension regulator, light use 
only and a Sage “RPLB” 2 piece carbon 
trout	fly	rod,	11’,	#6,	in	bag	(2)
£120-160

458
A Loop Evotech FW 5Eight trout fly reel 
and two spare spools, black	anodised	finish, 
large arbour drum with counter-balanced 
handle, triform bearings and rear spindle 
mounted	tension	adjuster,	light	use	only
£150-250

459
A Loop Evotech FW 5Eight trout fly reel 
spare spool, black	 anodised	 finish, large 
arbour drum with counter-balanced handle, 
triform bearings and rear spindle mounted 
tension	adjuster,	light	use	only
£140-240

460
A Hardy Viscount 130 trout fly reel and 
two spare spools, a System Two 45-L 
trout	 fly	 reel	 and	 spare	 spool,	 a	 System	
Two 78L trout reel and spare spool, a Hardy 
Marquis 4 spare spool, in box, a B-Square 
fixed	spool	 reel	 and	a	River	Spirit	 2	piece	
carbon spinning rod, 9’6”, in zip case (Q)
£100-150

461
A Leonard Mills “H. L. Leonard” 3 piece 
(2 tips) cane salmon fly rod, 14’, crimson 
silk inter-whipped, nickel silver ratchet 
locking	 reel	 fitting,	 suction	 joints,	 spare	
tip short, some re-whipping required, on 
wooden former and in bag
£120-160

462
A Hely’s of Dublin “Slaney” 3 piece cane 
salmon fly rod, 14’, light tan inter-whipped, 
sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	fully	refurbishes,	in	
bag a Hardy “General” whole and built cane 
rod, 1`3’, refurbished, in bag and two further 
cane	 trout	 fly	 rods	 buy	Ogden	 Smith	 and	
Alex Martin (4)
£120-160

463
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV” 2 
piece cane carp rod, 10’, re-whipped and 
fitted	with	Fuji	rings,	sliding	alloy	reel	fittings,	
donut cork handle, in bag and a Hardy “Ideal 
Roach,2	 piece	 whole	 and	 built	 cane	 float	
rod, 11’, green whippings, in bags (2)
£100-150

464
A wicker fishing seat, hinged lid, leather 
strap holding a selection of various reels 
including a match Aerial 4½” centre pin 
reel,	 a	 Hardy	 Exalta	 fixed	 spool	 reel,	 a	
Hardy Conquest centred pin reel, a Hardy 
Flyweight	 trout	 fly	 reel,	 an	 Eton	 &	 Deller	
brass crank winch and various other reels, 
in used condition (Q)
£140-240

465
An Allcock Aerial 7950-T2 3½” centre 
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with 
twin xylonite handles and release/regulator 
forks, brass foot, rear sliding optional 
check button and calliper spring check 
mechanism, wear from normal use, circa 
1920 (see illustration)
£250-450 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

466
A Hardy Perfect 3C\,” trout fly reel, 
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, milled 
nickel silver rim tension screw and Mk.II 
check	mechanism,	polished	finish,	in	metal	
edged card trade box, 1930’s
£140-240

467
A Hardy Uniqua 3C\,” trout fly reel, ebonite 
handle, nickel silver telephone drum latch, 
brass foot, rim tension screw and Mk.II 
check mechanism and a Hardy Marquis 6 
trout	fly	reel	(2)
£120-160
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468
A Dingley built 4” Silex type bait casting 
reel, caged drum with twin ivorine handles 
and spring release latch, brass bridge foot, 
three rim mounted casting controls, interior 
stamped “D”, circa 1920 and a Hardy Altex 
No.3	Mk.	V	fixed	spool	reel,	right	hand	wind	
ebonite handle, full bail arm, both with wear 
from normal use (2)
£140-180

469
Nine A. E Verona, Calcutta mahseer and 
trout spoons, various nickel silvered and 
brass styles and sizes 2¾” – 1½” including 
hog-back, blade spoon et al, all stamped 
retailers details, circa 1930 (9)
£80-120

470
A Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4¼” salmon 
fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass foot, 
strapped rim tension screw with Turk’s head 
locking nut and early calliper spring check 
mechanism, drum with four rim cusps and 
milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate 
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark, open oval 
and straight line logos, very good overall 
condition, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

471
An Allcock Match Aerial 4½” centre 
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with 
twin composition handles, chrome foot, 
rear optional check button, light use only, 
another Match Aerial, used condition and 
two Bruce & Walker “Mk.IV Avon G” 2 piece 
glass	 fibre	 coarse	 rods,	 10’,	 brown	 inter-
whipped,	sliding	alloy	reel	fittings,	in	bags	(4)
£160-240

472
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV” 2 
piece cane carp rod, 10’, crimson inter-
whipped,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	 donut	
cork	handle,	suction	joint,	England	transfer	
label, replacement tip ring, in bag
£130-180

473
A Bruce & Walker “Mk.IV Avon G” 2 piece 
glass fibre coarse rod, 11’, crimson inter-
whipped,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fitting,	 spigot	
joint,	 plastic	wrapper	 still	 to	 handle	 and	 a	
similar rod, light use, no bags (2)
£80-120

474
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV” 2 
piece cane carp rod, 10’, crimson silk 
inter-whipped,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	
donut	 handle,	 suction	 joint,	 England	
transfer label, in bag
£150-250

475
A Pezon et Michel (made for Farlow’s) 
“Parabolic Speciale Normale” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod, 9’,	#6,	crimson	silk	wraps,	sliding	
alloy	reel	fitting,	suction	joint,	1964,	in	bag
£120-160

476
A good Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod, 9’,	#5,	crimson	inter-whipped,	
alloy	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	 lockfast	 joint,	
1963, in bag
£140-180

477
 A Hardy “Marksman” 3 piece carbon 
brook trout fly rod, 6’,	 #2,	 green	 silk	
wraps,	alloy	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	as	new	
condition and in bag and neoprene sleeved 
alloy tube
£140-180

478
A Hardy “Smuggler Deluxe” 8 piece 
carbon trout fly rod, 9’5”,	 #6,	 crimson/
scarlet tipped silk wraps, wooden reel seat, 
screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	 spigot	 joints,	 light	
use, in bag and plastic tube
£140-180
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479
A good Abel TR 3 trout fly reel, platinum 
finish	 left	 hand	 wind	 model	 with counter-
balanced rosewood handle, multi-
perforated drum and rear plate, two spring 
drum	latch,	fixed	check	mechanism,	as	new	
condition, in pouch and card box
£180-260

480
A fine Abel Super 5N trout fly reel, custom 
brown trout anodised decoration left hand 
wind model with large arbour drum, counter-
balanced gold anodised handle, ventilated 
drum and backplate, rear spindle mounted 
tension	adjuster,	as	new	condition,	in	pouch	
and card box (see Illustration)
£250-450 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

481
A good Abel #4.5 AR salmon fly reel, 
gold anodised left hand wind anti-reverse 
model with rosewood handle on pierced 
crank winding arm mounted above a milled 
spindle	 tension	 adjuster,	 ventilated	 drum	
and backplate, as new condition, in pouch 
and card box
£200-300

482
A David Norwich 4 piece carbon salmon 
fly rod, 18’,	 #10/12,	 alloy	 screw	 grip	 reel	
fitting,	no	bag	and	a	David	Norwich	“M400-
XL”	 3	 piece	 carbon	 grilse	 rod,	 11’3”,	 #5/7,	
wooden reel seat, in bag (2)
£100-150

483
A David Norwich “M400-TL” 3 piece 
carbon trout fly rod, 10’,	 #6/8	 green	 silk	
wraps, rosewood reel seat, screw grip 
fitting	 and	 a	 David	 Norwich	 “M400-XL”	 2	
piece	 carbon	 trout	 fly	 rod,	 9’,	 #4/6,	 screw	
grip	reel	fitting,	in	bags	(2)
£90-130

484
A Hardy leather salmon rod case, strap 
locking cap, carrying handle, 51” long and 
another leather salmon rod tube strapped 
cap with engraved brass plate, leather 
shoulder strap, 50½” long (2)
£80-120

485
A fine Abel Super 4N trout fly reel, custom 
green/red	 abstract	 anodised	 finish,	 left	
hand wind model with counter-balanced 
rosewood handle, block foot no. 68/100, 
fixed	check,	ventilated	drum	and	rear	plate,	
rosewood spindle boss to backplate, as 
new in pouch and card box (see illustration)
£200-300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

486
A fine Abel Super 4N trout fly reel, 
custom burgundy/green abstract anodised 
finish,	 left	 hand	wind	model	with	 counter-
balanced rosewood handle, block foot, 
fixed	check,	ventilated	drum	and	rear	plate,	
rosewood spindle boss to backplate, as 
new in pouch and card box (see illustration)
£200-300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

487
A good Abel #3 AR salmon fly reel, gold 
anodised left hand wind model, rosewood 
handle on pierced crank arm mounted 
above a milled tension regulator, multi-
perforated drum, as new condition, in 
pouch and card box
£200-300
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488
A pair of Farlow Sapphire 3¼” trout fly 
reels, each with composition handle, two 
screw drum latch, alloy foot, milled rim 
tension screw, a Farlow Cobra 3½” wide 
drummed	fly	reel,	a	Farlow	Python	4”	narrow	
drummed	fly	reel	and	a	pair	of	System	Two	
1011	salmon	fly	reels	(6)
£100-150

489
A collection of various tackle including an 
Abu Ambassadeur 9000CL multiplier reel, 
a	pair	of	Mitchell	410	fixed	spool	reels	and	
four spare spools, a Trudex centre pin reel, a 
Hardy	cotton	fly	vest	(XL),	pair	of	Simms	G3	
stocking foot gortex waders (L), two Hardy 
trout	 landing	nets,	 six	Wheatley	fly	boxes,	
one wooden, two Brady canvas bags, four 
A. Wanless books, a Hardy “Favourite” 2 
piece carbon spinning rod, 10’, in bag and 
various other items (Q)
£150-250

490
A Hardy “Smuggler Deluxe” 8 piece 
carbon trout fly rod, 9’5”,	 #7,	 crimson/
scarlet tipped silk wraps, anodised screw 
grip	 reel	 fitting,	 spigot	 joints,	 in	 bag	 and	
alloy screw cap tube
£150-250

491
A good Hardy “Wye” 2 piece cane grilse/
light salmon fly rod, 11’, crimson silk inter-
whipped,	alloy	siding	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	
lockfast	joint,	light	use	only,	in	bag
£140-240

492
A Hardy “Hololite” 3 piece (2 tips) hollow 
built cane trout fly rod, 9’, gold/black 
tipped silk wraps, anodised sliding reel 
fitting,	suction	joint,	1959,	light	use,	in	bag
£140-240

493
A Hardy “Hollolight” 3 piece hollow built 
cane trout fly rod, 8’, gold/black tipped silk 
wraps,	anodised	sliding	reel	fitting,	suction	
joint,	1960,	in	bag
£130-180

494
A Hardy “LRH Spinning” 2 piece cane 
salmon spinning rod, 9’6”, green/crimson 
tipped silk wraps, alloy sliding screw grip 
reel	fitting,	suction	joint,	1967,	in	bag
£90-130

495
A Hardy “Wanless 6lbs” 2 piece cane 
spinning rod, 7’, green/crimson tipped 
wraps, green silk inter-whipped, sliding 
alloy	reel	fittings,	suction	joint,	1955,	in	bag
£80-120

496
A Hardy “Wanless 4lbs” 2 piece cane 
spinning rod, 7’, green silk inter-whipped, 
sliding	alloy	reel	fittings,	suction	joint,	1947,	
ex-Graham Turner collection, in bag
£80-120

497
Seven various cane and greenheart rods 
including;	 an	 Arjon	 “Purist”	 9’	 cane	 trout	
fly	rod,	Allcock	“Sapper”	9’	cane	trout	rod,	
a	 Wey	 “Kingfisher”	 7’2”	 brook	 trout	 cane	
rod,	a	Hardy	11’	cane	fly	rod,	1891	(a.f.)	and	
others (7)
£140-240

498
A very rare Hardy Field 4B\,” alloy salmon 
fly reel, lipped faceplate with domed 
ivorine handle and raised brass two screw 
spindle boss, waisted and pierced bridge 
foot, annular line guide and brass drum, 
rear plate stamped Rod in Hand trade mark, 
enclosed oval and straight line logo, face 
stamped model name, light wear only, circa 
1897 (see illustration)
£500-800 
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499
A scarce Hardy 1912 New Nottingham 
Pattern 5” walnut centre pin reel, twin 
bulbous horn handles, central milled brass 
tension nut, Bickerdyke line guide, rim 
mounted optional check lever and starback 
foot stamped makers details, circa 1912 
£180-260

500
A fine and very rare Hardy 1896 Brass 
Perfect 5” salmon fly reel, domed ivory 
handle, block foot pierced seven holes, 
strapped rim tension screw with Turk’s 
head locking nut and early calliper spring 
check mechanism, open ball race with 
phosphor bronze bearings, drum pierced 
three bands of large and small perforations 
and with milled nickel silver locking screw, 
faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade 
mark, enclosed oval and straight line logos, 
circa 1896 in un-named block leather 
reel case (lid loose), reel is in exceptional 
overall condition retaining virtually all of 
the original dark bronze patina – one of the 
rarest sizes of the all brass Perfect range 
(see illustration)
£8000-12000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

501
A Hardy St George 3C\,” trout fly reel, 
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, three 
screw drum latch, white agate line guide (no 
cracks), milled rim tension screw and Mk.II 
check mechanism, enameled backplate with 
only very light wear, drum and cage married 
at some time but still a good useable reel
£160-240

502
A Westley Richards Dingley built 3” 
Uniqua style trout, ivorine handle, brass 
foot and telephone drum latch, white metal 
line	 guide,	 fixed	 calliper	 spring	 check	
mechanism, interior stamped “D.1”, another 
Uniqua	style	3½”	 trout	fly	 reel,	brass	 foot,	
xylonite handle, Mk.I style check and a 
Dingley made 3C\,”	 narrow	 alloy	 trout	 fly	
reel, interior stamped “D.9” (3)
£140-240

503
A Hardy Silex 4” alloy bait casting reel, 
caged drum with twin ivorine handles on 
shaped alloy cross-bar arm and spring 
release latch (replacement), cut-away rim 
section, bridge foot, rim mounted casting 
trigger and an un-named 4” bait casting 
reel, twin xylonite handles, brass foot, twin 
rim casting controls (2)
£130-180

504
A Hardy Silex 4½” wide drummed bait 
casting reel, caged drum with twin ivorine 
handles on shaped alloy cross-bar arm and 
spring release latch, cut-away rim section, 
brass	 bridge	 foot	 (filed),	 rim	 mounted	
casting trigger and two further casting 
controls, circa 1905 and a Westley Richards 
Rolo 4” Dingley built bait casting reel of 
similar design, lacking one handle (2)
£140-240
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505
A scarce W.H. Dingley Climax 4” bait 
casting reel, caged drum with twin ivorine 
handles and spring release latch, brass bridge 
foot, rim mounted taper horn casting trigger 
and two further casting controls, interior 
stamped “D.130”, backplate stamped make 
and model details, faceplate block engraved 
previous owners initials, wear from normal 
use ,circa 1915 (see illustration) 
£200-300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

506
A scarce Laight brass 3¾” folding 
handle salmon winch, turned ivory handle 
on straight crank winding arm with spring 
locking latch, cut-away rim handle recess, 
block foot, quadruple cage pillars, raised 
rear check housing withy sliding optional 
on/off	 button,	 backplate	 stamped	 makers	
name,	polished	finish,	circa	1875
£200-300

507
A framed display of forty gut eyed small 
salmon flies, various fully dressed patterns 
and hook sizes, in oak frame, a matching 
display of thirty eyed fully dressed salmon 
flies	 and	 seven	 various	 other	 framed	
displays	of	salmon	and	trout	flies	(9)
£120-160

508
Nine card boxes of Westley Richards trout 
flies, various patterns and a collection of 
various	other	flies,	mainly	still	water	patterns	(Q)
£80-120

509
A Hardy “Smugger Deluxe Spinning” 7 
piece carbon spinning rod, 8’3”, crimson/
scarlet	tipped	wraps,	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	
as new condition and with plastic wrapper 
still on handle, in bag and leather travel tube 
£140-240

510
A fine Hardy Pall Mall Centenary 1892-
1992 limited edition presentation rod and 
reel set, numbered 053/100 and contained 
within a superb quality solid rosewood 
rectangular case with brass press studs 
locks and a blue velvet and baize lined 
fitted	interior	holding	an	1896	replica	Brass	
Faced Perfect Houghton Dry Fly trout reel 
with ivorine handle, brass strapped tension 
screw early style calliper spring check and 
face stamped Rod in Hand trade mark, 
straight line and enclosed oval logos, and 
a “Gold Medal” 3 piece (2 tips) cane trout 
fly	 rod,	 8’,	 crimson	 inter-whipped,	 sliding	
brass	 reel	 fitting,	 snake	 rings,	 suction	
joints,	 rosewood	 ferrule	 stoppers,	 as	 new	
condition, in blue cloth sleeve and card box 
(see illustration)
£1400-1800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

511
A Hardy “Pall Mall Centenary” 4 piece 
carbon trout fly rod, matching the above 
limited edition set and numbered 053, 
black/scarlet tipped wraps, black and 
gold	 anodised	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	
spigot	joints,	as	new	condition	with	plastic	
wrapper to handle, in bag
£130-180
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512
A set of three Pall Mall Centenary 
salmon and trout fly reels in rosewood 
presentation case, comprising;	 salmon	
#10/11,	 #6/7	 and	 #3/4,	 limited	 edition	
no. 053, each with black/gold anodised 
finish,	 wooden	 handle,	 two	 screw	 spring	
latch, brass foot, nickel silver “U” shaped 
line guide, rim tension screw and dual 
compensating check mechanism, 
contained within a blue silk lined rectangular 
rosewood case with drop carrying handle 
and twin combination locks, reels are in as 
new/unused condition and supplied with 
original cloth Selvyt style reel pouches and 
card boxes, case dimensions 18” x 14” x 
3½” (see illustration)
£400-600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

** The present vendor had this bespoke 
presentation case made by the same 
company	who	produced	the	fitted	cases	for	
Hardy’s Pall Mall Centenary set

513
A Hardy “Sovereign Spinning” 4 piece 
carbon salmon spinning rod, 10’, 
1¾oz, crimson/scarlet tipped silk wraps, 
rosewood reel seat and anodised screw 
grip	fitting,	spigot	joints,	as	new	with	plastic	
wrapper to handle, in bag
£80-120

514
A Bruce & Walker “Walker HD Powerlite” 
6 piece carbon travel salmon fly rod, 15’, 
#10/12,	 crimson/gold	 tipped	 silk	 wraps,	
alloy	screw	grip	 reel	 fitting,,	 very	 light	use	
only, in bag and a Worcestershire Fly 2630 
salmon	fly	reel	(2)
£100-150

515
A set of six Hardy J.L.H. salmon and trout 
fly reels in rosewood presentation case, 
comprising;	 Salmon	 10/11,	 #8/9,	 #7,	 #6,	
#5,	#2/3/4,	each	with	grey	anodised	finish,	
composition handle, polished alloy foot, 
two screw spring latch, nickel silver “U” 
shaped line guide and spindle mounted rear 
tension	 adjuster,	 contained	 within	 a	 blue	
silk lined rectangular rosewood case with 
drop carrying handle and twin combination 
locks, reels are in as new/unused condition 
and supplied with original cloth bags and 
card boxes, case dimensions 18” x 14” x 
3½” (see illustration)
£450-650 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

** The present vendor had this bespoke 
presentation case made by the same 
company	who	produced	the	fitted	cases	for	
Hardy’s Pall Mall Centenary set

516
A Hardy Marquis 6 trout fly reel and spare 
spool, composition handle, two screw drum 
latch,	 alloy	 foot,	 rear	 tension	adjuster,	 light	
use only, in zip case and a Daiwa “Hexagraph 
Whisker”	2	piece	carbon	trout	fly	rod,	9’6”,	
#5/7,	 brown	 silk	 wraps,	 wooden	 reel	 seat,	
screw	grip	fitting,	in	bag	and	tube	(2)
£90-130

517
A Sharpe’s “Scottie” 2 piece cane trout 
fly rod, 9’6”,	 #6/7,	 crimson	 silk	 wraps,	
anodised	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	 suction	
joint,	 in	bag	and	 two	 further	cane	 trout	fly	
rods, in bags (3)
£90-130
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518
An Orvis “Spey” 3 piece carbon salmon 
fly rod, 15’,	 #11,	 wooden	 reel	 seat	 and	
alloy	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	 two	 further	
Orvis	carbon	rods;	an	11’	Sea-Trout	#9	and	
Salmon	10’,	#9,	in	bags	and	alloy	tubes	and	
a	 Shakespeare	 carbon	 Glider	 Fly	 trout	 fly	
rod,	9’6”,	#8/9,	in	tube	(4)
£130-180

519
An Eton & Deller 4” brass and ebonite 
salmon fly reel, horn handle, bridge foot, 
fixed	check	mechanism,	used	condition,	a	
Trudex centre pin reel various other reels, 
an Agutter cane handled salmon priest 
and a Farlow limited edition cane handled 
priest, in sleeve (Q)
£100-150

520
A set of four Hardy MLA Gold salmon and 
trout fly reels, limited edition no.005 and 
comprising;	model	400,	375,	350	and	325,	
each with counter-balanced composition 
handle, multi-perforated drum and cage, 
pierced foot, rear spindle mounted tension 
adjuster,	contained	within	a	blue	silk	 lined	
rectangular rosewood case with drop 
carrying handle and twin combination locks, 
reels are in as new/unused condition and 
supplied with original neoprene pouches 
and card boxes, case dimensions 18” x 14” 
x 3½” (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

** The present vendor had this bespoke 
presentation case made by the same 
company	who	produced	the	fitted	cases	for	
Hardy’s Pall Mall Centenary set

521
A P. Sherriff 4½” Perth style salmon fly 
reel, rosewood and brass construction 
with tapered treen handle, bridge foot, 
quadruple	 cage	 pillars,	 fixed	 check	
mechanism. Faceplate with raised two 
screw spindle boss and engraved retailers 
details, circa 1890
£160-240

522
A Hardy Perfect 3Z\,” trout fly reel, 
“Eunuch” model (no ball bearings) with 
ivorine handle, alloy foot, white agate line 
guide (no cracks), milled rim tension screw 
and Mk.I check mechanism, contracted 
drum with four rim cusps, faceplate 
stamped	 central;	 circular	 logo,	 polishes	
finish,	 chipped	 to	 drum	 rim,	 in	 card	 box,	
circa 1917
£160-240

523
A scarce Hardy Perfect 3Z\,” trout fly reel, 
domed ivorine handle, alloy foot, strapped 
rim tension screw and early calliper spring 
check mechanism, contracted drum with 
four rim cusps and milled nickel silver 
locking screw, faceplate stamped central 
circular logo, light wear from normal use, 
circa 1904 (see illustration)
£250-450 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

524
A Hardy Uniqua 3B\,” trout fly reel, 
ivorine handle, brass foot, nickel silver 
horseshoe	drum	latch	and	fixed	Mk.I	check	
mechanism, one pillar repaired and a Hardy 
Uniqua 2M\,”	 trout	 fly	 reel,	 ebonite	 handle,	
ribbed brass foot, telephone drum latch, 
MK.II check mechanism (2)
£120-160
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525
A good Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4¼” 
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, 
brass foot, strapped rim tension screw with 
Turk’s head locking nut and early calliper 
spring check mechanism, drum withy four 
rim cusps and moiled nickel silver locking 
screw, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand 
trade mark and straight line logo, light wear 
from normal use, in Hardy card box, circa 
1903 (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The following 15 lots are of great interest 
to collectors of Richard Walker and 
historical carp memorabilia

526
A fine and very rare B. James Signature 
Series “Richard Walker Mk.IV” 2 piece 
cane carp rod with Built to Endure logo, 
10’, green silk inter-whipped, trumpet cork 
handle	with	sliding	alloy	 reel	fittings,	clear	
agate	line	butt	and	tips	rings,	suction	joint,	
indian ink R.W. signature running along 
the cane (rather than around, as on later 
models) and oval gold B. James decal, in 
bag, a very rare and historically important 
rod from a short run of approximately 
twenty	five	produced	circa1952	by	Richard	
Walker
£1200-1600

527
An extremely rare and important early 
Richard Walker hand built 2 piece 
cane carp/pike stalking rod, 8’, crimson  
silk	wraps,	sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	“donut”	
cork handle, agate lined rings throughout 
and	 suction	 joint,	 ink	 inscribed	 “Built	 for	
Jack Harris by Stuart Walker, Hitchin”, in 
later bag
£1200-1600

** The above rod was made by Richard 
(Stuart) Walker in the early 1950’s for Jack 
Harris, a prominent fellow member of Hitchin 
AC, who won numerous club prizes during 
the 1950’s. Walker was known to have signed 
the early rods he made with his middle name 
(Stuart) only rather than the later B. James 
examples which carry the Richard Walker 
detail. R.W.’s friend and fellow carp angling 
legend Pete Thomas has inspected this piece 
and	confirms,	that	in	his	opinion,	it	is	likely	to	
be	one	of	the	first	rods	built	by	the	great	man	
himself and is in both original and remarkable 
condition – a very rare opportunity to acquire 
a piece of early Richard Walker memorabilia 
of such historical importance

528
A rare and important Stuart (Richard) 
Walker hand built 2 piece cane trout fly 
rod, 8’, crimson silk wraps, screw grip reel 
fitting,	suction	joint,	full	open	bridge	rings,	
ink inscribed “Stuart Walker, Hitchin”, in 
bag, circa 1950
£500-800

*R.W. is known to have hand made a 
very	 small	 number	 of	 fly	 rods,	 including	
a matched pair for the consultant who 
delivered his twins, this example is sold with 
a copy letter from Peter Wheat indicating 
that this was R.W.’s personal rod and was 
given	 to	 him	 by	 R.W.	 when	 they	 fished	
together on the River Oughten, a small 
tributary of the River Hiz in Hitchin

529
A rare early B. James “Richard Walker 
Mk.IV” 2 piece cane carp rod, 10’, green 
silk	inter-whipped,	alloy	sliding	reel	fittings	
and	 flared	 cork	 handle,	 clear	 agate	 lined	
butt	 and	 tip	 rings,	 suction	 joint,	 Ealing	
transfer label, in bag
£600-900
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530
An extremely rare Richard Walker hand 
built Mk.IV carp rod, the 2 piece 10’ cane 
rod is ink inscribed in R.W.’s hand “Richard 
Walker, Hitchin, Mk.IV” and is built on a Bob 
Southwell	 blank,	 flared	 cork	 handle	 with	
sliding	alloy	reel	fittings,	Indian	rubber	butt	
plug and inset three ebony/ebonite bands 
to lower swelled handle section, agate 
lined full open bridge rings throughout, tan/
black	tipped	wraps	with	fine	inter-whipped	
banding,	 suction	 joint,	 the	 rod,	 when	
purchased from the widow of the original 
owner, a Mr. Baker of Leighton Buzzard, 
Beds., was in a poor state of repair, the 
new owner commissioned Tom O’Reilly to 
restore the rod, which has been executed to 
an extremely high standard, this historically 
important piece of Richard Walker 
memorabilia is sold with an extensive 
collection of ephemera relating to the rod, 
charting its ownership and restoration, 
including a letter of provenance from Chris 
Ball dated 26th March 2004
£2500-3500

The following 10 lots were purchased by 
the present owner’s late father, Michael 
Salisbury owner of Veal’s Tackle Shop, 
Bristol and were sourced from Richard 
Walker’s close friend and fishing 
companion Pete Thomas

531
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV Avon” 
2 piece cane coarse rod, 10’, crimson silk 
inter-whipped,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	
donut	 cork	 handle,	 suction	 joint,	 London	
transfer label, in bag
£300-400

** Sold with a letter of provenance from 
R.W.’s widow, Pat M. Walker stating he had 
used this rod, also included are two further 
letters of Provenance from Pete Thomas 
and R. Battersby

532
A 2 piece cane prototype 3¼lbs test 
curve pike/carp rod, 10’, crimson silk 
wraps,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	 suction	
joint,	 no	 makers	 name	 and	 details	 ink	
inscribed to butt, only very light signs of 
use, in bag
£200-300

** Sold with a copy letter of provenance 
from R.W.’s widow, Pat M. Walker stating 
he had used this rod

533
Dons of Edmonton “Walker’s Wonderful 
Wand” 3 piece glass fibre dapping rod, 
14’10”,	 #4/6,	 green	 silk	 wraps,	 anodised	
sliding	alloy	reel	fittings,	spigot	joints,	used	
by R.W., in bag
£100-150

** Sold with a letter of provenance from 
R.W.’s widow Pat M. Walker and a signed 
list from Pete Thomas

534
An R. Chapman “Di-Maggio” 2 piece 
cane trout fly rod, 8’, black silk wraps, 
sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	suction	joint,	in	bag
£100-150

** Sold with a letter of provenance from 
R.W.’s widow Pat M. Walker and a signed 
list from Pete Thomas

535
A Sharpe’s “Featherweight” 2 piece 
cane trout fly rod,	 8’,	 #5/6	 crimson	 silk	
whippings,	sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	suction	
joint,	 in	 bag	 and	 another	 similar,	 earlier	
Sharpe’s	8”	cane	trout	fly	rod,	in	bag	(2)
£130-180

** Sold with a letter of provenance from 
R.W.’s widow Pat M. Walker and a signed 
list from Pete Thomas
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536
A William Watson “Mk.III Ledger 
Special” 2 piece glass fibre bottom rod, 
10’, crimson whippings, detachable handle, 
in bag and a Victor “Match” 3 piece glass 
fibre	float	rod,	13’.	Black/gold	tipped	wraps,	
as new, in bag (2)
£130-180

** Sold with a signed inventory list from Pete 
Thomas

537
A 2 piece “Richard Walker experimental” 
glass fibre trout fly rod, 8’, crimson/green 
tipped	whippings,	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	no	
make or model details, in bag and an Apollo 
“Ross” 2 piece tubular steel spinning rod, 
7’, in bag (2)
£100-150

** Sold with a signed inventory list from Pete 
Thomas

538
A Marcus Warwick 2 piece boron trout 
fly rod, 9’6”,	#8/9,	green	silk	wraps,	wooden	
reel	 seat,	 screw	 grip	 alloy	 fitting,	 plastic	
to handle, in bag and a Dons “Grafham 
Nymph”	 2	 piece	 glass	 fibre	 trout	 fly	 rod,	
10’	 6”,	 #5/6,	 in	 bag	 and	 a	 brass	 capped	
bamboo tip tube (3)
£100-150

** Sold with a signed inventory list from 
Pete Thomas (listing the Warwick rod and 
tip tube only)

539
Richard Walker’s green painted metal 
float case, cannister form, sleeved lid and 
holding a selection of forty stick, Avon and 
other	 balsa	 and	 quill	 floats,	 9½”	 long	 by	
b3½” diam.
£150-250

** Sold with a letter of provenance from 
R.W.’s widow Pat M. Walker

540
A very interesting collection of six 
card Hackle displays from the 1892 
Westminster Aquarium Fisheries 
Exhibition, formerly the property of R.B. 
Marston, contained within a sandalwood 
box, with letter from R.B. Marston applied 
to lid interior detailing the displays and the 
passing of them over to a “dear” friend, 
dated May 4th 1904, the cards with ink 
inscriptions for exhibitors including Ogden 
Smith, Capt. Thos. Lambert and Williams, 
also	included	a	card	of	flies	and	hackles	by	
Holland, three further black and grey paper 
display mounted of hackles, no exhibitors 
details, many of the samples are either 
missing or detached, with many loose 
mayflies	 and	 feathers	 still	 in	 this	 box,	 the	
outer lid has an applied paper label detailing 
the	contents	and	 indicating	 the	 judges	 for	
the exhibition (torn and incomplete detail), 
the	box	is	sold	with	R.W.’s	Veniard	fly	tying	
vice and a rectangular copper covered 
cigarette box holding various tying tools (Q)
£200-300

** Sold with a letter of provenance from 
R.W.’s widow Pat M. Walker

OTHER PROPERTIES

541
A Malloch black japanned trout dry fly 
box, cover with scratched detail for Wm. 
Lunn, cream	 painted	 interior	 fitted	 five	
hinged celluloid lids above twenty seven 
fly	compartments	holding	a	good	selection	
of	various	dry	fly	patterns,	outer	case	with	
applied brass trade plaque and scratched 
“Lunn” to cover, circa 1900
£200-300

** William Lunn became keeper of the 
famous Houghton Club water, River Test 
in 1887 and was responsible for creating 
many patterns that remain chalk stream 
favourites	today	including;	Lunns	Particular,	
Caperer, Houghton Ruby et al
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542
A scarce Hardy 3Z\,” trout fly reel, ivorine 
handle, brass foot, strapped rim tension 
screw and 1906 calliper spring check 
mechanism, contracted drum with four 
rim cusps and milled nickel silver locking 
screw, faceplate stamped central circular 
logo, only light wear from normal use, circa 
1908 (see illustration)
£250-450 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

543
A Hardy Perfect 3¼” wide drummed light 
salmon fly reel, replacement handle, brass 
foot, revolving nickel silver line guide, nickel 
silver milled rim tension screw and Mk.II 
check mechanism, used condition, 1930’s
£240-340

544
A Brass Perfect style 3” wide drummed 
trout/light salmon fly reel, made by 
Chris Henshaw and with ivorine handle, 
black foot, strapped rim tension screw 
and calliper spring check mechanism, 
drum with large and small perforations and 
milled nickel silver locking screw, unused 
condition
£250-450

545
A Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4” salmon 
fly reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped 
rim tension screw with Turk’s head locking 
nut and 1906 calliper spring check 
mechanism, drum with four rim cusps and 
milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate 
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and 
straight line logo, light wear from normal 
use, circa 1908 (see illustration)
£450-650 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

546
A Hardy “Halford Knockabout” 2 piece 
cane trout fly rod, 9’6”, tan silk inter-
whipped,	 alloy	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	
reversible	butt	 spear,	 studlock	 joint,	1958,	
in bag and another similar Hardy “Halford 
Knockabout	 trout	 fly	 rod,	 1955,	 no	 bag,	
both with some re-whippings (2)
£120-180

547
A Hardy “Featherweight Perfection” 
2 piece cane trout fly rod, 9’, green silk 
inter-whipped,	alloy	screw	grip	 reel	 fitting,	
1953	and	 two	 further	Hardy	cane	 trout	 fly	
rods;	a	Perfection	11’6”	 (tip	short)	and	a	3	
piece steel centred trout rod, 11’, tip short, 
all requiring attention, in bags (3)
£100-150

548
A B. James “Avocet” 3 piece cane float 
rod, 11’ 3”, crimson silk inter-whipped, 
sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	 stand-off	 rings,	
onion	 cork	 handle,	 suction	 joints,	 London	
transfer label, in bag
£240-340
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549
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV” 2 
piece cane carp rod, 10’, crimson silk 
inter-whippings,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	
trumpet	cork	handle,	suction	joint,	England	
transfer label, in bag
£160-240

550
A very rare Gregory Flexible Jointed 3” 
bait, retailed by G. Little & Co., the white 
metal	fish	shaped	lure	with	five	reticulated	
sections, incised scale decoration, twin 
amber/black spot glass eyes, twin head 
spinning vanes, on stamped retailers 
details, one rear and two side mounted 
gimp	 traced	flying	 treble	hooks,	head	box	
swivel, circa 1880 (see illustration)
£1800-2600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

551
An Allcock Caledonian 4¼” fish shaped 
lure, naturalistically painted gutta percha 
body with twin head spinning vanes, twin 
glass	 eyes,	 three	 gimp	 mounted	 flying	
treble hooks, circa 1880
£300-500

552
A scarce Hardy No.3 Angler’s Knife, 
fitted	 six	 G.	 Butler,	 Sheffield	 steel	 tools,	
hinged shackle and nickel silver side plates 
engraved make and model details, 1930’s 
(see illustration)
£240-340 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

553
A scarce Hardy iron trolling rest, twin 
“U” shaped rod holders with indian rubber 
sleeves	 and	 on	 adjustable	 bracket	 with	
graduated	 tooth	adjuster,	mounted	on	“G”	
transom clamp with loop eye locking screw, 
un-named, circa 1910
£150-250

554
A fine Hardy Silex 1st model No.2 4¼” 
wide drummed bait casting reel and 
block leather case, shallow cored drum 
with twin ivorine handles and knurled brass 
locking, brass foot, rim mounted ivorine 
casting trigger and strapped milled tension 
screw, backplate stamped make and model 
details, reel is in superb overall condition 
retaining	 all	 the	 original	 dark	 lead	 finish,	
circa 1911
£500-800

555
A very rare Hardy Silex Multiplier 1st 
model “Oil Pipe” 3½” bait casting reel, 
ebonite	 handle	 on	 off-set	 circular	 winding	
plate, brass foot, ivorine handled brass 
casting bar, milled rim tension regulator and 
rear weight indicator, backplate with raised 
bronze spindle boss and strapped external 
nickel silver strapped oil pipe, drive plate 
stamped make and model details, light wear 
from normal use, circa 1925 (see illustration)
£1200-1600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

556
An Eaton & Deller 3½” wide drummed 
folding handle salmon winch, turned ivory 
handle on straight crank winding arm, cut-
away rim recess, riveted block foot, triple 
cage pillars and raised rear check housing, 
faceplate engraved makers details, circa 1860
£150-250
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557
A 19th Century brass clamp fitting winch, 
tapered bone handle, rim mounted drum 
locking lever, triple cage pillars, riveted 
block	 foot	 with	 clamp	 fitting	 and	 lyre	 tail	
locking nut, circa 1850 (see illustration)
£200-300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

558
A scarce T. Rose 19th Century 3¾” brass 
folding handle salmon winch, straight 
crank winding arm with turned ivory handle 
and stamped “T. Rose Patent”, riveted block 
foot, quadruple cage pillars and raised rear 
check housing, circa 1870 (see illustration)
£200-300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

559
A Carter & Co. brass and ebonite 4½” 
salmon fly reel, horn handle, German silver 
rims, bridge foot, quadruple pillared cage, 
fixed	check	mechanism,	faceplate	stamped	
makers name, circa 1895 and a similar 
Turnbull , Edinburgh 4” salmon reel (2)
£150-200

560
A Loop Opti Megaloop salmon/saltwater 
fly reel and spare spool, right hand wind 
model	 with	 blue	 anodised	 finish,	 large	
arbour skeletal drum, counter-balanced 
handle, triform back support, milled spool 
release nut and rear spindle mounted 
tension	 adjuster,	 as	 new,	 in	 pouches	 and	
card boxes (see illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

561
A Loop Opti Speedrunner light salmon/
saltwater fly reel, right hand wind model 
with	 blue	 anodised	 finish,	 large	 arbour	
skeletal drum, counter-balanced handle, 
triform back support, milled spool release 
nut and rear spindle mounted tension 
adjuster,	as	new,	in	pouch	and	card	box
£200-300

562
A Loop Evotec FW 5eight trout fly reel, 
right hand wind black anodised model 
with large arbour drum, counter-balanced 
handle, rear spindle mounted tension 
adjuster,	 light	use	only,	 in	pouch	and	card	
box and a Hardy “Elite” 3 piece carbon trout 
fly	rod,	10’,	#7,	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	in	bag	
and tube (2)
£200-300

563
A Loop Evotec CLW 5eight carbon trout 
fly reel, large arbour drum, composition 
handle, rear spindle mounted tension 
adjuster,	 in	card	box	and	a	Hardy	“Elite”	3	
piece	carbon	trout	fly	rod,	9’,	#5,	screw	grip	
reel	fitting,	in	bag	and	tube	(2)
£150-250
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564
A Greys GRXi #9/11 salmon fly reel and 
three spare spools, counter-balanced 
handle, spring drum latch, rear milled 
spindle	 tension	 adjuster,	 light	 use	 only,	 in	
zip pouch and a Hardy “Salmon Deluxe” 3 
piece	carbon	salmon	fly	rod,	15’4”,	anodised	
screw	grip	reel	fitting,	in	bag	(2)
£130-180

565
A Hardy “Zenith Sintrix” 4 piece carbon 
trout fly rod, 9’,	 #6,	 black	 silk	 wraps,	
olivewood	 reel	 seat	and	screw	grip	fitting,	
in bag and cloth sleeved alloy tube
£140-240

566
A Greys “GRXi Travel Spin” 4 piece 
carbon spinning rod, 10’, 15-60g, screw 
grip	 reel	 fitting,	 in	 bag	 and	 cloth	 covered	
travel tube and a matching “GRXi Travel 
Spin” 8’ 10-25g, spinning rod, in bag and 
tube (2)
£120-160

567
A Greys “Missionary” 6 piece travel 
spinning rod, 10’, 15-40g, screw grip 
reel	fitting,	 light	use	only,	 in	bag	and	cloth	
covered travel tube and a Greys “Missionary 
Spin” 4 piece travel rod, 8’, 5-25g, in bag 
and cloth covered tube (2)
£130-180

568
A Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane trout 
fly rod, 9’, crimson inter-whipped. Screw 
grip	reel	fitting,	1953,	in	bag	and	two	further	
Hardy cane trout rods, a Deluxe 3 piece (2 
tips), 9’, 1929, in alloy tube and a 10’ 3 piece 
(2 tips), wooden reel seat, 1906, in bag, all 
requiring	some	attention	to	finish	(3)
£140-240

569
A large collection of Devon Minnow 
baits, various patterns and sizes, a quantity 
of other baits including Rapala, Sea Devil 
spoons,	Abu	and	flying	condom	making	kit	
(Q)
£100-150

570
A very rare Hardy Davy 3½” alloy trout 
fly reel, narrow drum with ventilated front 
plate, twin ebonite handles and nickel 
silver telephone drum latch, ribbed brass 
foot, milled nickel silver rim tension screw 
and Mk.II check mechanism, backplate 
stamped maker and model details, wear 
from normal use only, a rarely seem model 
made 1930-39 only (see illustration)
£1400-1800 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

571
A rare Hardy Triumph 3¾” bait casting 
reel, shallow cored drum with twin 
ebonite	 handles,	 jewelled	 spindle	 bearing	
and spring release latch, brass foot, rim 
mounted nickel silver casting trigger and 
rear milled nickel silver tension screw and 
sliding drum brake button, rarely seen 
model made 1923-28 only
£400-600

572
A rare Hardy Megstone 5” sea centre pin 
reel, solid walnut drum with twin bulbous 
ebonite handles and milled nickel silver 
drum tension screw, brass stancheon foot 
with integral line guide, stamped makers 
details, very good overall condition, circa 
1920 (see illustration)
£300-400 
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573
A scarce Hardy St George Multiplier 
3C\,” trout fly reel, ebonite	handle	on	off-
set circular drive plate, ribbed brass foot, 
three screw spring drum latch, white agate 
line guide (no cracks), nickel silver milled 
tension screw, light wear from normal use 
only, 1930’s (see illustration)
£500-800 
 
 
 
 
 
 

574
A Foster’s “Champion” 3 piece cane trout 
fly rod, 8’9”, tan silk inter-whipped, alloy 
screw	grip	reel	fitting,	suction	joints,	in	bag	
and	a	Hardy	Neo-Cane	“Goldcrest”	3	piece	
trout	 fly	 rod,	 8’9”,	 #6,	 black/gold	 tipped	
wraps,	screw	grip	reel,	fitting,	in	bag	(2)
£90-130

575
A Hardy Neo Cane “Glen Lochy” 3 piece 
cane salmon fly rod, 12’,	 #8,	 crimson/
gold	tipped	wraps,	sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	
suction	joints,	light	sue	only,	in	bag
£90-130

576
A Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane trout fly 
rod, 8’6”, crimson inter-whipped, alloy screw 
grip	reel	fitting,	lockfast	joint,	1956,	in	bag
£120-160

577
A Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane 
trout fly rod, 9’, tan silk inter-whippings, 
sliding	alloy	reel	fitting,	suction	joint,	1963,	
rings re-wrapped at some time, in bag
£130-180

578
A Hardy “No.1 LRH Spinning” 2 piece 
cane salmon spinning rod, 9’6”, green/
crimson tipped silk wraps, green silk inter-
whippings,	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	studlock	
joint,	1955,	in	bag
£90-130

579
A very rare Gregory 2” dace bait, the 
curved	 white	 metal	 fish	 shaped	 lure	 with	
incised	 scale	 and	 fin	 decoration,	 twin	
amber/black spot glass eyes, tail stamped 
makers name, head mounted trace loop 
and	single,	side	mounted	flying	single	hook,	
circa 1880 (see illustration)
£1600-2400 
 
 
 
 

580
A very rare Gregory Cleopatra 2¾” 
nickel silvered bait, retailed by A. Young, 
the	 stepped	 fish	 shaped	 body	 with	 twin	
head spinning vanes, one stamped retailers 
details, twin raised stud eyes, head box 
swivel, two side and one rear mounted 
treble hooks, circa 1880 (see illustration)
£1800-2600 
 
 
 
 

581
A fine Otto Zwarg Saguenay 4/0 direct 
drive salmon fly reel, ebonite and nickel 
silver construction with serpentine crank 
wind handle set within an anti-foul rim, 
pierced block foot, triple cage pillars (two 
double roller), sliding optional check button 
to face plate and rear spindle mounted seven 
point	graduated	tension	adjuster,	very	good	
overall condition, circa 1950 (see illustration)
£1300-1800 
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582
A Hardy Perfect 3M\,” trout fly reel, ebonite 
handle, ribbed brass foot, white agate line 
guide (no cracks), rim tension screw and 
Mk.II check mechanism, wear to enamel 
finish	from	normal	use,	1950’s	and	a	brass	
and	ebonite	4”	salmon	fly	reel,	tapered	horn	
handle, German silver rims, bridge foot, 
fixed	check	mechanism,	circa	1900	(2)
£150-250

583
A Hardy Golden Prince 9/10 salmon fly 
reel, brown/gold	 anodised	 finish,	 ribbed	
brass foot, nickel silver “U” shaped line 
guide, rear spindle mounted tension 
adjuster,	 used	 condition,	 four	 various	
other	reels;	a	Hardy	Marquis	8/9,	a	modern	
Uniqua, a Viscount 130 and a Shakespeare 
2851 and three Hardy spare spools (Q)
£130-180

584
A W. J. Cummins Silver Doctor fly 
brooch, fully dress pattern on gold bar pin 
attachment, in original rexine case and a 
display	of	three	blackthorn	fish-hooks,	with	
ink details, in card mount (2)
£90-130

585
An Edwardian set of four fully dressed 
salmon fly place setting holders, each	fly	
set within a circular silver mount with triple 
splay foot and rear card clip, domed glass 
cover, hallmarked for Birmingham 1906 and 
in original red rexine and blue velvet lined 
case (see illustration)
£100-150 
 
 
 
 
 
 

586
A Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane trout 
fly rod, 8’6”,	 #5,	 scarlet/black	 tipped	 silk	
wraps,	alloy	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	suction	
joint,	1967,	in	bag
£130-180

587
An Eggington 2 piece cane trout fly rod, 
8’6”, crimson inter-whipped, beechwood 
reel	seat	and	screw	grip	fitting	and	a	similar	
Eggington	2	piece	cane	9’	trout	fly	rod,	both	
in very good condition, in bags 92)
£90-130

588
A Shimano 5000B bait runner fixed spool reel, 
boxed,	 three	Okuma	fixed	spool	 reels,	boxed,	
an Abu Black Max bait casting reel, two Leeda 
2000D	salmon	fly	reels	and	various	others	(Q)
£100-150

589
A Wheatley teak fly dressers case, fitted	
interior, holding a selection of various tying 
equipment and materials, a quantity of 
various	 Nottingham	 wooden	 centre	 pin	
and	 other	 fishing	 reels,	 various	 other	 items	
including	fishing	bags,	a	tripod	seat,	a	Hardy	
landing net, salmon tailer and a collection of 
various	carbon	and	glass	fibre	trout	fly	rod	by	
Bob Church, Ogden Smith, Hardy et al (Q)
£130-230

590
A Loop “Opti Power” 5 piece carbon 
saltwater/pike fly rod, 9’,	#9,	alloy	screw	
grip	reel	fitting,	in	bag	and	tube	and	a	Guide	
Line	“Alpha”	3	piece	carbon	trout	fly	rod,	9’,	
#5/6,	as	new,	in	tube	(2)
£120-180

591
A Hardy “Deluxe Spey” 3 piece carbon 
salmon fly rod, 15’,	 #10,	 crimson/scarlet	
tipped	wraps,	sliding	screw	grip	reel	fitting,	 in	
bag and two further Hardy “Favourite” carbon 
trout	fly	rods;	10’,	#4/5	and	8',	#4/5,	in	bags	(3)
£100-150

592
A pair of Diawa Wilderness game fishing 
hold-alls, each with upper reel section, 
various side pockets and shoulder strap, two 
Wychwood backpacks, a Sage travel rod tube, 
two	Oscar	travel	trout	fly	rods,	9’,	#7/9	and	9’,	
#5/6,	 a	Tenkara	Seiryu	 rod	 in	alloy	 tube	and	
a Shakespeare “TRVL” 6 piece travel carbon 
beach casting rod, 11’6”, in tube (9)
£120-180
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593
A Hardy Altex No.2 Mk.V fixed spool 
reel, folding ebonite handle, full bail arm a 
Hardy Elarex bait casting reel, twin ebonite 
handles, level-line mechanism, in rexine 
case and two Hardy Hardex threadline 
reels, one with pick-up missing (4)
£120-160

594
A Malloch 4¾” alloy salmon fly reel, 
ivorine handle, brass bridge foot, milled 
spindle	 tension	 adjuster,	 a	 Forrest	 Patent	
Drag	 3¾”	 alloy	 salmon	 fly	 reel,	 foot	 bent	
and a quantity of various other alloy salmon 
and	trout	fly	reels,	various	makes	(Q)
£150-250

595
A Malloch 4½” brass and ebonite 
salmon fly reel, ivorine handle, bridge foot, 
quadruple	cage	pillars,	fixed	check,	a	Hogg	
4¼”	 brass	 salmon	 fly	 reel,	 horn	 handle,	
bridge	foot,	fixed	check	and	a	collection	of	
various	other,	brass	and	brass	and	alloy	fly	
reels, various makes, sizes and models (Q)
£150-250

596
A Hardy Perfect 3B\,” trout fly reel, 
ebonite handle, alloy foot, white agate line 
guide (no cracks), rim tension screw and 
dual compensating check mechanism, 
wear from normal use, 1070’s
£120-160

597
A Jardine patent 2¼” brass and ebonite 
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, German silver 
rim, pierced bridge foot, caged drum and 
ventilated plates, in Farlow block leather 
case and a Cummins Climax 3” brass 
raised pillar winch, bridge foot, faceplate 
engraved make and model details (2)
£140-240

598
A good Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4½” 
salmon fly reel, ivorine handle, pierced 
brass foot, strapped rim tension screw with 
Turk’s head locking nut and 1906 calliper 
spring check mechanism, drum with four 
rim cusps and milled nickel silver locking 
screw, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand 
trade mark and straight line logo, reel 
retains much of the original bronze patina 
to faceplate, circa 1908 (see illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

599
A rare early Hardy Perfect contracted 
drum 3M\,” trout fly reel, domed ivorine 
handle, pierced alloy foot, strapped rim 
tension screw and early calliper spring 
check mechanism, drum with four rim 
cusps and milled nickel silver locking 
screw, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand 
trade mark and straight line logo, light wear 
to	finish	from	normal	use	only	and	a	rarely	
seen model circa 1898 (see illustration)
£7000-1000 
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600
A very rare Hardy Zane Grey 6” multiplying 
big game reel, constructed in corrosion 
proof Monel metal, 2.5:1 ratio gearing, 
off-set	 turned	 ebonite	 handle	 on	 counter-
balanced crank winding arm mounted above 
a	 five	 point	 capstan	 star	 drag	 adjuster,	
bronze spindled drum, four rim mounted 
harness lugs and auxiliary leather brake 
pad, rear plate with knurled optional check 
lever, bridge foot, faceplate inset two royal 
coat of arms medallions and rear plate with 
two	 further	 circular	 inset	 medallions;	 “The	
Hardy Zane Grey - Size 6”, To Hold 600yds. 
39 Thread” and “Made by Hardy Bros. 
Ltd. Alnwick, England”, very good overall 
condition, circa 1935 (see illustration)
£3500-5500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

601
A scarce Hardy Perfect 3B\,” trout fly 
reel, “Eunuch” model (no ball bearings) with 
ivorine handle, alloy foot, milled rim tension 
screw and early Mk.II check mechanism, 
contracted drum with four rim cusps and 
faceplate stamped central circular logo, 
light wear from normal use, circa 1920
£200-300

602
A Hardy Perfect 3Z\,” trout fly reel, ivorine 
handle, alloy foot, milled rim tension screw 
and Mk.I check mechanism, faceplate 
stamped early Duplicated Mk.II details, 
light wear only, circa 1919
£200-300

603
A Hardy “Fred Taylor Trotter” 2 piece 
glass fibre float rod, 11’3”, gold/scarlet 
tipped wraps, detachable cork handle 
with	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fitting,	 in	 bag	 and	 a	
Hardy	“Match”	3	piece	carbon	float	rod,	12’,	
sliding	alloy	reel	fittings,	in	bag	(2)
£100-150

604
A Hardy “F.W.K. Wallis” 3 piece whole and 
built cane float rod, 11’, green silk inter-
whipped,	sliding	alloy	reel	fittings,	stand-off	
rings,	suction	joints,	1919,	in	later	bag
£100-150

605
A Bruce & Walker “MK.IV Avon G” 2 
piece glass fibre coarse rod, 11’, brown 
silk	inter-whipped,	sliding	alloy	reel	fittings,	
spigot	joint	and	a	similar	B&W	“Mk.IV	Avon	
G”	 2	 piece	 fibre	 glass	 coarse	 rod,	 10’,	 in	
bags (2)
£90-130

606
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV Avon” 
2 piece cane coarse rod, 10’, crimson silk 
inter-whippings,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	
donut	handle,	suction	joint,	England	transfer	
label, good overall condition, in later bag
£180-260

607
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV” 2 
piece cane carp rod, 10’, crimson silk 
inter-whippings,	 sliding	 alloy	 reel	 fittings,	
donut	 handle,	 suction	 joint,	 England	
transfer label, in bag
£160-240
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608
An Allcock Aerial 7950-T5 4½” wide 
drummed centre pin reel, caged and six 
spoked drum with twin xylonite handles, 
solid	rear	flange	and	twin	release/regulator	
forks,	front	flange	stamped	“patent”,	brass	
stancheon foot, rear sliding brass optional 
check button and calliper spring check 
mechanism, backplate stamped circular 
trade mark, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£450-650 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

609
A rare Coxon Aerial 4104-T1 4” narrow 
drum centre pin reel, caged drum with 
rare early “non-slotted” spokes, twin 
domed	horn	 handles,	 ebonite	 flanges	 and	
drum release fork, walnut backplate with 
brass starback foot and sliding optional 
check button with calliper spring check 
mechanism, some fading to ebonite from 
age otherwise good condition, circa 1900 
(see illustration)
£700-1000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

610
A rare Hardy 1896 Brass Perfect 4¼” 
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, 
block foot pierced nine holes, strapped rim 
tension screw with Turk’s head locking nut 
and early calliper spring check mechanism, 
(pin	 adjuster	missing),	 open	ball	 race	with	
phosphor bronze bearings, slightly dished 
drum with milled nickel silver locking 
screw and two bands of large and small 
perforations, faceplate stamped Rod in 
Hand trade mark, enclosed oval and straight 
line	 logos,	wear	 to	 finish	 from	normal	 use	
only, circa 1896 (see illustration)
£2500-4500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

611
A very rare Hardy Perfect brass faced 
and brass drummed transitional 3C\,” 
trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass 
foot, strapped rim tension screw and 
early calliper spring check mechanism, 
contracted brass drum with eight rim cusps, 
milled nickel silver locking screw and two 
bands of large and small perforations, 
faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade 
mark, enclosed oval and straight line logo, a 
previously unseen model dating from circa 
1897, the reel has a small hairline crack to 
the drum rim but in otherwise good overall 
condition (see illustration)
£2000-3000 
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612
A scarce Malloch Sun and Planet 3½” 
brass salmon fly reel, facetted treen 
handle with patent Sun and Planet anti-
reverse gearing, bridge foot, quadruple 
cage	 pillars,	 fixed	 check	 mechanism,	
faceplate with raised central spindle boss 
and stamped oval logo, light wear from 
normal use only, circa 1900
£180-260

613
A Hardy replica 1896 Brass Perfect 3” 
wide drummed trout fly reel, ivorine handle, 
pierced foot, strapped tension screw, nickel 
silver drum retaining screw, no. 777/1000, 
new/unused condition in block leather case 
and card box (see illustration)
£600-900 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

614
A scarce Malloch Sun and Planet 2¾” 
brass trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle 
with patent anti-reverse sun and planet 
gearing, bridge foot, triple pillared cage, 
fixed	 check	 mechanism,	 faceplate	 with	
raised spindle boss and stamped oval logo, 
reel retains virtually all the original bronze 
patina, circa 1895
£240-280

615
A very rare Allcock Model Perfect 3” alloy 
trout fly reel, caged and six spoked drum 
with single xylonite handle and perforated 
outer	 front	 flange	 (eleven	 holes),	 brass	
stancheon foot, rear nickel silver sliding 
optional check button and bar spring check 
mechanism, backplate stamped make and 
model details, small line groove to one pillar 
otherwise good overall condition, a very 
rarely	 seen	 fly	model	 based	 on	 the	 Aerial	
design, 1920’s (see illustration)
£1000-1500 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

616
A Hardy Longstone 4” sea centre pin 
reel, twin ebonite handles, brass foot, 
nickel silver Bickerdyke line guide, milled 
drum tension screw and rim mounted 
optional check lever, rear plate stamped 
make and model details, 1930’s
£100-150

617
Three Okuma V-30 fixed spool reels and 
three spare spools, folding handles, spool 
mounted	tension	adjusters,	all	as	new	and	
a	quantity	of	various	other	fixed	spool	reels	
by Shimano, Abu, Mitchell et al (Q)
£100-150

618
Three Daiwa TDr 3012 fixed spool reels 
and spare spools, folding handles and spool 
mounted	 tension	 adjusters,	 two	 boxed,	 a	
pair	of	boxed	Daiwa	TDx	2508	fixed	spool	
reels	and	a	boxed	Daiwa	TDr	2508D	fixed	
spool reel and spare spool, all in very little 
used condition (6)
£200-300
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619
A Shakespeare “Mach 3 XT Pellet 
Waggler” 2 piece carbon float rod, 12’, 
screw	grip	reel	fitting,	as	new	,	a	matching	
11’ model, both as new and in tubes and 
cloth carry cases, a Drennan “Puddle 
Chucker” 11’ 2 piece carbon carp waggler 
rod, in cloth carry case (3)
£100-150

620
A Hardy “Marksman Specimen Feeder” 
2 piece carbon bottom rod, 13’, screw 
grip	 reel	 fitting,	 three	 various	 tip	 sections,	
as new with plastic wrapper still to handle, 
in bag and cloth covered tube
£180-260

621
A Daiwa Whisker Super MSG 16m carbon 
pole, sections contained in three plastic 
tubes and in large black three compartment 
cloth hold-all, little used/as new condition
£500-800

622
A Daiwa Yank ‘n’ Bank 100 carbon margin 
pole, 10m length, as new, in bag, a Daiwa SR3 
System Whip pole, 8m, in bag and a Tri-Cast 
Trilogy XS Competition whip, in cloth case (3)
£120-180

623
A pair of Middy “Battle Zone V2” carbon 
poles, Carp X-rated Progression models, 
12.5m, each in zipper hold-all, as new (2)
£150-250

624
A W.R. Speedia 4” centre pin reel, cased black 
finish	drum	with	twin	composition	handles	and	
spring latch, rim mounted optional check lever, 
as new condition, a Relum 4½” centre pin reel, 
shallow cored drum, brass foot, rim optional 
check lever, as new condition and a boxed 
Young’s	Rapidex	4”	centre	pin	reel,	grey	finish,	
little used condition (3)
£120-180

625
A fine Hardy HJS bait casting reel, with 
black	 anodised	 finish,	 4:1	 ratio	 gearing,	
reverse	 tapered	 ebonite	 handle	 on	 off-set	
curved crank winding arm mounted above 
a	 four	 point	 capstan	 drag	 adjuster,	 rim	
mounted spool release lever and milled 
tension screw, ribbed alloy foot, rear oil 
port, backplate stamped make and model 
details, as new condition (see lot 27 for 
matching box and accessories), circa 1950 
(see illustration)
£400-600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

626
A Hardy Silex Major 3¾” bait casting reel, 
twin ebonite handles, spring release latch, 
brass	 foot	 (filed),	 ivorine	 rim	 casting	 trigger	
and rear nickel silver tension regulator, in 
card	box,	a	Hardy	Silex	No.2	4”	casting	reel,	
twin ebonite handles, alloy foot, rim mounted 
ivorine casting trigger and milled tension 
nut, pillar cracked and a Hardy Silex 4” bait 
casting reel, twin ivorine handles, brass foot 
(filed),	three	rim	controls,	check	faulty	(3)
£150-250

627
An Allcock Aerial C815 3¾” centre pin 
reel, black	finish,	caged	and	spoked	drum,	
rim	 optional	 check	 adjuster,	 an	 Allcock	
Match Aerial, similar design, later line guide 
fitted	 and	 an	Allcock	 Flick	 ‘Em	 centre	 pin	
reel, all in used condition
£90-130
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628
A Hardy Conquest 4¼” centre pin 
trotting reel, shallow cored drum with 
twin tapered ebonite handles and spring 
release latch, stancheon foot, Bickerdyke 
line guide, rear nickel silver optional check 
lever and ivorine quadrant tension regulator 
and an Allcock Aerial Popular 3½” centre 
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with 
twin xylonite handles, brass foot, optional 
rear check lever (2)
£130-180

629
A Hardy Birmingham 2½” brass trout fly 
reel, horn handle, bridge foot, triple cage 
pillars, check lacking, faceplate stamped 
oval log and a similar Cowan, Edin brass 
2½”	trout	fly	reel	(2)
£120-180

630
A Hardy Birmingham 2½” brass trout fly 
reel, horn handle, bridge foot, triple cage 
pillars,	 fixed	 check,	 faceplate	 stamped	
open oval logo, worn condition, a Garland 
2¾”	 brass	 trout	 fly	 reel	 and	 an	 Eaton	 &	
Deller	2½”	brass	and	ebonite	trout	fly	reel,	
all of similar design (3)
£140-240

631
A Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane trout 
fly rod, 10’, crimson silk inter-whippings, 
alloy	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	 lockfast	 joint,	
19568, in bag
£120-160

632
A Hardy “Pope” 2 piece cane trout fly 
rod, 10’,	 #7,	 crimson	 silk	 inter-whipped,	
alloy	screw	grip	 reel	fitting,	 reversible	butt	
spear,	lockfast	joint,	1961,	in	bag
£120-160

633
A Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane trout 
fly rod, 8’6”, crimson silk inter-whipped, 
alloy	 screw	 grip	 reel	 fitting,	 lockfast	 joint,	
1959, in bag
£130-180

634
A Daiwa 2 piece carbon fly rod, 9’,	#9/10,	
another	carbon	2	piece	trout	fly	rod,	9’,	#7,	
two folding landing nets and a wooden 
wading	staff	(5)
£50-80

635
A Hardy Sea Silex 7” sea centre pin reel, 
solid drum with twin reverse tapered ebonite 
handles and nickel silver telephone release 
latch, brass block foot, rim mounted ivorine 
handled brake lever and three further rim 
casting controls, rear plate stamped make 
and model details, 1940’s (see illustration)
£350-550 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

636
A Nottingham 6” frog back walnut sea 
centre pin reel, brass backed drum with 
twin composition ball handles and central 
four screw spring release latch, rear plate 
with brass frog back stancheon foot and 
sliding optional check button, 1920’s
£150-250

637
A Chas Farlow 2½” brass trout winch, 
turned ivory handle on curved crank 
winding arm, riveted block foot, triple cage 
pillars, rear raised check housing and 
fixed	 check	 mechanism,	 faceplate	 script	
engraved makers details, circa 1875
£120-180
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638
A scarce Hardy Perfect 3Z\,” trout fly reel, 
ivorine handle, alloy foot, brass strapped 
rim tension screw and 1906 calliper check 
mechanism, contracted drum with four rim 
cusps and nickel silver retaining screw, 
faceplate stamped central circular logo, 
light	wear	to	lead	finish	only,	circa	1908	(see	
illustration)
£300-400 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

639
A scarce Hardy Longstone 5” walnut sea 
centre pin reel, bulbous horn handles on 
circular alloy plates, brass telephone drum 
latch, nickel silvered B.P. line guide and 
starback foot stamped makers details, rim 
mounted lever action check mechanism, 
circa 1917, a rarely seen transitional model 
with the un-catalogued telephone drum 
release latch (see illustration)
£400-600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

640
An Alfred & Sons 3” brass loch trolling 
winch, domed horn handle on recessed 
winding plate, triple raised pillars and block 
foot,	 fixed	 check	 mechanism,	 faceplate	
engraved	 makers	 details,	 polished	 finish,	
circa 1875
£150-250

**** End of Sale ****

This catalogue is dedicated to  
the memory of

 
JEFF GODFREY

5th March 1945 –  
23rd July 2018

 
Collector, restorer,  

Salmon fisher extraordinaire
and dear friend
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BIDDING SLIP

Name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Telephone: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mobile: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Email: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Lot No Description Bid £
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................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................
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................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

I have read and understood the Terms and Conditions of Sale

Signed: ___________________________________ Date:_____________________________

Angling Auctions
30 Basepoint, Premier Way
Abbey Park, Romsey
Hants, SO51 9AQ

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
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COMMISSION BIDS – TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.
Commission bids will be executed as cheaply as any other bids or reserves allow, and are 
carried out free of charge.

2.
All	bids	shall	be	treated	as	offers	made	on	the	Notice	and	Conditions	of	Sale	printed	in	the	
catalogue.

3.
A maximum bid (exc. Premium and V.A.T.) should be indicated over “Buy” or unlimited bids 
will not be accepted.

4.
In the event of identical bids, the earliest will take precedence.

5.
Commission	bids	left	by	telephone	should	be	confirmed	by	email	or	in	writing.

6.
All commission bids are left entirely at the Buyer’s risk, and neither the Auctioneers, their 
agents	or	staff	will	be	responsible	for	any	errors	in	the	execution	of	bids	howsoever	caused.

7.
Successful commission bidders will receive an invoice detailing purchases, and giving 
instructions for payment and collection of goods.



(Continued from inside front cover)

2. Payment
 (a) The Auctioneers shall pay the Proceeds of Sale
   to the Vendor seven days after the date of sale
   if the Auctioneer has been paid the Purchase
   Price in full by the Buyer.
 (b) If by due date the Auctioneers have not received
   payment in full from the Buyer the Proceeds of
   Sale will be paid seven days after full payment is
   received by the Auctioneer.
 (c) In the event of a defaulting buyer the Auctioneer
   reserves the right to cancel the sale on any 
  lot(s) purchase and to return title of goods to 
  the vendor.

3. Warranty & Indemnity
 (a) The Vendor warrants to the Auctioneer and to
   the Buyer that he is and will be able to transfer
   good and marketable title to the lot free from all 
  liens and encumberances.
 (b) The Vendor shall indemnify the Auctioneers,
   agents and the Buyer against all claims made or
   proceedings brought by persons entitled or
   purporting to be entitled to the Lot and shall  

reimburse the Auctioneers on demand for all 
  payments, expenses, costs or any other loss
   or damage whatsoever made, incurred or 
	 	 suffered	as	a	result	of	any	breach	by	the	
  Vendor of (a) above.

4. Insurance
	 No	 insurance	charge	 is	made.	 Insurance	of	all	Lots	

will
 be the responsibility of the Vendor and the Auctioneer
 will not be liable for any loss or damage howsoever 
 caused.

5. Vendor’s V.A.T. Status
 The Vendor shall give the Auctioneer all relevant 
 information as to his VAT status with regard to the 
 Lot(s) to be sold which he warrants is and will be 
 correct and upon which the Auctioneer shall be 

entitled 
 to rely.

6. Photography
 The Auctioneers reserve the right to photograph any 
 item(s)  for reproduction in catalogues or for publicity 
 purposes. There is a maximum charge of £30.00for 
 black and white and £150.00 for colour photographs 
 (together with any VAT chargeable thereon).

7. General
The Auctioneer shall have absolute discretion as to 
the following:-
	 (a)	 Whether	to	offer	any	Lot	for	sale	or	not
 (b) The description of any Lot in the catalogue
 (c) The printed estimated price of any Lot in 
  the catalogue.

In these Conditions of sale the following words and 
expressions shall have the following meaning:-

“The Auctioneers” Angling Auctions

“Hammer Price” the price at which the Lot is
     Knocked down to the Buyer.

“Lot”    any item deposited with
     Angling Auctions with a view
     to sale at auction, in
     particular, the item or items
     described against any lot
     number in the catalogue

“Proceeds of Sale” the net amount due to the
     Vendor being the Hammer
     Price less commission and
     any other charges due as
     published in the above
     Conditions of Sale

“Purchase Price” the Hammer Price plus any
     premium. VAT chargeable and
     expenses due from a defaulting
     Buyer under condition A6 (b)

“Unsold Lot” those Lots which fail to reach
     their reserve or attract a bidder



Location: 
Crosfield Hall is conveniently located on the outskirts of historic Romsey town centre 
and within two miles of the M27/M3 motorway. The Hall is located opposite the entrance 
to Broadlands House which is signposted from all major routes – satnav postcode finder 
is SO51 8GL. There is long term Pay & Display parking at the venue.

Trains:
Romsey railway station has regular services from Southampton Central and Airport 
Parkway stations. Regular trains from Winchester (via Southampton Central) to Romsey 
and direct trains from Salisbury to Romsey for those coming from the west.

Buses:
Regular Blue Line (No. 4) buses from Southampton Central Station to Romsey bus 
station (located directly opposite Crosfield Hall). Winchester Bus Station to Romsey bus 
station via Stagecoach (No.66) and Salisbury Blue Star bus service (no. X7) to Romsey 
bus station.

Airport:
Romsey is located 15 minutes taxi ride from Southampton Airport. Regular trains 
from Gatwick (via Clapham Common) to Southampton Airport Parkway/Central 
train stations. Arrangements can be made for overseas clients to be collected from 
Southampton Airport or Southampton Airport Parkway/Central train Stations.

Please contact the auctioneers for further information or assistance
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